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Synopsis 
In modem lngh-nse bmldings, a suitable control algoritlnn has to be chosen so that lifts 
can respond to passenger requests in such a way as to transport them qmckly and 
efficiently to their destmations. 
The aim of the current work is to assess new schedulmg approaches and intelligent 
momtoring techniques in order to aid the design of new lift systems and to Improve the 
performance of existmg mstallations To aclneve this, the proJect has been divided mto 
three maJor parts FlfStly, a model of passenger movements has been developed from an 
analysis of data gathered from mstalled lift systems, thereby allowing the realistic 
simulation of landmg calls, car calls and door opemng times. Secondly, a lift simulator 
has been produced to allow the modular companson of alternative scheduling and 
monitonng approaches and to provide an accurate model of lift dynamics. Thirdly, a new 
mtelligent lift scheduling system has been implemented. 
Keywords: mtelligent schedulmg, real-time schedulmg, heunstic search, A* search, lifts, 
elevators, prediction 
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Cha ter I IntroductiOn 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Scientific research is dedicated mamly to enhance the quality of life, by providmg 
methods and technologies to assist humans m their efforts to achieve better performance. 
One of the main growing areas of research and development is the use of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) in the field of automation to allow the manipulation oflarge amounts of 
data, to Improve decisiOn makmg, to Improve the quality of product, to enhance cost 
effectiveness, time efficiency and to improve reliability. AI can be defined as the use of 
computational power to analyse, classify, process, learn, reason and search for optimum 
or near optimum solutions to complex problems. Intelligent methods allow us to predict 
future events based on the knowledge gamed from the experience of past events. 
High nse lift scheduling systems are expected to respond to passenger demands m such a 
way as to transport them quickly and efficiently to their destmahons without excessive 
waitmg In a competitive market, all the major manufacturers have mvestigated the use of 
AI methods to improve the performance of their lift schedulers. The lift mdustry IS often 
considered to be conservative due to the requirements of meeting stringent safety 
standards and the commercial need for reliability [Ovaska 1991]. There IS also resistance 
to change due to the prolubihve cost overheads mvolved m the testmg, installation and 
maintenance of new schedulmg systems. Consequently, although manufacturers have 
studied many intelligent schedulmg methods, few have been put mto production 
Modem high nse bmldmgs often have more than one group of lifts (typically comprismg 
4 or 6 lifts), with each group bemg controlled separately. A passenger requests a lift by 
pressing the lift-calling button at the Iandmg, thereby reg1stenng a Iandmg call In the lift, 
the passenger presses the destmatwn floor button to register a car call The lift traffic 
intensity and pattern depends on the bmlding functiOn and Will vary dunng the day. For 
example m an office bmldmg occupied by one or more companies, employees arnving for 
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work at the termmal floor will generally produce a considerable demand at that floor 
resulting in the 'up peak' traffic. Followmg this penod and up to lunch !lme there 1s 
generally relatively uruform movement between all floors, formmg the 'interfloor' traffic. 
At lunch time there Will normally be more demand to travel to the restaurant floor (1f any) 
and the termmal floor At the end of the day people leave the bmldmg from all floors in 
the directiOn of the terminal floor forming the 'down peak' traffic. Dunng the day lift 
traffic patterns can suddenly change due to variety of reasons (such as conference 
meetings), which can result in an unpredictable sudden change m demand to or from one 
or more floors, further deta1ls are g1ven m (Sectwn 2 I). 
There are a number of charactens!lcs of hft scheduling wluch make it a hard problem 
[Mulvaney and Sillitoe 1992]. 
• The general solution to optunal hft schedulmg falls into the category of problems 
mathema!lcians term NP-complete • , namely that the !lme taken to solve the problem 
will mcrease exponentially with problem complexity Tlus can be illustrated by 
cons1denng a bmldmg w1th n hfts and p landmg calls. As there are n P possible 
schedulmg solutions, an extra landmg call will give nse to a substantial increase in the 
number of schedules to be considered. Consequently, it carmot be guaranteed that an 
optimal solution will be found within the critical time required to produce a schedule. It 
is the task of the hft control system to select w!uch of the assignments is the most 
suitable m order to aclueve specific obJec!lves (such as mmlmlsmg wa1tmg t1me) 
• There is no sufficiently complete model of the relationships between the charactens!ics 
of hft systems (such as landmg calls arid car calls) to allow either a closed analytical 
solution or ari approach which would reduce the complexity of the optimal solution. 
• System safety arid reliability is of high importarice and should be taken mto 
consideration when designing new lift systems. 
• Belongmg to the class ofnondetemumsttc polynomtal problems [Russell and Norvtg 1995] 
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• The scheduler must be sufficiently flexible to allow tailonng to smt mdiv1dual 
requirement such as building design and customer demands 
• Incomplete knowledge 1s supplied to the scheduler such as when the next landmg call 
is going to occur, how many passengers are behmd a call, how long 1t w1ll take them to 
get into a lift and wluch destmation each is going to choose. The quality of the data 
presented to the scheduler 1s ofupmost importance to its performance 
One of the most difficult problems in lift system design is accounting for the 
unpred1ctab11ity of the traffic patterns. The m1ssmg knowledge makes the task of 
prov1ding optimum real time decisions by the scheduler Impossible in practice. In general, 
the more we know about the building and lift environment and the more accurate the data 
supplied to the scheduler, the better Will be 1ts performance An intelligent lift scheduler 
uses the assistance of a prediction system which analyses the druly traffic data of the lift 
system and compares it with prevwus analysed data in order to identify general trends m 
the traffic density and d1stnbutwn. These expected values can then be used to rud the 
production of schedulmg deciswns At times of peak demands in a group of lifts, an 
intelligent co-ordinated schedulmg lift system 1s necessary to mimrn1se the passenger 
wa1ting time and to prevent long queues developmg [Hamd1 and Mulvaney 1998]. 
It IS important to ident1fy areas where the application of AI methods are smtable and to 
avoid making the system more complex. F1ve principal areas have been identified as 
follows 
• Lift system status and knowledge base contaimng general mformation and heuristics 
relatmg to lift systems and lift schedulmg, such as the relative pnonties of different calls, 
lift dynamics, the rules for strategy selectiOn and the stab1hty of solutions. 
• Prediction of hft system mput data such as landing calls, car calls, loading and 
unloadmg tunes. 
• Control policy selection The use of input data (and pred1cted mput data) in the selectiOn 
of an appropriate policy, such as normal operatwn or up peak. 
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• Strategy selection The use of chent-spec1fied objectives m the selection of an 
appropnate control strategy. For example, choosmg minimising energy consumption as 
an opturusatwn factor during low intensity traffic, further details are g1ven m Section 
3.2. 
• Scheduling Adoptmg a new scheduling technique may allow easier configuration to suit 
customer reqmrements. The real-time scheduler may need other control pohcies to 
complement its work such as parking and up peak policies 
The first four of these areas are the modules which constltllte the intelligent monitoring of 
the lift system. Intelligent momtoring IS discussed m Chapters 3, 4 and 8. 
1.1 Aim and objectives 
The present work a1ms to improve the performance of existing hft system mstallations by 
reducmg the average waiting time of passengers. This is to be achieved by developing a 
system which provides a smtable combmatlon of intelligent scheduling and momtoring 
The intelligent hft scheduling system should exhibit the following charactenstics 
• Safety and reliability have the highest pnonty m the hft system and must be taken into 
account when choosing a hft control system. 
• The assigmnent of hfts to landing calls must be g1ven m real-time. For the bmldmg 
example used m this work the scheduling cycle must be no more than 250 ms, 
Chapters 2 and 6. 
• The system must be adaptable to smt different building configurations without 
mcumng a prohibitive cost overhead. 
• The solutiOn must be able to adapt to different traffic patterns and intensities. 
• The system must make the most of the available knowledge by providing smtably 
high quality data (actual and predicted) to the real-time scheduler, for example lift 
system status, predicted car calls, operatiOn rules and constraints to improve the 
system performance. 
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• The need for human intervention should be kept to a minimum. For example a hft 
operator or designer may need to set or specify predetermmed rules such as '1f more 
than four car calls are registered at the termmal floor then sw1tch up peak on'. 
In the current work, the Kodak hft control system usmg the Express Traffic Quantum 
(ETQ) scheduler developed by Express Evans Ltd. is taken as a case study, since actual 
data recorded from the lift system have been made avrulable Th1s allows a duect 
comparison between the existmg hft system and the new intelligent hft scheduler 
developed in this work. 
Heuristic search is a popular method for real-time schedulmg (Chapter 3), where the 
heuristics are used to lim1t the search and control its execution time. In a hft scheduler 1t 
IS very Important to be able to predict accurately how long a search will take and, 1f 
mcomplete, whether the partial schedule would be adequate. Generally, the deeper the 
search the lugher the quahty of the schedule produced, but the longer 1s the computatiOn 
time. Dynamic scheduling algonthms perform sequencing and resource allocatiOn on-hne 
m the hope of making use of comprehensive and up-to-date information about the tasks 
and the environment. Reducing the complexity of the search may diminish the quahty of 
the schedules produced in terms of guaranteemg deadlme compliance [Hamidzadeh and 
Atlf 1996] Dynamic real-time lift schedulers must be able to ach1eve a desued quality 
and typically this is the minimisation of average passenger wa1tmg time. Bamey and dos 
Santos [1985] recommended that a passenger in an office bmldmg should not be expected 
to wait longer than 15s To provide a suitable compromise, one technique is to produce a 
partml schedule for high prionty tasks first, in which case it is important to consider how 
best to allocate processmg lime between the tasks [Hamidzadeh and Alif 1996]. 
Mouadd1b and Gallone [1996] used a progressive schedulmg technique to generate 
quickly an irutial1mprecise answer, which is then successively refined. 
To meet the aim and cons1denng the above charactens!Jcs, the objectives of the current 
work can now be stated. 
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• To analyse the data ava1lable from the Kodak bmlding, and to understand both the hft 
system and passenger traffic behavwurs in order to develop passenger arnval and 
movement models to be used for traffic simulation and prediction. 
• To implement a lift Simulator to test the feasibility of the technique and to assess its 
performance when working with the existing lift control system. The hft simulator IS 
also important for the understanding of the hft system and traffic flow. 
• To introduce and develop a real-time mtelhgent lift scheduler using a heunstlc 
technique. 
• To implement an intelligent real-time hft control system which cons1sts of two mam 
parts, namely a real-time scheduler and a momtoring system. It IS a single strategy 
system smce only one optimisation factor is considered and that is minimlSlng the 
average waiting time. This was chosen according to the requirement of Express Evans 
Ltd, since m1mmising passenger waiting time is considered by the company as the 
highest pnority at all times. 
1.2 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis IS the documentation of the research carried out to des1gn and implements an 
mtelhgent hft scheduling system It is divided mto nme chapters including the current 
chapter. In the followmg, the structure of the thesis and the arrangement of 1ts chapters m 
the order they appear along w1th the 1ssue of discussion m each chapter are bnefly 
descnbed. 
Chapter 2 alternative conventional lift scheduling algorithms are rev1ewed includmg the 
ETQ hft scheduler. The chapter discusses the important characteristics of a hft control 
system, the drawbacks of conventwnal hft control systems and the pomts that need to be 
addressed when des1gmng an intelligent lift control system. 
Chapter 3 gives an overv1ew of schedulmg and relevant AI methods. The need for 
intelligent real-time hft schedulmg systems is discussed and examples of a number of 
intelligent hft systems are mtroduced, mcluding their advantages and disadvantages. 
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Chapter 4 the intelligent real-time hft schedulmg system implemented m this work IS 
introduced, mcludmg the main parts of the system consisting of a hft system simulator, a 
model of passenger movements, the real-time scheduler and the lift momtonng system. A 
discussion of the use of real-time heuristic search IS given and smtable search techniques 
for the hft scheduling problem are suggested. 
Chapter 5 presents the lift data analysis performed on the actual data extracted from the 
Kodak bmldmg, mcluding an analysis of the d1stnbution of passenger arnval A model of 
building traffic and passenger movement is developed, Implemented and tested usmg the 
lift simulator. 
In Chapter 6 the Implementation of the hft simulator 1s described and test results using 
the simulated ETQ scheduler are presented 
In Chapter 7 the intelligent real-time hft scheduler design, development and testmg IS 
descnbed. The chapter mcludes the defimtion of the lift schedulmg problem and an 
analysis of the heunstlc search problem and 1ts solution. 
Chapter 8 gives the Implementation of the hft momtonng system which is combmed 
w1th the real-time scheduler to produce an mtelligent hft scheduling system wh1ch is 
tested using the lift simulator. The mtelligent lift scheduling system performance IS 
compared with that of the ETQ schedulmg system. Several simulation runs results are 
shown and new adaptive parking and up peak detection policies are mtroduced and 
implemented. 
Chapter 9 reviews and discusses the contnbut10n of the work presented m this thesis, and 
Identifies areas for future work. 
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Chapter 2 
Description of Lift systems 
A supervisory hft control system consists of two main parts, namely the low-level control 
such as door movement and the h1gh-level control such as the lift scheduler wh1ch may be 
supported by an off-lme traffic monitoring and prediction system The work of this thes1s 
concentrates on the high-level control part of the lift control system. This chapter gives a 
defimtion of lift system traffic and peak traffic periods in Section 2.1, an overv1ew of the 
hft system in SectiOn 2.2 and the conventiOnal techniques that are used to optimise hft 
operation and mmim1se passenger waiting time, especially at peak traffic penods in 
Sect10n 2 3. Section 2.4 gives four examples of supervisory control systems SectiOn 2.5 
descnbes m greater detail the Express Traffic Quantum (ETQ) hft scheduler used by 
Express Evans Ltd. ETQ 1s used as a benchmark agamst which the performance of the 
mtelligent scheduling system presented m this thesis IS compared. 
In modem h1gh nse buildmgs, a lift system is expected to respond to passenger demands 
in such a way as to qUickly and efficiently transport passengers to their destmation 
w1thout excessive passenger wa1t1ng times occurring or queues developing, especially at 
peak times. An average waiting time of no more than 15 seconds is typically specified for 
a busy office bmlding [Bamey and dos Santos 1985] To achieve such a performance, the 
hft system has to calculate a schedule as rapidly as possible; for example the calculation 
of a schedule takes approximately half a second m Kone lift systems [Siikonen 1997]. 
Due to the complexity of the problem, the computational cycle may also lengthen 1f the 
number of floors served 1s increased; for example m a 16 floor buildmg the ETQ 
scheduler needs 250 ms to calculate the schedule wh1le the same scheduler needs 450 ms 
to determme a schedule when servmg a 32 floor bmlding (Express Evans Ltd personal 
communication). 
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In a lift system, the assignment of a landmg call only becomes irreversible once the lift 
begms to slow down in order to stop at a floor Before this, the lift scheduler IS normally 
at liberty to reassign the landmg call to another lift should the scheduler decide that the 
overall waiting lime for the building, as a whole would be reduced. 
If there are n lifts in the group and the number of landing calls registered IS p, then there 
are nP call assignment possibilities. The task of the lift scheduler IS to decide which 
among these possible solutions is the one most suitable for aclueving the specified 
objective, typically one ofmmimising: waitmg time at the floor, the duratiOn of the nde, 
the number of mtermediate stops, or energy use [Ovaska 1991]. Attemptmg to consider 
all possibilities will often take more time than IS available to the lift scheduler. Hence, the 
lift scheduler has to shorten the schedulmg time by using some rules that will reduce the 
number of solutions that need to be considered. Often, the resultmg schedule Will be 
suitable for the purpose, but not necessanly optimal. 
Traditionally, each lift has a lzft next dzrectzon mdicator above Its door in the lobby that 
Illuminates once the lift IS mecoverably committed to the landmg call. Some Japanese-
manufactured lift systems commit a lift to a landing call Immediately, a lift IS first 
assigned to it and the lift indicators at the lobby signal this. Tlus method attempts to 
reduce the 'psychological wmtmg lime' for the passenger at the expense of lengthemng 
the actual waiting time, smce the optimal assignment will normally change m the time the 
lift takes to arnve at the landmg [S1ikonen 1997]. 
The type ofbmlding, the traffic pattern and Its intensity all have significant effects on the 
lift scheduler design. The following sectiOn explains the methods used to adapt the lift 
scheduler to changing passenger demands. 
2.1 Lift system traffic patterns 
This section discusses the different traffic flows that can occur m a lift system. These 
depend on the type of buildmg and its occupancy, for an example, m an office bmldmg 
the occupants may be subject to stnct limes for startmg, breaks and leavmg. During the 
day, different traffic patterns are likely to be mornmg 'up peak', evemng 'down peak', 
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mid-day four-way traffic and random (balanced) interfloor traffic. At the lift system 
design stage when the number of hft cars is chosen, their capacity would need to be 
adequate to handle the anticipated buildmg traffic and the hft real-time control system has 
to be chosen so as to be able to respond to traffic demands. Several hft control strategies 
have been implemented to optimise the hft system performance accordmg to hft traffic 
[Strakosch 1983, Bamey and dos Santos 1985, Sukonen 1997]. 
The main traffic streams are defined below. 
• Up peak traffic An up peak traffic condition exists when the dommant or only traffic 
flow IS m an upward direction with the maJonty of passengers entering the hft system 
at the main terminal of the bmlding. The hft control system performance is usually 
measured during the up peak penod, as at this time the hft system expenences the 
greatest change m traffic demand with passengers arrivmg in the mormng to start work 
or retummg following a lunch break [Strakosch 1983, Bamey and dos Santos 1985, 
Shkonen 1997] 
• Down peak traffic A down peak traffic condition exist when the dommant or only 
traffic flow is m the downward direction With all or the majonty of passengers leaving 
the hft system at the main termmal of the bmldmg [Strakosch 1983, Bamey and dos 
Santos 1985, Sukonen 1997]. 
• Two and four way traffic Two way traffic condition exist when the dominant or only 
traffic flow is to and from one specified floor, which is not the main terminal Four 
way traffic conditions exist when the dominant or only traffic flow is to and from two 
specified floors, one which may be the main termmal [Strakosch 1983, Bamey and dos 
Santos 1985]. 
• Interfloor traffic Random mterfloor traffic can be said to exist when no discernible 
pattern of calls can be detected [Bamey and dos Santos 1985, Sukonen 1997]. 
2.2 Overview of different lift control techniques and services 
In this section, the factors that are mvo lved m the hft system design and turung are 
discussed and the use of different control policies and their effects on hft system 
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performance are explamed. The hft polic1es are mainly concerned with prov1dmg a 
control algonthrn which may cons1st of more than one pohcy to deal w1th different traffic 
demands. Dividmg the bmldmg mto zones and d1stnbuting lifts between those zones 1s 
one way of s1mphfymg control and 1mprovmg the performance of lift systems. The 
divis10ns are typically selected depending either on floor population, traffic intensity or 
the number oflandmg calls m a zone. 
For an existing bmldmg the traffic patterns and floor utilisation infonnat10n are available 
and therefore, compared to the des1gn stage, it is eas1er to define which type of control 
algonthrn and wh1ch policies are the most appropriate. Pnor knowledge of traffic 
intensity patterns would help the lift control system to adapt 1ts pohcy accordmgly. Early 
hft schedulmg methods mcluded little or no prediction either of the passenger arnval rate 
or of the lift system future state. However, improvements m computer processing speed 
and memory capac1ty allow modem hft control systems to mcorporate traffic prediction 
and detection in order to enhance the hft system performance 
At the design stage the hft des1gner mainly depends on information avmlable about the 
buildmg and assumptiOns regarding the number of passengers wh1ch will be using the 
buildmg, their probable traffic patterns and the1r mtens1ty. Statistical analysis is often 
used to estimate the demands the use of a building will make on the hft system, based 
mamly on analytical techniques apphed to up peak traffic [Bamey and dos Santos 1985]. 
A number of parameters relatmg to bmldmg information IS reqmred in the des1gn process, 
some ofwh1ch are known prec1sely, such as the nmnber of floors, purpose of the bmldmg, 
the relation between floors (for example, a restaurant may be located at a certain floor, a 
bmldmg may house several compames w1th each company havmg a certain nmnber of 
floors and a certam population). Other values may not be stnctly known, such as the times 
at which different companies start work and whether they work flexible hours. At th1s 
stage, the hft des1gner may have to determme the optimum control algonthrn based on the 
information avmlable for the bmldmg which gives the best performance in terms of 
quantzty (number of hfts reqmred and their capac1ty) and qualzty of serv1ce (average 
passenger wa1t1ng time or journey time). Note that passenger journey time is defined as 
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the sum of the passenger waiting time plus transit time [Bamey and dos Santos 1985, 
Sukonen 1997]. Other factors affectmg the calculation mclude whether or not: 
• floors are evenly populated; 
• mterfloor heights are constant; 
• vanous delays (passenger disturbance, despatch intervals, loadmg intervals) can be 
considered negligible; 
• passengers arrive umformly with time; 
• the number of people each lift transports on each trip meets the loading assumptions 
(80% or more of the hft capacity is used at peak time). 
Depending on the complexity of the problem and the adopted solution, lift supervisory 
systems can be simple program or be complex multi-taskmg systems in which a number 
of control algonthms is required to cover such conditiOns as up peak, down peak, heavy 
floor demand, balanced traffic, off-peak, basement service and mght service [Bamey and 
dos Santos 1985]. 
Dunng up peak the average time the lifts takes to serve all car calls and return to the 
termmal floor IS often estimated usmg probability theory. Typically, m conventional hft 
systems, the total number of passengers a lift system can transport dunng that five mmute 
period of heaviest demand and the duration of the interval between consecutive departures 
from the terminal floor (calculated usmg average round trip time m SectiOn 2.2.3) are 
used as performance measures [Bamey and dos Santos 1985, Siikonen 1997]. 
Lift simulators are often used to assess the performance of the lift system under a vanety 
of different operatmg conditiOns, such as changes to the number of entrance floors Due to 
the NP-complete nature of the schedulmg problem, Chapter 1, the impact of the lift 
supervisory control system on passenger service or JOUrney time under different traffic 
situatiOns carmot be calculated analytically [Snkonen 1997]. 
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2.2.1 Parking 
Under light to medium traffic conditions, a lift has frequently no calls to answer. The lift 
IS free for allocation if no further demands exist, and it can then be parked at a convement 
floor or sector m the zone, where a zone is a group of adjacent floors 
Parkmg is mainly mtended to d1stnbute the lifts around the bmlding, m anticipatiOn of 
traffic demand and a proper parkmg policy is essential for good lift system performance 
An example of a parking policy is given below [Bamey and dos Santos 1985, Snkonen 
1997] 
• The bmlding IS divided into a number ofparkmg zones, each zone groupmg a number 
of adjacent floors; the main termmal constitutes a parkmg zone in itself 
• A lift with no passengers and no calls allocated IS considered a free lift. After the lift 
has been free for a defined time, it may be moved to a particular floor as part of the 
parkmg strategy. 
• If the main termmal is vacant, the nearest free hft IS 'expressed' down. 
• The distnbutwn of free lifts takes place when the algonthm detects more than one free 
lift inside the same parking sector. 
• Dunng up peak, the parking algorithm may be cancelled. 
In Si1konen [1997], during light traffic statistical passenger traffic forecasts are used for 
parking hfts at those floors where passengers are expected to arnve next The statistical 
forecasts are searched as long as the number of arnvmg passengers exceeds a certam 
percentage of the up peak handlmg capacity. A buildmg is divided m to sectors with equal 
arnval rates, and sectors are given pnon!Ies, where the prionty of the sector IS found by 
dividmg the passenger arnval rate in the sector by the number of floors inside the sector. 
The sector with the highest arrival rate is served first md a hft that remams free for a 
predefined time is returned to the busiest floor in the sector. The parkmg operatiOn is 
cancelled If new landmg calls are registered and the reason for hft assignment need to be 
considered, and this is probably used to hm1t additional tnps in periods when the lift is 
hkely to be assigned. 
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2.2.2 "Next lift" procedure and terminal floor 
The terrmnal floor is often a subject of preferential service. In a pnority system, a free hft 
is usually allocated to the terminal floor as its first operation, although it usually allows 
the lift to pick up high priority calls on Its way down to the mam termmal. 
Usually one of the hfts parked at the tennmal floor keeps Its door open as an mdiCation 
that it will be the next hft to leave and it is not avmlable to serve other floors until a 
specified penod of time has elapsed [Barney and dos Santos 1985]. 
2.2.3 Subzoning and up peak service 
The up peak service IS usually triggered when the traffic leaving the terminal floor 
exceeds a predetermmed rate The up peak service IS responsible for supplymg the 
termmal floor with more than one lift car m response to a single landing call. The up peak 
percentage arrival rate depends on the maximum number of passengers who arnve at the 
mam terminal of a bmldmg for transportation to the upper floors over the most mtense 
period The up peak percentage arnval rate IS expressed as a percentage of the total 
building population, which can vary from 5% to 25% dependmg on the type ofbmlding. 
Most algorithms start an up peak service on the detectiOn of a hft load at the main 
termmal floor m excess of a predetermmed weight, but also takmg mto account the 
number of car calls to avoid the effect of temporary traffic fluctuatiOns. Normally a false 
landmg call Is set up at the mam termmal floor to ensure that a hft IS available as soon as 
each hft departs and the up peak algorithm returns the lifts to the mam terminal as soon as 
they have answered their last call. The "next lift" policy is that, If there is more than one 
hft at the terminal floor, then the second hft will keep Its doors closed until the weight in 
the first hft exceeds some predeterrnmed value [Barney and dos Santos 1985]. 
The most common form of hft control system for a group of hfts divides the floors of the 
bmldmg mto zones. A zone IS a number of floors usually adjacent in a bmldmg which are 
serviced by a group (or groups) of lifts Zones may be divided into subzones, With 
approximately the same number of subzones as there are lifts m the group [Thangavelu 
Aug. 31, 1993]. The occupants of each subzone may be associated with each other and 
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may be expected to generate some mterfloor movement w1thm the zone. Subzomng is 
usually used m high rise bmldmgs over 20-30 stories, such as in the I 00 storey New York 
World Trade Centre and the Chicago Sears Tower. Both of these buildmgs have three 
zones with one mam entrance and two sky lobbies Each zone has four groups of hfts. low 
rise, medmm low-nse, medium high rise and lugh nse [Siikonen 1997]. 
Bamey and dos Santos [1985] explain that m a bmldmg or a zone with large number of 
floors (for example 18 floors), subzoning may Improve up peak traffic handling capacity 
(UPHC), which is defined as the total number of passengers a hft system can handle 
dunng the five mmute period of heaviest traffic. For example a zone may be dlVlded mto 
two subzones, which do not depend on landmg calls but only on the passenger 
destmat10n. One subgroup of hfts is allocated to serve the traffic termmating at the upper 
subzone and the remammg hfts serve the lower subzone. An md1cator at the termmal 
floor IS used to announce the available destinatiOns of each subgroup of hfts serving the 
subzone. By reducmg the number of avmlable destmat10ns and hence the number of stops, 
the return tnp to the terminal floor can be reduced, thereby mcreasing each hft's handlmg 
capacity. This IS demonstrated m the argument which follows The round trip time (RTT) 
is the time in seconds for a single hft tnp around a bmldmg from the time the lift doors 
open at the main termmal until the doors reopen when the lift has returned to the main 
termmal floor. 
5 min HC for a single car= number of passengers per trip x ;;~ (2.1) 
Where the penod of 5 minutes for the handling capacity defimt10n has achieved general 
acceptance, as the time dunng wluch conditions in the hft system remam reasonably 
fixed. The number of passengers in a hft during a journey leaving the termmal floor at up 
peak is given by 
Number of passengers per trip =average load= 80% lift contract capacity (CC) (2.2) 
and, HC can now be written 
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80 300 
HC=- x CCx 
100 RTT 
(2.3) 
The up peak handling capacity (UPHC)is the handlmg capacity of all L lifts m the group 
UPHC = L x HC (2.4) 
Reducmg the number of lifts usually implies longer passenger wa1tmg periods Hence, the 
up peak interval (UPINT), which IS the average interval between lift arnvals at the main 
termmal to each subzone, mcreases because fewer lifts are servmg the subzone. However, 
under heavy traffic cond1tion, sub zoning frequently reduces the average passenger waiting 
time, allowmg the lift system to cope With traffic rates that would normally cause 
saturation in the lift system. Moreover, reducing RTT means reducing passenger average 
trip time, as shown by the relationship 
RTT 
UPPINT = 
L 
(2.5) 
UPPINT and UPHC are generally used as metrics for evaluatmg performance. Statistical 
relationships between the number of floors in a bmldmg and the number of passengers 
earned dunng a lift trip are used to define the expected number of lift stops and the mean 
h1ghest reversal floor for different lift configurations, allowing the lift designer to 
calculate the expected RTT for a single lift under up peak conditiOn [Barney and dos 
Santos 1985, Bamey 1992] 
The efficient partitwmng of the bmldmg into zones and the allocation of lifts to each 
subzone reqmres the prediction of traffic patterns and adaptatwn to their changes. The 
introductiOn of prediction (perhaps usmg artificial intelligence techmques) could provide 
a dynamic zoning system which modifies zones according to changes in passenger 
demands. 
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When zoning is not used, reducmg the number of stops made by each hft may mean that 
the hft is below Its normal average load Making the most of the avrulable lift capacity 
often mvolves usmg fewer hfts, Implying that less of the buildmg space IS used for 
transportation In such a case a balance has to be reached between the need for fewer hfts 
and the number of stops made. 
During the up peak penod hft systems have the following drawbacks [Bamey and dos 
Santos 1985]. 
• A system relymg on lobby preference to bnng hfts to the mam terminal suffers from 
the extra time to bnng a lift down from elsewhere in the building. Prediction could be 
used for early detection of known traffic conditions, and an example of such a system 
IS mtroduced m the next section 
• If a system does not employ a loadmg interval approximately equal to the time to half 
fill a hft, hfts will leave the mam terminal with less than their average capacity. 
• A system which does not possess the "next hft" feature (Sectwn 2.2.2) will allow more 
than one hft to service landing calls, makmg inefficient use of the available capacity. 
Under the above conditions, hft availability, capacity and available destmations are not 
efficiently matched to the immediate needs of the passengers resultmg m an increase m 
the passenger waiting time. The common usage of a constant dispatching interval does not 
maximise load nor mmimise the number of stops that are made before the hft returns to 
the terminal floor to receive more passengers. One solution to this problem is variable lift 
up peak dzspatchzng znterval, meanmg that a hft might depart only after a convenient 
mterval between it and other lifts has elapsed. Another solutiOn is to use the adaptive 
asszgnment of lift car calls, m which hfts are assigned floors, based on car calls that are 
entered from a central locatiOn (which adds to the cost overhead) and passengers are 
directed to the lifts [Thangavelu Aug. 31 1993]. 
2.2.4 Sectoring 
Sectonng Is a method used to group a number of landmg calls together for hft car 
allocatiOn or parking purposes. A hft IS assigned to service a particular demand sector and 
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prevents other lifts from responding to landing calls within that sector [Bamey and dos 
Santos 1985]. A bmlding or a zone can be divided to sectors, note that ID subzoning a 
subzone is also served by one hft, however a subzone does not depend on landmg calls 
but on the passenger destination, section 2.2.3. As ID zomng, the Idea of sectonng is that 
each lift serves fewer floors, thereby m1mmising RTT. The a1m 1s to distnbute lifts evenly 
around the buildmg or the zone allocated to them and this can be partly achieved by 
groupmg those landmg calls to be answered by indlVlduallifts. The assignment of hfts to 
sectors depends on the number and the position of available hfts and on the sector priority 
levels. The sector wtth the highest prionty IS usually assigned first and if more than one 
lift IS free, the nearest lift is allocated to the sector. Each sector IS limed as soon as a 
landmg call is issued to register waiting lime The timing is used to measure the priority 
level for the sector so that the longer the wa1tmg time the higher IS the prionty. The lime 
mterval a sector would take to reach a certam priority level may vary to allow some 
sectors to have an ovemdmg prionty and to provide a preferenlial service to floors. As a 
sector reaches its highest pnority, the nearest hft travelling towards the sector bypasses all 
landing calls to service the sector. 
There are two type of sectoring, namely static and dynamic, and these are explained m 
deta!l below 
Static sectoring 
In stalic sectonng, a fixed number of landmg calls is grouped together There are two 
types of stalic sectoring, namely common and directiOnal 
In common sectormg [Barney and dos Santos 1985], a fixed sector is defined for both up 
and down landmg calls ongmating from a number of contiguous landmgs The termmal 
floor is usually a sector and the number of sectors defined normally depends on the 
number of hfts. Lift allocatiOn 1s carried out as follows. 
• A lift is allocated to a sector if it IS present m that sector and the sector is not 
committed to another hft 
• Fully loaded lifts are not considered for allocation. 
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• An ass1gned lift operates under the dzrectzonal collectzve prznczple w1thm the hm1ts of 
1ts range of activity, which may cover unoccupied sectors above the lift, or in some 
cases below it. A sector becomes unoccupied when a lift leaves the sector or 1s fully 
loaded. Any lift movement IS then made m response to registered car calls, landmg 
calls registered ms1de the sector, landing calls adjacent to the sector m which the hft is 
ass1gned and landmg calls m the contJguous unoccupied sectors above the lift 1f it IS 
moving m the up directiOn, below if the lift 1s moving m the down direction. 
• A hft 1s allowed to answer landing calls along Its way even 1f 1t 1s not ass1gned. 
• The assignment of a lift to a sector ceases when the hft leaves the sector or becomes 
fully loaded w1thm the sector. 
Dzrectzonal sectorzng [Barney and dos Santos 1985] uses a fixed sector that mcludes a 
number of contJguous landmg calls defined for one directiOn only. The lift will respond as 
follows. 
• A hft travels express to the assigned sector and answers the landing calls within the 
sector 
• As it leaves the sector 1t answers landmg calls along 1ts way. 
• A hft becomes free when it answers the last car call. 
• If there are any passengers at the lift's last car call floor, they are discouraged from 
entenng the lift by illummating "DO NOT ENTER" s1gn and d1mmmg lights m the 
car. 
• As the up d1rect10n sectors have h1gher traffic demands, the tenmnal floor is often a 
sector 1tself, and there are fewer floors in adjacent up sectors than in the sectors further 
up the bmldmg Similarly for down d1rect10n sectors, the upper sectors contam fewer 
floors than do the lower sectors. 
Dynamic sectoring 
The bmldmg is div1ded to sectors whose s1ze and number are not defined dunng des1gn, 
but are altered accordmg to the mstantaneous state, position and direction of travel of the 
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hfts. L1ke zomng, this method has the disadvantage of needing an extra d1splay ind1cator 
for each hft at each floor to ann01mce the lift destmations [Barney and dos Santos 1985]. 
2.2.5 Service shutdown 
Under conditions of low demand, a control system should proceed w1th a shutdown 
procedure to save wear, tear and power. To aclueve this a common procedure is to sw1tch 
offthe motor generator 1f1t has remained inactive for a predetermmed penod of time, and 
as demand increases the lift can be automatically returned to service [Barney and dos 
Santos 1985]. 
2.2.6 Basement service 
It was observed [Bamey and dos Santos 1985] that basement landmg calls demands 
significantly degrade the hft system performance, especially dunng up peak and down 
peak. Most systems prov1de only a restncted service or low pnonty to and from basement 
and sub-basement floors, or m some cases a separate vertical transportation system IS 
provided. 
2.3 Lift control algorithms 
Tlus section g~ves the objectives, rules and constraints mvolved in the design of a lift 
control system with some examples of control algorithms and their advantages and 
disadvantages 
A hft supervisory system is required to ach1eve both control and management of a smgle 
group or a number of groups of hfts. An example of a low-level conventwnal method of 
landing call allocation is the simplex collective hft control system, wh1ch simply 
commands individual lift cars to answer landmg calls m their directiOn of travel, to stop 
or start and to open and close the doors [Barney and dos Santos 1985] The Simplex 
collective method generally results m calls bemg answered m a different order to their 
registration. A h1gher level of traffic control has the function of co-ordinatmg the activity 
of group of hfts cars, by means of a set of logical rules defined by the hft des1gner w1th 
the aim of: 
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• prov1dmg a service of the same priority to each floor in a building; 
• mmim1smg passenger waiting time at each landmg, 
• minimismg JOUrney time, 
• adequately serv1cing as many passengers as poss1ble. 
In general, certain constrains regardmg lift system operation must be implemented m 
order to meet the expectatwns of passengers and these generally mclude the followmg. 
• A lift may not pass a floor at wh1ch a passenger wishes to alight. 
• A lift may not reverse its d1rect10n of travel while carrying passengers. 
• A passenger may not enter a lift travelling m the reverse direction of travel. Car calls m 
the opposite duection of the lift are usually postponed until the lift answers all 
ass1gned calls m 1ts way oftravel 
• A lift should not stop at a floor where no passengers enter or leave the lift. 
2.3.1 Fixed sectoring priority timed system 
In fixed sectoring prionty timed system named as FS4 by Barney and dos Santos (1985], 
the directional form of static sectoring 1s used, m which each sector is timed as soon as a 
landing call 1s registered within its limits. The features of the algonthm are outlined 
below. 
• Preferential service is provided to the terminal floor. 
• A spec1al algonthm is provided for up peak traffic where a false landmg call1s 1ssued 
at the tenmnal floor when a lift departs the terminal floor w1th more than 50-60% load. 
If there are no lifts at the terminal floor then the first ava1lable lift IS expressed down 
bypassmg all landing calls except landing calls With the highest priority. OccasiOnal 
down calls registered during the up peak are most probably only served when they 
reach highest pnority; where their pnonty increases with time that has elapsed smce 
the landmg call was reg1stered 
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• There IS no special algonthm for down peak traffic. If all down travelling hfts become 
fully loaded, all the up peak sectors are reduced to a m1mmum priority. 
• Light traffic, shutdown, next hft and energy savmg procedures are also provided. 
• A landmg call With the lughest prionty IS served irmned1ately by the nearest lift 
travellmg towards it. Th1s feature is useful for sudden traffic demands when a lift 
becomes full before answering all landmg calls at 1ts sector, the sector prionty IS 
advanced then to h1ghest pnority 
The advantages were as follows. 
• Good up peak performance 
• Very good down peak performance. 
The disadvantages were as follows. 
• Fa1r mterfloor traffic performance but not as good as that obtamed from dynamic 
sectoring. Th1s IS mainly due to the absence of parking pohcy as the allocation 
procedure only d1stnbutes hfts when landing calls exist. A uniform performance 1s 
obtained for all floors, but average wmting times tend to become extended. 
• Should the ongmal traffic flow vary considerably from the original specifications, 1t 1s 
not easy to adJUSt the control system m the field to the new conditions. 
2.3.2 Fixed sectoring common-sector system 
This algorithm named as FSO by Barney and dos Santos [1985] has the followmg 
features 
• A parkmg pohcy is provided. A free lift moves to the nearest vacant sector in the hft 
d1rectwn, and, ifth1s 1s not avat!able, then the movement IS to the nearest vacant sector 
in the oppos1te direction. The highest priority is given to the termmal floor. 
• To set the sector priorities, the number of landmg calls per sector IS compared w1th the 
average number of landmg calls per sector. Extra hfts are brought to the highest 
prionty sector, by-passmg the landmg calls at other sectors 
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• Dunng up peak, only car calls are answered until returning to the mam termmal 
• On detection of down peak, the allocation of hfts to the mam terminalis cancelled. No 
special algonthm is provided. 
The advantages were as follows 
• Lifts are d1stnbuted evenly in the bmldmg. 
• Good performance is obtamed under balanced mterfloor traffic, up peak and for 
unbalanced mterfloor traffic. 
The disadvantages were as follows. 
• No proper procedure is provided to respond to sudden heavy demands at a floor. 
• Poor service IS provided to lower floors in the down peak owing to the recyclmg of the 
hfts to unoccupied sectors. 
2.3.3 Dynamic sectoring system (DS) 
Dynamic sectonng [Bamey and dos Santos 1985]Is smtable for light to heavy balanced 
mterfloor traffic. DS IS complemented by a number of other control algonthms to cater 
for unbalanced traffic conditions, as detailed below. 
• A free lift control algorithm is introduced with the intention of msertmg free lifts ahead 
of hfts located to high demand sector. The algorithm contmuously momtors the 
number of car and landmg calls within the normal dynamic sectors by countmg the 
calls from the current hft positiOn and comparing this with a predefined value A free 
hft IS also sent If a landmg call is Issued within 2 seconds of a fully loaded hft 
departing from that floor. The insertiOn of a free lift into a heavy traffic section instead 
of attemptmg a red1stnbutwn of lifts makes this control algonthm highly efficient The 
free hft control algonthm works in parallel With the balanced interfloor traffic 
algonthm, where a free car allocated to a high demand sector is taken out of the basic 
control algonthm 
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• Up and down peak traffic penods are detected using a forward-backward counter 
wh1ch increments each time the hft load of a departmg car exceeds a predetermined 
value and decrements each time a lift departs with a load below this value. Decrements 
can also occur after a period of inactivity. The peak penod algonthm 1s turned on or 
off when the counter reaches a turn-on level or turn-off level. 
• The bmldmg is divided mto fixed parking sectors, and a free car is parked by 1ssuing a 
dummy landmg call for each of the unoccupied sectors. The mam termmal 1s granted 
preferential serv1ce. 
• The up peak algonthm returns all lifts to the main terminal as soon as no car calls are 
reg1stered At the terminal floor, only one hft opens its door for loadmg and starts 
movmg after an adjustable time penod or when the load exceeds a fixed percentage of 
1ts maximum. 
• An up peak subzoning algonthm IS provided as an option where the bmlding IS d1vided 
into subzones based on passenger destmations 
• A down peak algonthm 1s provided, m whiCh down landing calls are grouped together 
and hfts are cycled between them, each lift bemg allocated a group wh1ch it serv1ces 
accordmg to a collective pnnc1ple Once a lift has dealt with all calls in its group, then, 
if it is not fully loaded, it is ass1gned to the nearest free group If the lift becomes fully 
loaded before answenng all the calls Within the group, then the group is denoted to be 
free, and eventually regrouping takes place. Dunng one serv1ce cycle a max1mum of 
one hft 1s sent to any one landing The service of up calls during down peak can be 
either suspended or restricted, m a manner similar to the handling of down traffic 
dunng up peak. 
A very good performance 1s achieved under balanced or unbalanced interfloor traffic 
conditions. However, the down peak algonthm does not perform particularly well, w1th 
too many landmg calls bemg bypassed, leading to an increase in hft travel time. If the hft 
IS full and passengers are left, they must wait for a complete cycle of serv1ce before bemg 
collected as a floor IS only served once dunng a service cycle. 
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2.4 Examples of supervisory group control 
Most supervisory control systems employ algonthms and control policies that work well 
m up peak traffic condtlions but perform not so well m other traffic conditiOns such as 
down peak and normal traffic conditions. For down peak, Bamey and dos Santos [1985] 
produced the followmg findings. 
• Dynamic sectoring and simplex collective pnnciple control policies both suffer from 
poor service to lower floors resulting from hfts becoming full at tbe higher floors. 
Proper hft cycling is required to provide a uniform service The FS4 algonthm has 
tackled this problem, and despite tbe absence of a down peak functiOn, the service to 
lower levels does not depend on spare hft capacity. This is achieved by detectmg 
heavy down peak traffic and provtdmg a restricted service to low mtensity up traffic 
whtle retammg no lifts at tbe main termmal. Floors witb the highest pnonty are given 
Immediate service. 
• The quantity of service does not dependent on the control pohcy, but Its performance, 
in terms of Waiting time, IS heavily dependent on the pohcy. Consequently, for most 
hft systems, m order to make full use of the down peak handlmg capacity, it is 
necessary to allow for htgh average wa1tmg limes. 
During balanced interfloor traffic [Bamey and dos Santos 1985] the performance of fixed 
sectoring hft systems degrades severely With demand and IS dependent on the type of 
supervisory control system Implemented On the assumption of an evenly populated 
building, waiting limes can become extended If this assumptiOn is changed A dynamic 
sectonng system IS generally more efficient under such conditiOns than are fixed sectonng 
systems. 
Chan and So [1996] used dynamic zomng to improve the control system performance 
dunng both up peak and down peak traffic, but switched off the zomng when the traffic 
condition return to normal. They found that dynamic zonmg did not Improve lift system 
performance under balanced traffic condilions in contrast to dynamic sectoring. 
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It IS apparent that an algorithm that 1s suitable for one traffic condition may not be 
suitable for other cond1t10ns A mixture of policies could be adopted [Bamey and dos 
Santos 1985] such as: 
• an up peak algonthm with fixed up peak subzoning; 
• a fixed sectoring pnonty timed down peak algorithm; 
• a dynamic sectonng algorithm to cater for balanced mterfloor traffic; 
• insert free hfts ahead oflifts servmg heavily loaded dynamic sectors, 
• prov1de a parking algonthm. 
Observations made by [Barney and dos Santos 1985] by mspection of data logged from 
commercial building has demonstrated that the following conditions occur. 
• Both up peak and down peak can last longer than predicted. 
• During up peak, significant down traffic may exist and conversely, during down peak 
significant up traffic may exist. 
• Algorithm sw1tchmg caused by an incorrect detection of a specific traffic condition can 
senously degrade performance. 
An mtelligent detection system may be able to predict the start and end of a peak period 
by momtoring traffic patterns and a single allocation algorithm which adapts to changes 
m traffic cond1t1ons 
The general charactenstics of the algonthms discussed above are as follows. 
• The systems are multi-algorithmic, meaning that different sets of rules are used when 
handling different traffic patterns. The default algonthm is that for interfloor traffic, 
otherwise an up peak algorithm is used Down peak is served by an interfloor 
algonthm in both fixed sectonng systems and incorporates the cancellatiOn of the 
allocation ofhfts to the main termmal. 
• Where different algorithms are used to handle up peak or down peak traffic, the 
change-over between algonthms IS usually abrupt This can cause disruptions to the 
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current traffic, although the seventy of the effect depends on the intens1ty of the 
current traffic. When detectwn is incorrect, the effect IS most severe Havmg an 
mtelligent early detection system and the use of a single control algonthm which can 
adapt to different traffic conditions can provide a smoother trans1tion, or elimmate the 
reqmrement altogether. 
• The up peak control algonthms are Similar m all cases discussed. 
• Partly loaded lifts serve landmg calls m the path bemg followed. 
• Both of the fixed sectoring systems lose further control of lifts once allocated, wlule 
free or uncommitted lifts are allocated to demand sectors. Once the lift answers a 
landing call m 1ts allocated demand sector 1t contmues to answer all other landing and 
subsequent car calls m simplex mode Thus committed lifts work Virtually 
independently of one another, defeating the obJective of group control. 
• Static sectoring algonthms generally allocate a lift to a sector Without checkmg 
whether there 1s better ch01ce of lift. A loaded lift 1s allowed to serve the sector ahead 
of it, without checking 1f another lift has already been allocated. This affects the 
fa1mess of assignment and causes longer passenger wa1tmg times. 
• The common sectoring FSO and dynamic sectonng systems have no concept of 
passenger waitmg time. Thus 1t IS not possible to g1ve urgent attention to landmg calls 
which have been wa1tmg for a long time. 
The following sections include discussions of some of the more common lift supervisory 
systems m use, namely the mtelligent up peak contiguous floor lift system, up peak and 
down peak prediction, landmg calls queue scheduler and we1ghted relative system 
response. 
2.4.1 Intelligent up peak contiguous floor channelling lift system 
The up peak channelling system w1th optimised preferential service to high mtens1ty 
traffic floors was developed by Otis [Thangavelu Feb. 2 1993] and uses dynamic 
sectonng w1th the help of an mtelhgent pred1ctwn system. Th1s scheme was introduced to 
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solve the up peak problems discussed in section 2.2. An example of a building With four 
hfts 1s given, three of them dedicated to sectoring, while the fourth is free to answer other 
calls at any of the floors in the buildmg. An intelligent traffic predictor is used to estimate 
the traffic for the next five minutes and is able to ass1gn dynamically the floors to sectors, 
and these need not be of the same volume. Their estimation 1s made usmg traffic 
measured during a small number of previOus time intervals on the same day and the 
current sector is mdicated on the lift display at the terrmnal floor. Dunng each five-rmnute 
interval, the traffic volume is determmed and compared with the determined average 
traffic per sector. The frequency of service of a hft to each sector IS vanable, based on this 
companson Thus, sectors havmg more traffic are serviced more often relative to sectors 
having less traffic. 
Such intelligently ass1gned sectoring IS a1med at reducing the length of passengers 
queues, the waiting times and the trip times at the termmal floor by aclnevmg a more 
uniform loading ofhfts wh1ch also increases the handling capacity of the lift system. 
2.4.2 Prediction of the start and the end of up peak and down peak 
traffic periods 
Thanngavelu [Aug. 31 1993] describes a method employed by Otis for selectmg suitable 
algorithms for up peak, down peak and normal traffic periods. The most common 
approach is to assume that the start of a peak penod occurs when the time mterval 
between two consecutive lifts either leavmg the terminal floor w1th more than a spec1fied 
load or arnvmg at the termmal floor w1th more than a spec1fied load, IS sufficiently short 
Such a scheme often causes delays at the onset of a peak period in the dispatch of empty 
hfts from the upper floors to the termmal floor dunng the up peak penod and from the 
termmal floor to upper floors during the down peak penod. This results m long passenger 
queues and increases wmting time at the termmal floor at the start of the up peak period 
and at upper floors at the start of the down peak period. In additiOn, the formmg of sectors 
for up peak chaimellmg and zones for down peak operation is delayed Similarly, the end 
of the up peak period is normally assumed to occur when no hft leaves the termmal floor 
w1th more than a specified load during a certam time interval. The end of a down peak 
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penod occurs when no lift amves at the terminal floor w1thin a specified mterval and With 
more than a spec1fied load. However, such an empincal scheme may well deactivate the 
peak penod dispatch strategy too early resultmg in poor serv1ce to mterfloor traffic. 
An AI based method was introduced by Otis to pred1ct the start and the end of the peak 
penods. The termmal floor traffic data, passenger boarding and de-boardmg, and the 
number of arrivals and departures at the termmal floor are collected dunng the day and 
are used to pred1ct the peak-period times. The times when the loads of consecu!lve lifts 
leavmg the termmal floor breach a certain level are recorded for a number of days. The 
recorded data are smoothed, combined with the current day's data and used to pred1ct the 
arnvals and hence the start and end of peak penods. The aim of the strategy is to reduce 
the passenger queue lengths and waitmg t1mes wh1ch could have otherwise been caused 
by the delayed start of the peak period or by 1ts premature termination. 
2.4.3 Landing calls queue scheduler 
Th1s section descnbes a lift scheduler that IS suggested by Bamey and dos Santos [1985] 
They claim that a fa1r service for each landmg call can be obtained by calculating all the 
poss1ble paths for each hft and then findmg the op!lmum path for the landing call taking 
mto consideration which call has been waiting the longest. The pnority IS mherent in the 
first-in, first-out queuing method used. This is augmented by the allocation of higher 
pnonty to those landing calls registered for longer than a specified threshold time, in 
which a hft passing a landing call in 1ts direction can only be answered on condition that 
there IS no other call which m1ght have to wa1t for more than the threshold value. A 
landmg call is taken from the head of the queue and allocated to a smtable hft usmg the 
concept of mmimum cost, where a smtable cost function can be based on one or both of 
the followmg. 
Quantzty of servzce Th1s is a measure of lift capacity consumed to serve a spec1fic set of 
calls and is md1cated by the total journey times of all the lifts. 
Qualzty of servzce Th1s is indicated by the average value of either the passenger wmting 
time or the passenger journey !lme. 
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The minimisation of the total lift JOUrney time 1mphes using mmimum system capacity, 
which is eqmvalent to usmg the smallest possible number of hfts, section 2.2.3. The result 
of this pohcy would be longer passenger waiting times. This cnterion alone is thus not 
suitable as a cost functiOn and the cost of an allocation of a new landing call to a 
particular lift IS instead given by the mcremental value of the expected extra system 
response time due to the new allocatiOn. In the special case when all hfts are uncommitted 
to any allocations and a new landmg call occurs, then the cost can be represented by the 
system response time of the nearest hft to the call The allocation procedure thus has an 
m-built capability to assign a landing call to the nearest hft 
During balanced interfloor traffic, a hft serving a landmg call will m general make at least 
one further stop (car call) before becommg free. The number of stops made by hfts per 
umt time indicates the level of loading and any reduction in the number of stops will 
clearly conserve system capacity. This can be achieved by serving a landing call where a 
car call already exists. If the expected value of landmg call wa1tmg time IS more than a 
threshold time, then the landmg call should be allocated to the particular lift even If other 
allocations are smaller. This has the effect of conserving hft system capacity to serve 
other demands better. The threshold time IS not a constant but varies with demand to 
enable an even service. 
Unbalanced interfloor traffic occurs when consistently more passengers arnve at a 
particular floor. An even distnbutwn of service Is still reqmred and the handlmg of the 
unbalanced traffic requires both detection and correction. The number of passengers 
boarding at a particular floor can be detected as an excess load in the lift on arnval at a 
floor. Then, the heavy duty floor is moved to the head of the landing call queue, where It 
will receive Immediate treatment Should two heavy duty floors exist simultaneously, 
then their priorities would be determined on the basis of their respective waiting times. 
The level of the heavy duty floor must be reduced or removed as the unbalanced traffic 
disappears. Pnonty floors and preferential service floors are given a lower time hmit on 
the waiting time. The landmg call queue is arranged so that the vanous categories are 
ordered, from the head of the queue as follows: 
1 Prionty call (Higher level), 
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2 Heavy duty call (Level 2), 
3 Prionty call (Lower Level), 
4 Heavy duty call (Level I), 
5 Long waiting call, 
6 Nonnal call. 
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Si1konen [1997] described a similar scheduler which was used in the Kone TMS9000 
system. Kone employed an AI system to learn the passenger flow in the bUilding to help 
detect and optimise passenger wa1tmg time. The predicted number of passengers IS used 
to favour landing calls w1th more passengers wa1ting to landmg calls with only a few 
waiting passengers. Dunng heavy traffic peaks extra lifts are sent to popular floors 
accordmg to the forecast pattern wlule during hght traffic hfts are parked at floors with 
the most probable traffic. All landmg calls are allocated contmuously according to the 
enhanced spacing pnnciple where hfts are kept evenly spaced and landing calls are 
allocated startmg with the landing calls with longest queues and waitmg times, and 
bypassmg landmg calls with short queues and waiting times. The passenger traffic flow 
detection method IS further explained in Section 3 2.1. 
Thangavelu [ 1989] descnbed the Otis queue based hft scheduler wh1ch used traffic 
prediction to estimate the number of passengers waiting at a floor. L1fts are assigned to 
floor w1th long queues on priority bas1s, thereby decreasing the queue length and wa1tmg 
time at the tenninal floor and upper floors Dunng up peak, the tenninal floor has the 
highest priority wh1le dunng down peak multiple queue levels and the percentage of 
wa1tmg time hm1ts are used. The passenger pred1ction technique IS further explamed in 
Section 3.2.1 
2.4.4 Weighted relative system response 
Another control algorithm Similar to the landing call queue scheduler is the use of 
weighted relative system response (RSR) hft car assignment with vanable bonuses and 
penalties descnbed by Otis [Thangavelu 1991]. The landmg calls are assigned to the hft 
as they are received, using imtial values of bonuses and penalties to compute relative 
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system response factors. The penalties and bonuses are selected so as to give preference to 
the landmg calls that have remained registered for a long time, relative to the previous 
selected penod's average waiting time of the landmg calls. Lift travel time to a landmg 
call Is expressed m terms ofvanous time related penalties (such as the number of stops or 
the door dwell time delay). These penalties are added together with other penalties that 
reflect undesirable choices for the assignment. Bonuses are given to desirable actiOns 
(such as assigning a landing call to a hft already travelling to a car call at that floor) and 
these are subtracted from the sum of penalties resultmg in the RSR value. These values 
are calculated for each lift and the hft with the mimmum RSR value is assigned to the 
landing call. When the landmg call registratiOn time IS small compared to the selected 
time penod's average waiting time, the bonuses and penalties are adJusted accordingly so 
as to give lower priority than those landing calls with large registratiOn times. 
This scheme IS able to assign calls on a relative basis, rather than on an absolute basis, 
takmg into account mstantaneous system operating characteristics. 
However the above scheme has the following disadvantages: 
• landmg calls are all treated equally Without regard to the number of people waiting 
behind the landing call; 
• lifts are all treated equally without regard to the current lift load and the expected hft 
load, unless the lift IS fully loaded. 
If as a result of these actwns, the hft assigned becomes full, It may then be deass1gned 
certam landmg calls and allowed to answer Its remaming assignments. To help solve this 
problem an AI based crowd sensmg system was introduced for lift car assignment. This 
involved the prediction of traffic levels at all floors ofbmlding at all times of the working 
day based on histone and real time traffic predictions, SectiOn 3.2.1 This mformation is 
used to predict the number of people waiting behmd the call and the number of people 
expected to be boardmg and de-boardmg at lift stops. Any mismatch between the 
predicted spare capacity and the number of people wa1tmg at the landing call then is used 
to honour or dishonour the hft m answenng the landing call. With more people in the hft 
It will need to stop at a greater number of car calls, so generally mcreasing the waiting 
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time. In the Otls system, a hft load penalty IS applied that vanes proportionally With the 
number of people m the lift, but at a lower rate than the functiOn relating the penalty to 
the number of people waitmg behind the landing call The resulting RSR value IS affected 
by the hft load at the landmg call floor, the number of people waitmg at the landmg call 
floor and the number of people boardmg and alighting the lift on each round trip. Lift load 
and hft stops are d1stnbuted equitably, so as to minimise the service time and the wmting 
time of passengers and to improve handlmg capacity. 
2.5 Express Traffic Quantum (ETQ) 
The ETQ scheduler [Express Evans Ltd. Reports 1988-1994, Mulvaney and Sillitoe 1992] 
developed by Express Evans Ltd. is based on emprrical observations. Many years of 
development and an intimate knowledge of hft systems have led to continual 
improvements in the scheduling algorithms. The hft supervisory system includes one 
scheduler for all types of traffic in addition to a up peak and parking policy. One parking 
pohcy is used except for up peak traffic where a special parking policy Is adopted which 
gives a higher priority to the terminal floor 
ETQ employs two separate operations, na.Jnely a quantitative algorithm (QA) and an 
expert algorithm (EA). Tables 2 1 and 2.2 outline the operations of the two algorithms. 
The ETQ algonthm provides contmuous and comprehensive evaluations of all possible 
service optiOns, followed by the selection of the final solutiOn which IS based on the 
lowest waiting time, and the lowest match figure which is used to indicate the closeness 
of each of the solutions to the previously selected solution. The higher the match figure 
the less switching and the more stable the system will be. Only one landing call is 
transmitted to a hft at a time, even if more than one landmg call is allocated to it, allowing 
later reallocatiOn 
Up peak IS detected when the lift load exceeds a predefined hmit or when car calls in a hft 
leaving the terminal floor exceed a predefined number. During up peak hft parkmg IS 
concentrated on the lower half of the bmlding, and two hfts are provided at the termmal 
floor. The parking policy is tnggered followmg an mterval of mactivity. A buildmg IS 
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d1vided into bands depending on their priorities and the number of lifts in serv1ce. A lift 
parkmg operatiOn w1ll be cancelled 1f it rece1ves a true call 
The assumptions made in the ETQ control system work well in practice, as proved by the 
many successful installations. However, the enhancement of the accuracy of those 
assumptiOns might ach1eve better performance, and some examples are listed below. 
• The assumption of a fixed travel time between floors will produce errors in the 
estimates of expected time of arrival values. 
• No use is made of the current speed of the hft (it may be stationary, have reached 
max1mum speed in e1ther direction, or be acceleratmg or deceleratmg). 
• Loadmg and unloadmg limes are estimated as fixed values. It is hkely that the time to 
load or unload will depend on demand, with the respective limes being of longer 
duration during the up peak or down peak periods. There is also hkely to be a 
relationship dependent on the load status of the lift. To improve such estimates, an 
appropriate prediction system needs to be developed. 
• It is assumed that for each landmg call answered, two seconds per floor should be 
added to the travel lime as far as the terminal floor. The estimation of these data could 
be improved by better prediction of the form of new car calls which result from 
landmg calls. 
• The status of the lift doors IS not currently taken mto account. Knowmg the actual 
pos1tion of the doors Will allow improved estimates of eta values to be produced. For 
example, if the doors are openmg, eta values will be longer than those when the doors 
are closing 
• Stability is measured m terms oflandmg call ass1gmnents, yet the decision whether to 
maintam the same assigmnent 1s probably better represented as a higher-level functiOn 
The advantage of this approach is probably best illustrated by example Assuming that 
a further high-level function is that car calls are answered in preference to landing 
calls, the scheduling system may well be able to defer many cases of instability until 
current pnonties have been satisfied. Th1s highlights a maJor problem of systems such 
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as ETQ which have knowledge distnbuted throughout the code, namely that decisions 
are taken in IsolatiOn m disparate parts of the system. The solutiOn is to combine such 
knowledge mto a single, separate module so that global and better-infonned decisions 
can be made. Such global knowledge bases also have maintenance benefits and can be 
more easily configured to suit indiVidual customer reqmrements. 
Each mdlV!dual improvement of data quality may make only a mmor effect on 
perfonnance, and expenmentation IS needed to assess the improvements in perfonnance 
which are available. 
The operation of ETQ is known as opportunistic, smce scheduling is repeated contmually 
in order to react to changes in events as they occur (given that the cycle lime is small in 
comparison with the critical scheduling time) and, apart from the match figure, the 
current system operates on current knowledge alone and has no record of past events. 
Opporturusm is often employed m problems where little predictive infonnatiOn is 
available and m such circumstances has a number of advantages over those systems based 
upon a priori assumptions as these may become mcreasingly mvalid as time progresses. 
2.6 Conclusion 
In high rise bmldings, traffic density and pattern are the mam processes that influence the 
lift system Traffic patterns depend on bmldmg type and occupancy, and so it is important 
that the lift supervisory system is designed m a way that It is sufficiently flexible to adapt 
to changes in operatiOn that deviate from the ongmal design assumptions, as well as being 
able to adapt daily to passenger traffic demands. 
To maintain control and an even distribution of lifts m the buildmg, a commonly used 
technique IS to divide the building into zones and sectors and d1stnbute lifts among them 
Each sector is served by one lift and the lift scheduler is replaced by a simple collective 
control policy. A second technique uses a scheduler which searches for the best lift 
assigrunent that can be found Within the computational interval allowed and the scheduler 
is called on a regular basis to allow the assigrunent to adapt to traffic fluctuations. Other 
control policies and services may be added to complement the main lift control algonthm. 
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Lift schedulers may be used in conJunction with zoning, especially m high nse buildings 
w1th a number of floors above thirty. Each zone is served by group of lifts controlled by a 
seperate lift scheduler 
Some supervisory lift control systems are multi-algorithmic, in that a var1ety of 
algorithms are available; one for each identified traffic condition. In order to exhibit a 
smooth performance under all traffic conditions, an early traffic detection and predictiOn 
system is needed to identify when the control algorithm or policy should be changed. This 
gives an added complexity to the lift supervisory control making 1ts maintenance more 
difficult. 
Other lift systems have more than one control strategy depending on the optimising 
factors. In practice, these factors may conflict, such as mirumismg passenger wa1tmg tune 
and energy consumption Different control values may be used to balance assignments 
according to certain traffic condition or strategies such as the use of weights, bonuses, 
penalties, priorities and threshold values These values have to be set by the lift designer, 
the operator or even by another control policy. 
The above leads the author to conclude that in order to implement an adaptive lift control 
system w1th the required perfonnance, a sunpler approach should be taken. The 
development of one-off systems is made simpler if the lift scheduling system can be easily 
configured to suit the bmlding design, can be adapted to specified priorities for lift 
scheduling and can adopt particular scheduling strategies depending on traffic conditions. 
Consequently, the issue of flexibility must be an important factor m the adoption and 
implementation of new techniques. As w1Il be shown in the next chapter, modern 
intelligent lift control systems comprise two main parts 
1. The monitoring system wluch 1s responsible for obtaimng the knowledge requrred by 
the lift control system, for prediction and statistical calculations such as passenger 
arrival rate. The knowledge is used in the detection of peak traffic periods, and the for 
control policy selection which depends on traffic prediction and strategy followed 
when there is more than one optun1sation goal, Chapter 1. 
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2. The real-tnne hft scheduling system which is responsible for allocating landing calls 
to lifts based on data available from the lift system and information provided by the 
monitonng system. 
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Quantitative algorithm 
input data output data 
For each of the 16 fmal solutwns: 
• lift pOS!I!On • assigned landing calls 
• lift directiOn • etas • for each landing call 
• contract speed • wallmg time for each landing call 
• car calls • average waiting tnne 
• landmg calls • longest waiting time 
• lift status (in or out of service) • number of hfts used 
• lift assignment of previous solution • energy used 
• landings served by each car • match to prev1ous solution 
• hft distribution 
assumptions 
• hft speed is constant at the contract speed 
• loading tnne is constant 
• unloadmg time is constant 
• followmg ass1gnment to a landmg call, the hft travels to the terminal floor 
• following assignment to a landing call, the lift is subject to an additional 2 seconds 
delay per floor as far as the terminal floor 
operation 
for each Lift 
generate a free Path 
for each landmg call (real or anticipated) 
generate a Path conszsting of an eta list 
endfor 
endfor 
for each fixed pamng of Paths (AH,BG, .. ) 
produce all Combined Paths keeping only the 4 highest ranked by Ment Figure 
endfor 
for each fixed pairing of Combined Paths (AHDE, BGCF) 
produce all Combmed Paths keepmg only the 4 highest ranked by Merit Fzgure 
endfor 
keep 16 Combined Paths as ranked by Merit Figure 
Table 2.1 ETQ quantitative algorithm 
• eta· estimated ttmes of arnval 
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Expert algorithm 
input data output data 
The outputs of the quantitative algorithm A single final solution. 
• assigned landing calls 
• etas for each landing call 
• waiting time for each landing call 
• average waiting time 
• longest waiting time 
• number of hfts used 
assumptions 
• stability IS measured by the number of landing call assignments wh1ch are the same as 
that in the previous fmal solution 
operation 
select the final solution from the 16 based upon lowest wau, lowest average waltlng 
time and hrghest Match Frgure. 
Table 2.2 ETQ expert algorithm 
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Chapter 3 
Survey of intelligent real-time lift scheduling 
systems 
This chapter gives an overview of scheduling and mtell1gent scheduling techniques With 
particular application to real-time systems. The maJonty of published work concentrates 
on systems in which a separate off-line monztorzng system provides the knowledge that 
aids and reduces the complexity of the operations of the real-time schedulzng system. 
Schedulzng can be defined as an opt1m1sation process whereby lim1ted resources are 
allocated over time among both parallel and sequential activ1lies, the goal being to 
mmJmJse serv1ce lime and maximise machme use wh1le salisfymg constraints [Uckun et 
a/ 1993, Zweben and Fox 1994]. There are two types of scheduling, namely statzc and 
dynamzc Static scheduling algonthms have a complete knowledge regardmg the task set 
and its constraints. Dynam1c schedulers have a complete knowledge only of the currently 
active set of tasks, but new arnvals may occur m the fu!irre, not known to the algonthm at 
the lime it is scheduling the current set, and therefore the schedule will normally change 
with time [Stankovic et al. 1994]. 
Scheduling methodologies fall mto two categones 
• Construclive methods that incrementally extend a partial solution until it is complete. 
• Opportumstlc scheduling in which reschedulmg or schedule repair is performed on a 
complete schedule when a change of events occurs that affect the current solutiOn 
The maJonty of the artificial intelligence (AI) approaches to scheduling have been 
constramt-based search methods, in which constramts are used to prune the search for a 
solutiOn. Zweben and Fox [1994] discuss alternative approaches to reschedulmg such as 
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backtracking and Iterative repair, where repair operatiOns performed on a full schedule 
will allow global constramts and optim1satwn criteria to be evaluated cheaply 
In a dynamic real-time system the assignment of all resources has to be completed in a 
cntical time mterval The assignment of each resource is affected by both current and 
future resource assignments and heuristics, and therefore a complete schedule has to be 
produced in each mterval Dynamic scheduling is required for real-time systems, such as 
lift systems, but very few theoretical results are known [Stankov1c et al. 1994] A real-
tzme dynamzc schedulzng system is event dnven (for example a new schedule is calculated 
each time a landing call1s Issued), typically ruded by an off-line predictiOn system, which 
provides the real-time scheduler with the expected dynamic environment conditions. 
In the following sections a real-time lift scheduling system IS taken as a case study The 
lift scheduler needs to operate in continuous state space and in continuous time but IS 
normally implemented as a discrete, event driven dynamic system. Moreover, the state of 
the problem IS not fully observable (for example the number of passengers is not 
accurately known) and IS non-stationary due to changmg passenger arrival rates [Crites 
and Barto 1996] The a1ms of this chapter are to introduce the relevant AI methods, to 
assess the scheduling policies and mtelligent monitoring techniques found in the literature 
aiJd to discuss their relative ments, Section 3 1. In addition, the mtelligent lift scheduling 
systems found m the literature are discussed and compared, SectiOn 3 2. 
3.1 AI methods relevant to scheduling 
This sectiOn bnefly explams the mam AI methods used m the mtelligent schedulmg 
systems, namely search tecmuques, real-time search techi!iques, remforcement leammg, 
neural networks aiJd fuzzy logic. 
3.1.1 Search techniques 
Search is a traditional AI method for problem solving. The three classical types of 
problem that have been tackled by search algonthms are path findmg problems, constramt 
satisfaction aiJd two player games. Scheduling problems usually fall mto the first two 
types. In general, a problem space consists of two components, namely a set of states 
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which represent the problem world and a collection of actions that map one state of the 
world to another. The task of the path finding model 1s to find a suitable sequence of 
operations that map the 1nitial state to the goal state The effic1ency of search algonthms 
can be measured usmg the cost of the solutwn (for example passenger wa1ting hme), the 
time reqmred for the search, or the memory reqmred for the search One way to reduce the 
complexity of a search is to provide additional knowledge about the problem bemg 
tackled, termed domazn-specific knowledge or heunstzcs [Korf 1988, Rich and Kn1ght 
1991]. One popular algonthm which can mcorporate simple heuristics is A* search The 
A* search is said to be admzsszble, that is, it is guaranteed to find a mmimal path to a 
solution whenever such a path exists, where the determination of the mimmal path is 
determmed by the values returned by a heunshc state evaluatwn functzon f. The state 
evaluatiOn function is the sum of two values, the cost ofhavmg reaching the current point 
in the search tree g and the cost of how far the current pomt IS from the final goal h. The 
latter cost can normally only be estimated, but if it IS never overestimated the solution 
w1ll be optimal in terms of g [Mulvaney and S1lhtoe 1992, N!lsson 1998] The eshmatwn 
is done usmg a heunshc evaluator, which IS generally a function that is mexpensive to 
compute and estimates the relative merit of different states relative to the goal [Korf 
1990] 
Korf [1988] presented research results regarding A* performance in term of the time 
required to find a solution which mdicated that A* IS the fastest search algonthm for 
findmg optimal solutions, for a g1ven non-overestimating heuristic function. A 
disadvantage is that m the attempt to find the optimal solution, the time taken to 
determme it will be an exponential functwn of the number of inputs (such as the nmnber 
of landing calls) to the search system. To mimm1se the effects of this problem, vanous 
solutwns have been suggested, one of wh1ch IS to cons1der sub-optimal solutwns as the 
complexity of the problem mcreases [Korf 1988, Rich and Kn1ght 1991]. 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are search techniques based on the mechanics of natural 
selection. The central theme of research into genetic algonthms is robustness, 1ts 
protagomsts claim that results are both more effic1ent (an mveshgatwn of the entire 
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search space IS not necessary) and more effective (results can be produced more qmckly 
than those for other search techruques) [Mulvaney and S1llitoe 1992]. 
The pure implementation of the GA merely compares the quality of candidate solutions, 
requinng no knowledge of the problem 1tselfto guide the search and no estimation of the 
distance to the desired goal. However, a number of researchers has developed mod1fied 
genetic searches wh1ch e1ther use heunstics to determine promising 1mtial states or 
estimate distances to gm de the direction of search. 
The operation of the pure genetic algonthm cycle is outlined below. 
• Select at random a set of initial states from wluch searching IS to begin. 
• Calculate a state evaluatwn functwn for each of the states. Accordmg to the values 
returned by the state evaluation function, the more prom1smg states are kept and the 
less promismg are destroyed. 
• The remaining states are individually split and collectively combined to form new 
states for mclusion m the next cycle. 
• Additional new states are generated at random by mutation for mclus10n m the next 
cycle. 
Montana et a/.[1998] used GAs for 'complex real-time scheduling'. The scheduler 
descnbed operated on a continually changmg field semce problem wluch was sampled at 
a penod of 10 mmutes The scheduler automatically assigned service calls to field 
engineers and conflictmg preferences often resulted in one or more service calls not being 
satisfied. The scheduler IS able to balance confl1ctmg demands and alert the human 
operator to fix the conflict or ovemde dec1sions. The authors demonstrated the success of 
the approach by presentmg early results which show 60% to 100% resource efficiency 
improvements 
3.1.2 Real-time search techniques 
Real time search normally uses a lim1ted search horzzon, that IS, only a certam number of 
alternative solutions are cons1dered in order to ensure the search ends Within a 
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predetermined time hm1t. Such an approach will be sub-optimal, as the action will be 
performed based on incomplete mformatwn. The two most widely found real-time search 
techniques are RTA* and alpha-pruning. 
RTA *is used for mterleaving planning and execution [Korf 1990]. RTA * conmuts to real 
world actiOn every k seconds, where the value of k depends on the depth of the search 
horizon Each time RTA* carnes out an action, 1t restarts the search from that pomt For 
each move, the f=g+h value of each neighbour of the current state IS determined, and the 
problem solver moves to the state with the m1mmum value. The second best value, that is, 
the best among the remaimng alternatives, is stored with the previous state. This 
represents the h value of the previous state from the perspective of the new current state. 
These operatiOns are repeated until a goal IS reached. To determine the h value of the 
neighbounng state, if it has previOusly been visited, the stored value is used, otherwise the 
heunstzc evaluator is called. The heunstic evaluator normally employs a mzmmum 
lookahead algonthm in conJunction with alpha-prumng. The m1mmum lookahead 
algonthm searches forward from the current state to fixed depth determmed by the 
mformational or the computational resources available. Fmally, a single move is made in 
the directiOn of the immediate child of the current state with the mimmum value [Korf 
1988, Rich and Knight 1991]. 
Alpha-pruning uses a plauszble move generator to select possible moves. The plausible 
move generator is a heuns!Jc procedure wluch expands those nodes most likely to succeed 
and each plausible option is evaluated by another heunstic functiOn, known as the state 
evaluatzon functzon, m order to rank them. The values calculated by the state evaluation 
functiOn are propagated up the search tree and the mimmum ment IS substituted for the 
parent merit figure. At this point, previOusly unexpanded nodes may become more 
attractive and so expansiOn of these nodes IS begun in preference to the current duection. 
Alpha-pruning extends this approach by abandomng partial solutiOns which are clearly 
worse than already-known solutions and so increasmg the efficiency of the search 
[Mulvaney and Siihtoe 1992]. If a IS set to the cost of the first frontier node, then prumng 
is performed on all generated frontier nodes (and their children) with costs no less than 
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the value of a.. Such prunmg requires that the cost function does not decrease along any 
path away from the initial state [Korf 1988]. 
The quality of the heunstlc value effects the speed m which a solution can be found. The 
algonthm, however, can be used effectively even in the absence of a heuristic function, 
for example, when h=O. Mmimm lookahead search with alpha prurung IS an algonthm for 
evaluating the immediate children of the current node. The algonthm is run m simulation 
mode until the best child node is Identified. The results are generally considered to be 
more accurate than for example when h=O but the heuristic function is computatwnally 
more expensive. RTA * provides the next sequence of moves by allowmg intelligent 
backtracking while preventing mfimte loops [Korf 1988]. 
3.1.3 Reinforcement learning 
Remforcement learning (RL) mvolves learnmg the mappmg of inputs to actions so as to 
maximise a numerical reward signal. In unsupervised learning, an agent learns from 
experience generally usmg tnal and error search and delayed reward, whereas supervised 
learnmg IS performed from examples provided by some knowledgeable external 
supervisor. Over a period of time, the RL approach progressively learns to favour the 
most smtable actiOns [Sutton and Barto 1998, Smgh et al. 1997]. 
As m the real-time search methods, RL attempts to solve the lack of knowledge of the 
environment by providmg feedback (reward) from the world state. This agent uses a 
modular architecture which distnbutes the learning and control task among a set of 
separate control modules or agents, one for each goal. Each module learns the optimum 
pohcy associated with Its goal without regard to other current goals. The learning process 
IS performed by producing an actiOn to execute and communicate to the environment. The 
action IS based either on the current state alone or on the current state combmed With a set 
of possible actiOns and the environment responds to the actiOn by providmg a reward, 
which is passed back to the agent. The statistics govemmg the transition function and the 
reward are normally unknown and therefore the module cannot compute the optimal 
pohcy directly, but must explore its environment and learn an optimal pohcy by trial and 
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error. Information from each module is merged to determine the policy for the combined 
task [Whitehead et al. 1993, Cntes and Barto 1996]. 
A neural network is often used to store the reward value function. The action-value 
reward function network normally needs to be tramed over an extended period of lime 
before it gams the necessary expenence and converges to a near optimal solution. Unhke 
other learmng methods, for example GA, where unprom1sing solutions are pruned, RL 
explores such solutions and is so able to learn about suitable actions m some states wh1ch 
have h1gh reward value [Smgh et a! 1997, Sutton and Barto 1998] 
3.1.4 Neural networks (NN) 
As the complexity of the problem mcreases, the lookup tables used to represent the state 
space become more inefficient w1th more memory needed to save both the heunstics and 
the reward values for the states that are hkely to be VISited dunng the control process. In 
addition, lookup tables provide no mechamsm for generalising (or interpolating) 
neighbounng states, which can result m slow learmng To aclueve generalisation, neural 
networks are often used [Whitehead et a! in Connell and Mahadevan 1993, Cntes and 
Barto 1996]. ANN is a system loosely based on the interconnection of neurons m brains 
which IS able to model and predict real-world situations by leammg by example. 
The development ofNN systems is radically different from that of other techniques, as no 
programmmg 1s required. The philosophy 1s that the network IS taught how to carry out its 
task by bemg presented w1th representative examples and their correct mterpretat10n 
(termed the trazmng set). The network can then be tested by applymg further examples 
before being applied to live cases [Mulvaney and Silhtoe 1992]. 
The apparent simplicity of implementation hides a number of difficulties [Mulvaney and 
Sillitoe 1992]. 
• The s1ze and quality of the trainmg set are important m determirung the performance of 
the network, but no fixed methods exist to help determine an appropriate set of 
examples 
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• There is a number of types of NN and a number of different learning methods. It IS 
important that the appropriate structure is selected for a particular application. 
• There are no strict gmdelines wh1ch dictate the number of neurons reqmred to 
implement a particular solution. If the network IS too small then the system may fail to 
solve all possible examples, too large a network may cause stability problems 
However, in many applications the difficulties are outweighed by the benefits and there 
are a number of applications in wluch tramed NNs have been applied to real industnal 
problems, such as s1gnal processing, complex pattern recognitiOn and classification of 
tasks [Boullart et al. 1992] However, allowing the NN to contmue training wlule it IS 
connected to a real system is not commonly accepted practice due to the aforementiOned 
stability problems [Mulvaney and Sillitoe 1992] 
3.1.5 Fuzzy logic 
The method adopted for the representatiOn of the world state, whether general or domain 
specific, 1s extremely important in the search learning methods discussed above Fuzzy 
log1c allows not only the generalisation of statistical data and the descriptiOn of 
probability d1stnbutwns, but also a means of representing expert system type rules and a 
method for combinmg probab1listic data. Fuzzy logic is an extenswn to normal log1c 
which attempts to mmor the way people tlunk about the problems they w1sh to solve. In 
the same way that people are able to respond to 1mprec1se terminology such as "large", 
"not very large", or "little", fuzzy systems are des1gned to bnng meanmg to these terms, 
at least in the context of the applicatiOn under development [Mulvaney and S!llitoe 1992]. 
However, the appropnate grade of membership of a particular vanable is not always clear 
in practical systems. 
3.2 Intelligent lift scheduling systems 
This section g1ves a general introductiOn for the use of artificial mtelligence techniques in 
lift schedulmg systems. The section defines the main components of an mtelligent real-
time lift scheduling system, and gives examples of the work descnbed in the literature 
whiCh uses some of the AI methods descnbed m the prevwus sectwn. 
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It IS the task of the hft scheduler to select which of the assignments is most suitable in 
order to achieve specific objectives. A hft only becomes irrevocably assigned to a call as 
It decelerates m order to stop at an assigned floor; at any other time the hft can be 
reallocated as the demands on the scheduler change. 
In modem busy h1gh-nse buildmgs a high performance hft schedulmg system IS essential 
to respond to the mcreasing demand for the rapid transportation of passengers within the 
bmlding without excessive delays. Many lift companies already use AI in their lift control 
systems to mirum1se passenger wmting time and to improve lift assignment m different 
traffic modes (for exmnple up peak traffic), to detect the beg1nnmg and the end of peak 
periods, and m hft car parkmg policies. 
Artificial intelligence offers new possibilities for traffic forecasting and for optimismg 
landmg call allocation. It can be used to generate the most favourable group control 
parmneters in response to time-varymg traffic conditions. In order to determme the rules 
to be applied, a precise Identification of the traffic IS reqmred, which unfortunately is 
difficult to achieve during transitiOns in the nature of traffic and m specific traffic 
conditions such as a sudden mcrease in demand at one or more intermediate floors 
[Chenms and Weinburger 1992]. As was found in the survey of conventional lift systems 
in the previous chapter, the conventional multi-algorithmic hft supervisory control system 
suffers from havmg httle flexibility to adapt smoothly to sudden traffic intensity changes 
Modem lift systems need to be able to adapt to different goals, strategies and changes m 
bmlding use. The use of AI methods in hft control can allow different goals to be 
dynmnically weighted as the need changes. These goals may include: 
• total travellmg time, 
• average wa1tmg time, 
• maximum waiting time; 
• car loading ratio and total transportatiOn capacity; 
• energy consumption 
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In addition, Jt may be posstble to reduce the complexity of determming the optimum route 
to the goal state by automatically tdentJfymg sub-goals, examples of which are landmg 
priontJes and parking policies 
In order to satisfy a vanety of goals and dynamtcally adapt to changes m traffic patterns, 
an intelhgent momtoring system may be reqmred to assist the real time scheduler. The 
monitoring system is responsible for analysing the domam knowledge available about the 
building and the traffic, and providing the scheduler wtth the followmg 
• The strategy or the objectives that the scheduler must follow 
• Long term prediction, mcluding future traffic flow patterns (for example, during the 
Friday down peak penod) which allow the monitonng system to adopt the most 
appropnate strategy. The operation of such a prediction module may result m strategy 
selection occumng shortly before it IS normally required, thereby allowmg lifts to 
adopt a smtable distnbution m preparation for the change [Mulvaney and Sillitoe 
1992]. 
• Short term predtction of the traffic type. For example, the most probable landmg call 
or car call for the next state, the number of passengers waitmg, the most popular floors, 
appropnate prionty floors and the time taken to load and unload lifts [Mulvaney and 
Stllitoe 1992]. 
• An evaluatiOn for the current state which helps the scheduler to correct tts action, and 
suggest alternative solutions. 
• Parking policy control to complement the real scheduler and maintam an even 
dtstnbution oflifts among popular floors. 
• Lift system status 
Ftgure 3.1 shows an example of an intelligent hft schedulmg system of structure typical 
of that found m the literature. The intelhgent lift scheduhng system is dlVlded m to two 
main modules. The on lme module which IS responsible for providing an Immediate 
response and the off lme momtoring module in which the lift traffic IS analysed and 
objectives are defined precisely m order to allow better rule selection. The separation of 
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the definition of the objectives from the reminder of the system allows greater flexibility 
of the configuratiOn. The momtoring system may also provide real time calculatwn (for 
example current passenger arrival rate) and lift system status definitwn (for example door 
status) before each scheduling cycle. 
traffic data .. 
model goals & ' 
.. 
heurzstlcs pohcy I parkmg I selection .. 
"' i constramts hft system pred1cted rule 
bmldmg status calls generator 
• hft system constratnts . 
statistical popular .. _____. 
calculations floors ,,. 
.. 
,. ,. no of 
I prediction I people real-tune waltlng _ ... scheduler 
hft sunulator • I evaluator I a/ternatlve .. solutlOns 
: 
Off/me On /me 
Figure 3.1 An example of an intelligent lift scheduling system. 
3.2.1 Examples of lift monitoring systems 
The momtoring system provides the scheduler with the informatiOn reqmred to determine 
the strategy or the objectives that the scheduler must follow. This section descnbes some 
of the methods used m the implementation of the monitoring systems found in the 
surveyed literature. 
To achieve an optimal call allocation strategy, it would be necessary to know completely 
the current and future passenger traffic flows. An intelligent lift scheduler uses the 
assistance of a momtonng system which analyses the daily traffic data of the lift system 
and compares it with previous analysed data in order to identify general trends m the 
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traffic density and distribution. Such information is then used to help in making decisions 
based on future expectations. Most of this information can be communicated off/me, that 
1s, it need not be synchronised With the immediate real-time schedulmg solutwn. Some 
examples ofmonitonng systems are listed below. 
• Neural networks have been used for traffic pattern recognition and data reduction, and 
also for leammg SUitable scheduling strategies [Imasaki et al. 1991, Chenais and 
Weinberger 1992, Kubo et a/ 1995, Cntes and Barto 1996, Cntes and Barto 1998] 
• Statistical analysis and the calculation of pnnc1pa1 parameters have been used to 
identify the nature of passenger traffic which tends to follow a certam pattern that 
characterises a certam building. An example of such a statistical technique IS 
exponential smoothmg to assess passenger arrival and exit rate [Chenais and 
Weinberger 1992, Thangavelu and Pullela 1992, UJ!hara and Amano 1994, Snkonen 
1997]. 
• Fuzzy logic has been used to represent combmatwns of statistical information and 
expert system knowledge in the form of rules [Imasaki et a/ 1991, Tobita 1991, Kubo 
et a/ 1995, Siikonen 1997]. 
• Genetic algorithms have been applied to parameter tunmg m multi-obJective systems 
The parameters are tuned according to the changmg environment and strategy selection 
[Tobita 1996]. 
The monitonng system IS normally implemented as a set of rules winch 1s used by the 
scheduler in the calculation of the cost function reqmred for the solutiOn path. 
In an off-hne prediction system produced by Otis [Thangavelu and Pullela 1992, 
Thangavelu Aug. 31, 1993], the learning method had the ab1hty to adapt to changes in the 
building's operational charactenstics The authors used a prediction methodology to 
produce models capable of learning the best prediction factors for controlling the hft 
system. The prediction s1mulatwn is part of an automated learning system which also 
mcludes both an evaluation system and a leannng system. The resulting system is an 
adaptive controller which IS responsive to vanatlons in traffic patterns m a bmlding, and 
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IS able to select the models and parameters to be used in the traffic prediction system. The 
predictiOn results are then used to aid the following operations: 
• to detect the start and the end of a peak traffic penod, 
• to intelligently group floors into sectors, ideally so that each sector has equal traffic 
volume; 
• to determme the number of passengers waiting belnnd a landmg call and ass1gn a 
lngher prionty to those floors where larger numbers of arrivmg passengers are 
predicted; 
• to vary door dwell time at each floor based on the predicted number of people boarding 
and de-boardmg at that floor. 
The methodology provides the capability to adapt to changes in buildmg operatiOn by 
estimating a number of charactenstlcs. These mclude computing the best prediction 
model usmg a smoothing algonthm, findmg the best factonng coefficients for combming 
real-time and lnstorical predictors, determining the best data and prediction time mterval 
lengths to be used and calculating the optimum number of lookahead mtervals (for real-
time predictions) or lookback mtervals (for historic pred1ctwns) to the extent applicable to 
the prediction model. The authors descnbe an example of data which recorded landmg 
calls at one minute mtervals over a penod of 20 days. Simulation experiments are 
conducted separately for boardmg and de-boarding at each floor. Experiments were 
conducted separately for up peak, down peak, m1d day and other periods, and from these, 
the results for several sets of expenments were derived, each set bemg applicable to one 
floor, one traffic pattern, one time period, different prediction models, data and pred1ction 
mtervals, prediction coefficients, lookback days and lookahead mtervals. The simulation 
results were analysed and smtable statistics obtamed, for example the sum of the square 
of the pred1ctwn errors of each interval was computed for the prediction period for that 
day. Those results With the smallest assocmted error values were selected. The 
combmat10n of prediction methodology and prediction parameters was applied over a 
number of subsequent days for each relevant penod The expenment was nm 
approximately once each week in order to determme and learn the latest best applicable 
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models and parameters. Th1s method was cla1med to provide better prediction and the lift 
system using 1t showed an improved performance with respect to earlier systems, 
includmg a system that used a fixed number of floors for sectonng Although the patents 
descnbed the prediCtiOn method used as an AI method, statistical forecastmg methods 
were used, such as movmg average and exponential smootlung. 
Snkonen and Leppala [1991] descnbe a method used by Kone to predict traffic situations 
based on statistical forecasts. Exponential functions are used to represent passenger 
arnval and ex1 t rates at each floor, which are stored m a database. The local and total 
volumes of the passenger traffic are based on continuously measured lift loads, photocell 
s1gnals and both the call and lift status. The traffic patterns are recogrused according to 
the traffic volume, intensity and 1ts d1stnbution m the bmldmg Values for mcommg 
traffic from entrance floors, outgomg traffic to entrance floors and inter-floor traffic 
components are calculated from the traffic forecasts. Rule based progranuning with fuzzy 
logic 1s utilised to determme traffic types and, as a result, 25 different traffic types were 
defined, in a way that shows not only the mam peak traffic periods (such as up peak) but 
traffic patterns such as heavy incommg and heavy outgoing demands were identified. 
This method IS an example of usmg fuzzy log1c to represent combinatiOns of statistical 
mformatlon regardmg traffic volume and mtensity to define traffic transitions, but also to 
prevent abrupt changes m performance which may result from altering the scheduler's 
goals. The knowledge of traffic type can be used in conJunction with the real-time 
scheduler to trigger the appropnate strategy and to adapt to the change in traffic patterns, 
for example identifying pnority floors and varymg door dwell time accordmg 
H1tach1 [Tob1ta et a/ 1991] has produced an off-line strategy selection module in wh1ch 
the client chooses the preferred strategy to follow that day or during a certam period. Lift 
assignments are based on the calculated cost found by evaluation function for each lift 
car. The cost 1s tuned using strategy selection parameters to suit the client requirement. 
The strategy model is implemented usmg fuzzy log1c, an expert system and a lift 
simulator. Fuzzy logJC is used to provide priority rates, transform coefficients based on 
the user's spec1fied objectives and both bmlding and lift specific mformabon. An example 
of a fuzzy rule is, IF traffic is medzum THEN a transform coefficzent of the number of 
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passengers zs small These data are supplied to a control method decider (strategy 
selector). The control method dec1der consists of an expert system and a simulator. The 
simulator is used to simulate lift movements and return the results of each control method 
to the multi-target decision-making umt that evaluates the results and produces the chosen 
policy. The simulation must be carried out for a long sequence to be able to follow the 
traffic flow changes for 1 or 2 day periods. The chosen policy is displayed along with the 
simulation results and the elevator operator (a person) decides whether a satisfactory 
result has been produced. If the result is satisfactory, the scheduling method IS sent to the 
hft supervisory controller, otherwise the procedure is carried out again to determme an 
alternative strategy. Tobita et a/ [1996] bnefly discussed the use of hill climbing method 
with the simulator as part of the tuning and evaluation functiOn The authors explained 
that for a multi-objective hft system the search takes longer and heuristics are needed to 
hm1t the search Rich and Knight [1991] define the hzll clzmbzng search as a variant of 
generate-and-test in wh1ch feedback from the test procedure is used to help the generator 
dec1de which direction to move in the search space. Heuristics are used to evaluate each 
state and the best state 1s chosen. Hill climbmg differs from A* search in that 1t rejects all 
other states wluch means they will never be considered. Another multi-objective lift 
control system developed by H1tachi is described by Tobita [1996] and uses genetic 
algonthms to change the control settings according to floor ut1hsat10n. The method is 
argued to be different from other parameter tuning methods such as fuzzy logic and NNs 
which focus on the entire bmlding In the Hitachi system, the number of tumng 
parameters is around 50, wh1le only 1 parameter was used w1th hill climbing and 4 
parameters were used m the heunstlc search. The tuning parameters are evaluated usmg a 
hft simulator. The authors clmm that the tuning process is performed on-line but there 1s 
no indications g1ven of how long it takes to perform the search The latter method has an 
advantage over the former method in that 1t is less dependent on hmnan efforts. Both 
methods are examples of how the operations of strategy, goal selectwn and goal 
evaluation are often separated from the real-time scheduler. 
K1m et al. [ 1995] descnbe a two stage fuzzy inference mechan1sm used to determine the 
tuning parameter in a multi-obJective system where average wmting time, long wa1t 
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probability and power consumption determine the cost evaluation functiOn The first stage 
includes calculating the degree of importance of each of the optim1sation obJective factors 
accordmg to the traffic pattern (up or down) and the second stage adjusts the weight 
accordmg to the evaluation function The authors clmm that the system performance 
showed Improvements with respect to conventional methods due to the ability to 
dynmmcally change parmneters rather than leaving these pre-set by the bmldmg operator 
and the results of simulated traffic conditions. 
Another hft control system usmg fuzzy logic is described by Kim et al [1998]. Fuzzy 
logic IS used for traffic classification, strategy selectiOn and hft assignment. Eight 
different traffic types are defined for different times of the day. The performance 
measures (optim1sation goals) are average waiting time, the percentage of landmg call 
waiting times greater than 60s and the number of hfts movmg in a umt time is used as an 
energy consumption measure. The hft system manager is required to set the Importance 
levels of these optimisation goals accordmg to the hme of the day and traffic type. The 
defimtion of traffic type depends on the fuzzy inference (based on traffic features and the 
time of the day) and a predefined constant that protects against oscillatiOn between traffic 
modes, however no informatwn IS provided on how this value is calculated The cost 
evaluatiOn functiOn used in hft assignment IS determmed usmg a fuzzy model based on 
the assigned importance level and features such as landmg call waitmg time and 
maximum waiting time, hence mcreasing the tumng capab1hty to reflect changes m 
demand. The authors c!mm a performance Improvement over the results produced by 
other lift systems (for exmnple the lift system given m [!urn et al 1995]). A special 
emphasis IS given to the manager's facility for changmg the optimisation factors, however 
a method such as that used by [S1ikonen 1997] is less dependent on the need for human 
mtervent10n, where the scheduler mode of operation dynmnically changes accordmg to 
the traffic type. 
Tosluba [Imasaku et al 1991, Kubo et al 1995, Nakai et al. 1995, Imasaki et al 1995] 
mcorporate a fuzzy neural network m the implementation of a forecasting model and a 
performance tuning function that utilises the forecastmg model m order to search for the 
optimal control parmneters which g1ve the best system performance in the present traffic 
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condttion. The fuzzy neural network is shown m Figure 3.2, where each 1f-part network 
stores membership functwns for an input variable (control and traffic information) and 
each then-part network stores an equation regarding the output (predicted wmtmg time) of 
the fuzzy rules. The reasoning network stores data regardmg logical relations between the 
condition part and the concluswn part of the fuzzy rules The predicted passenger wa1tmg 
time 1s then used to choose the optimal control variable used by the hft scheduler A 
stmulator was developed to verify the fac1hty and support the design of the forecasting 
model The predtcted and actual waiting time distnbutions were similar and the system 
showed a I 0% 1mprovement m long wa1ting rate when using the adaptive parameter 
tunmg model. The authors state that further investigation and analysis of the field 
operatwn are plarmed to vahdate the system and to develop a system which has better 
adaptation to user needs. A development of this work could be to use NNs in the 
implementatiOn of a completely autonomous hft controller by tunmg control parameters 
according to traffic flow. 
Mitsubislu [Arnano and Yamazaki 1995] used NNs to identify the change in traffic flow 
m real-time, and its mputs are obtamed from land sensors to estimate the number of 
passengers entering and leaving lifts. The gathered traffic data are used for trammg the 
NN at regular mtervals m order to class1fy traffic in response to the number of passengers 
entering and departmg the lifts m either duection. The scheduler is thus able to adapt 1ts 
policy according to the Identified traffic type. Simulatwn results showed a 10% reduction 
m passenger watting time and a 20% reduction in long waitmg rates in comparison w1th a 
conventional lift control system. The above paper 1s a good application example of the 
use of a NN m real-time traffic classificatiOn. However, 1t is not known whether this 
system has been used m practice. 
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Figure 3.2 Fuzzy neural network configuration [lmasakii et al. 1991). 
M1tsubJshi [Amano and Yamazak1 1995] used NNs to 1dentif'y the change in traffic flow 
ID real-time, and its 1Dputs are obtaiDed from land sensors to estimate the number of 
passengers entering and leavmg lifts. The gathered traffic data are used for tramiDg the 
NN at regular mtervals in order to classify traffic in response to the number of passengers 
entenng and depart1Dg the hfts in either direction The scheduler IS thus able to adapt 1ts 
policy accordmg to the Identified traffic type. Simulation results showed a 10% reduction 
in passenger wa1tmg time and a 20% reductwn in long wmting rates m companson With a 
conventional lift control system. The above paper IS a good application example of the 
use of a NN in real-time traffic classJficatwn. However, it is not known whether this 
system has been used ID practice. 
Several methods of estJmatmg passenger entry and exit rates have been patented, 
mcludmg Sattar et al. [1993] and S1rag [1993] who used we1ght, car calls, landiDg calls 
and hft car stop signals as mputs to a fuzzy log1c system. S1ikonen [ 1997] used photocell 
activations and load sensor readmgs as inputs to a system des1gned to count passengers. 
Computer VISion was also used by Mehta et al. [1995]. The above systems would reqmre 
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expens1ve modificahon to a system currently installed, and therefore a method which 1s 
able to derive the number of passengers from information normally available in the lift 
systems is preferred. For example, using the formula to calculate RTT (Sectwn 2.2 3) and 
where the number of stops a hft makes during RTT is known could be used to calculate 
the number of passengers. However, m practice, the values of several parameters are not 
actually known, such as the relation between contract capac1ty and the number of 
passengers and the percentage of a floor currently populated [So et al.1994]. 
Chenais and Weinburger [1992] describe a hft simulator developed for Sclundler which 
mcorporated a traffic module to aJd m the sJmulahon of car Journeys and passenger 
movements and to provide an evaluahon module with factors concerned with passenger 
situation 
estimatiOn 
s1tuatzon 
evaluat1on 
note of the 
sauatwn 
evaluatiOn 
module 
tree 
searchmg 
passengers 
factors 
evaluatlon 
note 
evaluatzon 
note of the 
Simulator 
Simulation 
solutron 
traffic 
modelhng 
I first guess (1mtwl sltuatwn) 1mproved ass1gnment (alternative solutzon) 
hfi group 
Figure 3.3 Lift system described by [Chenais and Weinburger 1992]. 
traffic (for example passenger average wa1tmg lime), Figure 3.3. The traffic module 
supplied the simulator with the likely number of passenger waiting at a floor and their 
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poss1ble destinations. The evaluation results, further assisted by tbe situation module, aid 
tbe real time scheduler in choosing an alternative solutiOn (scheduling strategy). The real 
time scheduler used a search tree which Will be further explained in tbe next section The 
work emphasised tbe need for a clear identification of objectives and tbe use of evaluation 
to obtain system optim1sation rather tban dependmg on traffic pattern identificatiOn. 
However, no comparison results were given. 
In AI, prediction 1s normally considered as a part of the general learning problem. Many 
learning techniques are still in the research stage, but there IS a number of techniques 
which are sufficiently mature to consider m the context of lift scheduling [Mulvaney and 
S1llitoe 1992]. 
A general concern when implementmg any prediction system 1s to determine which 
events are actually worthwhile predictmg. For example, the prediction of landing calls 
and the distnbution of car calls may be far more accurate during the up-peak period than 
dunng penods of low traffic volume Dunng the latter penods, it is even possible that 
scheduling performance may be imprured by usmg the additional data, and hence the 
mtelligent monitonng system will need to be sensitive to which strategy IS currently being 
operated by the scheduler so that prediction can be used appropnately [Mulvaney and 
Silhtoe 1992]. 
The above research exrunples define the mam components of the intelligent hft 
scheduling system shown in Figure 3.1. Parts of the hft monitoring system may need to 
operate m real time, such as real-time prediction and evaluation. A lift simulator may also 
be used as part of the evaluation module. The real-time scheduler may be complemented 
by other pohc1es such as parkmg and up peak polic1es which are triggered accordmg to 
traffic flow. The next sectiOn gives examples of the real-time scheduler for th1s system. 
3.2.2 Examples of Real-time lift schedulers 
Dynrun1c schedulmg schemes contmuously observe the traffic change and produce a new 
schedule either on a timely basis or 1t may be tnggered by an event, for exrunple a new 
landing call or car call. In general, the hft scheduler will need to follow common rules, 
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such as the hft must not change directiOn until all passengers currently in the hft are 
transported to their destmations. One of the most cntical measures of a scheduler's 
performance is 1ts action dunng up peak traffic. The scheduler performance can be 
assessed both in terms of the qualtty of servzce measured by the frequency of hft car 
arnvals at the terminal floor and mdicated by the average value of e1ther the passenger 
wmtmg time or the passenger journey time and the quantzty of service measured by hft 
capaci!y consumed to serve a specific set of calls and indicated by the total journey times 
of all the cars. The scheduler must balance this effect agamst the correspondmg reduction 
m the number of passengers per car as the tnp time is reduced, and its effect on the overall 
wa1tmg time [Barney and dos Santos 1985]. 
There are different methods by which the prediction data can be used to simplifY and 
speed the task of findmg the best assignment. Some schedulers consider only new landmg 
calls at each schedule [Tob1ta et al. 1991, Snkonen 1997]; the effect of the new 
assignment on the old ass1gnment 1s calculated but it 1s difficult to forecast the arnval 
time and tnp time. The ACA (Adaptive Call AllocatiOn) [Barney and dos Santos 1985] 
mtroduced floor destmatwn buttons to overcome this problem wh1le Shkonen [1997] used 
SimulatiOn of futllre events according to measured traffic flow. In some real-time 
schedulers, the first pnority is to produce a schedule promptly m response to an event, 
and in such cases the scheduler IS partly an event dnven scheduler and partly a time base 
scheduler which gives the overall global evaluatiOn of the current state and produces a 
schedule or a correctiOn actwn [Hadav1 1994]. 
If only the passenger waitmg time is cons1dered as a performance objective, then the 
evaluation function is usually measured by calculating how long a landmg call will be 
wmting 1f answered by a lift, that is the time interval between pressing the landmg call 
button and the time when the assigned hft opens 1ts door [Si1konen 1997]. Kone [Snkonen 
1997] modified the usual collective control scheduling pnnciple by mtroducmg dynaJnic 
optim1satlon. The resulting system was an event driven scheduler using an optimal 
routmg algorithm to reduce the number of route combinations in the search for a schedule 
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in steady state For N calls, the algorithm starts Its decisiOn tree .. w1th landing call N, 
followed by N-1 calls. Landmg call N is the landmg call furthest m the lift travel duection 
and landmg calls are allocated clockwise from floor N. The allocation starts from the 
lowest landmg call and contmues to the highest landing call, and the hfts travel around 
the building answering up landmg calls and then down landmg calls. The assignment of 
call N remains unchanged while assigning N-1, but the effect of assigning landmg call N-
I on landmg call N IS considered when the cost function IS calculated. Without forecastmg 
future landmg calls, the algonthm sometimes leads to local optimum, because landing call 
times at the end of the route may change as new landmg calls arrive. The author 
mtroduced a method of future event prediction usmg the simulation of future states m 
calculatmg the cost function to evaluate the consequences of an assignment. In the 
beginnmg, the intermediate stops of the hft are not known, but after the schedulmg cycle 
they become fixed. The allocation then starts with the new intermediate stop information, 
and the cycle is Iterated until the allocations to the cars remain unchanged The average 
waiting time was used as an optim1sation goal and the author claims that simulation 
results have led to an improvement w1th respect to the ACA scheduler However, the 
author md1cates that the algorithm still suffers from the fact that 1t does not always find 
the global optimum for route combmatwns. The method appears to have been tested only 
m simulation as the author states that the simulation of future events reqmres too much 
computation time for a real-time system. Considering new landing calls only is one way 
of reducmg the search space However, it is difficult to simulate all future consequences 
SimulatiOn may assist in the evaluatiOn of the current state as by simulating future state as 
shown in the previous section 
The M1tsubJshi AI-200 [UJihara and Amano 1994] also uses the pnnciple of giving 
pnonty to the assignment of new landmg calls. It mcorporates an expert system using 
fuzzy logic rules for hft assignment With multiple strategy selection. The scheduler 
apphes a set of rules which take into account estimated times of arrival of lifts and the 
floors where landmg calls are expected. An example of a fuzzy rule found in AI-200 1s: 
• Representation for concepts used for data classtficattons [Rtch and Kntght 1991] 
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IF there is a landmg call reg1stered on an upper floor AND there are a large number of 
cars ascendmg towards the upper floors THEN ass1gn one of the ascendmg cars on the 
basis of estimated t1me of amval. This approach prevents all lifts from bemg ass1gned to 
upper floors. The termmal floor IS supplied w1th destmation buttons and each hft has a 
destmation screen showmg the areas each hft service. This method is used instead of 
zorung as the authors explam that zoning may have unsatisfactory results when one of the 
zones IS much busier than others. No mformat10n was g1ven on how the future state was 
predicted nor how the multiple strategy selection was achieved. 
A version of A* search was used by Mehta et a! [1994] and Mehta et al. [1995] in a lift 
scheduler wh1ch had the advantage of estimatmg the number of passengers waiting behind 
a landing call by usmg a computer v1sion system for countmg passengers. The cost 
evaluation function was chosen to reflect the speed w1th wh1ch the passengers were 
transported and the search was directed towards the highest calculated cost. The search 
tree branched accordmg to three hft moving states: up, down and stop. The cost 
calculations were dependent on the passenger's duection of travel and on whether the 
passengers were waiting at a landing or m a hft The best move is dec1ded usmg a look-
ahead search. The depth of the look-ahead search depended on the number of hfts and 
floors in the bmlding. L1m1ted look-ahead was preferred to exhaustive search as future 
assignments may need to be altered m response to changing traffic conditions. The results 
obtamed using smgle step look-ahead search was compared to a conventiOnal (collective 
control) hft control system and a performance improvement was found, especially dunng 
penods of random traffic. The algonthm showed a performance Similar to that of a 
conventional hft system dunng up peak, as in such traffic conditions the number of 
passengers wa1ting at the terminal floor has little 1mpact on hft movements, and the 
behav10ur is hkely to be Similar to that of the collective method In order to extend the 
look-ahead search w1thout incurring a sign1ficant computational overhead, the authors 
suggested runnmg the system to learn patterns usmg pattern classification and clustering 
techniques, so that future decisions can be made more qmckly. The pattern classifier 
achieved an accuracy of decision of around 87%. This work shows the advantage of a 
vision system for passenger identification to improve data quahty. However, it IS not 
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descnbed m deta1l how the A* search was implemented and, m particular, whether 
limiting the algonthm to a single step look-ahead search affects its optimahty. 
Schindler [Chenms and Wemberger 1992] used a tree search in wh1ch each branch of the 
tree corresponded to the assignment of a lift to serve a landing call. The search provides 
an initial solution following the action of a collection of rules drawn up from prevwus 
experience. The search for alternatiVe solutwns is earned out using alpha prumng, 
Section 3.1.2, and 1s contmued for a period of time determmed by the configuration of car 
and landing calls. The solution is moderated by an analysis of the configuratiOn resultmg 
from the Simulation, for exmnple the solutwn would be reJected 1f the lifts were tightly 
grouped. This approach is one exmnple of the use of simulatmg future events as part of 
the evaluatiOn process, but no information 1s presented regardmg how the search tree was 
constructed. 
Crites and Barto [Cntes and Barto 1996, Smgh et a/ 1997, Cntes and Barto 1998, Sutton 
and Barto 1998] used a temn of RL agents, each of wh1ch 1s responsible for controllmg 
one lift car. The advantages of the technique are the ability to perform both With and 
w1thout models of the system and that the temn ofRL agens can be used on-line as well as 
off-hne, focusmg computation on areas of the state space that are likely be vis1ted during 
actual control. Omniscient remforcement IS used dunng the design stage to make use of 
the knowledge available w1th the a1d of a lift Simulator, such as how long each passenger 
has been wa1t1ng. Once the controller IS mstalled m a real system, any fine tumng must be 
done w1thout the benefit of this extra knowledge. ANN 1s used to save the reward values. 
The authors claim that the results surpass the best of the heuristic hft control algorithms, 
for exmnple a sectonng based algonthm The following pomts arise from this work 
• It IS not clear wh1ch constramts are reqmred for generating the action-value reward 
functiOn The system was tested for down peak and some of the rules used are only 
suitable for the down peak control policy, such as an empty lift can not park at an 
empty floor and a lift should prefer travelling in the up dtrectwn to avoid bUllchmg at 
the bottom floors. The constramts are used to lim1t the number of actions an agent is 
able to perform. 
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• In a decentralised RL system, each agent faces added stochastic1ty and nonstationarity 
because its envuonment contams other learnmg agents. Cooperation has to be learned 
mduectly usmg the global reinforcement reward signal. Although the work discusses 
the use of a parallel ImplementatiOn of an RL system in which the agents use a central 
set of shared networks allowing them to learn from each other's experiences, this 
normally results in the agents learning an Identical policy In fully decentralised 
Implementations, tlie agents have tlie1r individual networks, allowing tliem to 
specialise their control pohcy. 
• In order to produce the deSired performance, the NNs must be tramed With a smtable 
large data set. Training was required for four days of computer time, correspondmg to 
about 60,000 hours of simulated time. 
• The way the state was encoded into mput units of the NN was found to be cntical to 
the effectiveness of the learning In a decentralised RL system performance degrades 
as agents receive less state mformatmn 
• The weights of the NNs can become unstable, their magnitudes increasing Without 
bound This IS hkely to happen when the leanung algonthms make updates that are too 
large. This can happen when the learning rate is too high, the network inputs are too 
large (for example m very heavy traffic situations), or both. 
• Assumptions were made for lift system dynamics such as travel and load time rather 
than usmg actual values. 
To maintain a global view, the lift scheduler needs to keep close contact w1tli changes in 
the environment. One way in which this can be achieved is by Implementing an off-lme 
scheduler which aids the real-time scheduler by providmg complete schedules as 
alternative solutions. A scheduler can also learn from experiences of earlier decisions by 
providing feedback of updated information from the environment in response to an action. 
It is apparent that both tlie quality and quantity of data provided are important in 
achievmg good scheduling performance. Such data are reqmred in order to generate an 
accurate representation of the current state and to provide smtable mformation to be used 
in the productiOn of heuristics for the prediction of future events. 
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3.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter a survey of modem lift systems has been given to help identify the main 
Issues relatmg to lift scheduler performance. Although a smtable real-time schedulmg 
algorithm needs to be chosen so that lifts can respond to passenger requests m such a way 
as to transport them quickly and efficiently to their destmatwns, Its performance IS 
dimimshed by the unpredictabihty of traffic patterns. This missing knowledge makes the 
task of prov1dmg optimum real-time decisions by the scheduler impossible m practice. 
However, the better the quality of the data provided to the real-time scheduler, the better 
will be its performance. This IS recognised in the literature, m which the maJority of lift 
schedulers are implemented as combinatiOns of a real-time scheduler and a lift momtonng 
system. The real-time scheduler needs to be able to respond within one calculatiOn cycle 
to landmg calls in order to achieve m1mmum possible waiting time Perhaps due to 
commercial constramts, little detail regardmg the internal working of real-time schedulers 
is avmlable m the literature [Crites and Barto 1998]. However, one general method that 
appears to be becommg more common in modem lift schedulers IS the incorporatiOn of 
sophisticated assignment algorithms rather than the conventional approach of assignmg 
lifts to zones, in wluch each lift travels within Its zone answering the nearest landing call 
in Its travelling directiOn. Examples of new algorithms were found for heunstic search 
and RL. In the case of RL, recent results appear promising and the mcorporatwn of 
predicted knowledge into the decision-malang operations of individual RL agents might 
enhance real time performance. However, the remforcement leammg system would need 
to be tramed m advance on known simulated data With full knowledge of each passenger 
wa1tmg time. Most of the literature concentrates on the development of monitonng 
systems to supply relevant data to the real-time scheduler, such as traffic Identification 
and classificatiOn, countmg the numbers of passengers and parameter tunmg to achieve 
multiple objectives. Improvmg the quality of data reduces the assumptiOns that need to be 
taken and allows the scheduler to produce better mformed and more appropnate 
deClSIOnS. 
It IS apparent that to achieve an optimum call allocation strategy, it would be necessary to 
know not only the current passenger traffic flows but also those that will occur m the near 
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future. Clearly, 1t IS only possible in practice to predict future traffic flows and the role of 
a monitonng system IS to support the real time scheduler by supplymg timely and relevant 
mfonnation which IS denved from the available traffic data. 
Based on the findmgs of the hteratl!re search, it is apparent that a combmation of a 
smtable real-time scheduling technique in conJUllction with an appropriate monitonng 
system IS hkely to prove the most appropriate direction for this research. 
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Chapter 4 
Introduction to the intelligent real-time lift 
scheduling system 
Tlns chapter introduces the characteristics of the proposed intelligent lift control system 
This mcludes the need for a hft simulator as an essential part of Its development and the 
need for a realistic passenger traffic model as part of a lift monitonng system which 
provides relevant infonnat10n to aid the real-time schedulmg system. Figure 4.1 shows 
the proposed intelligent hft control system. 
Traffic analysis IS the first step towards bmlding the mtelligent hft system, to provide the 
arrival profile for a bmlding and the statistics of call distnbution Section 4.1, Discusses 
traffic models that are used to drive the hft simulator as well as usmg them as histoncal 
examples for the momtonng system. SectiOn 4.2 discusses the need for the construction of 
a hft simulatiOn, such that when random calls are Issued the model will simulate the hft 
operatiOn, cons1denng all the possible operation details and restrictions mvolved. 
AI methods offer new possibilities for traffic forecastmg and optimal or near-optimal 
landing call allocation They are used to generate the most favourable control parameters 
in response to time-varymg traffic conditions. Based on the analysis of the lift systems 
(chapter 2) and modem intelligent approaches used for their control (chapter 3), the 
conclusiOn is that there IS a need for a lift control algonthm that is adaptive to changes 
both m the design reqmrements and m traffic patterns, which provides a real-time 
response, and is both reliable and stable When choosing a suitable method for the real-
time scheduler, the speed, optimality and reliability of the method are important. For 
example, stability and reliability may become a problem when using neural networks. 
Section 4 3 discusses why mtelhgent search was chosen for the real-time scheduler 
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In scheduling problems, the selected solution W!Il depend on the quality and availability 
of data provided to the scheduler In particular, inaccurate data or poor estimates of values 
can cause the scheduler to choose the wrong solution. A monitonng system is required to 
provide the lift scheduler with information regardmg lift status, passenger arrival rate and 
the detectiOn of peak traffic periods. Section 4.4 mtroduces the lift morutoring system 
used m this project. 
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Figure 4.1 Proposed intelligent real-time lift system. 
I 
To assess the performance under realistic circumstances, the intelligent lift control system 
implemented by the author 1s compared to that of the ETQ scheduler (Sectwn 2.5) which 
is currently used m the Kodak bmldmg [Appendix A), w1th the comparative average 
passenger wa1ting times bemg taken as the principal performance measure. A software 
implementation of the ETQ scheduler 1s also used to venfY that the characteristics of the 
lift simulator conform to those of the actual system. The inteiiigent lift scheduling system 
simulation results were performed on a PC w1th 486/5x86 processor operating at 
133MHz. The software IS implemented in this work using MATLAB and C language. 
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4.1 Modelling of passenger movement 
The analysis of the distnbutwn of passengers amvmg at a given floor requiring to use a 
lift falls m the domam of queumg systems [Gross and Hams 1974]. The literature 
indicates that by generating a random number from a smtable P01sson d1stnbution the 
time of amval of the next passenger arrival can be estimated [Peters and Mehta 1996]. 
This implies that the probability d1stnbution of the time mtervals between passenger 
amvals will be exponential. In the current work, it has been possible to assess such 
theoretical assumptiOns as access has been obtained to real lift mstallations and relevant 
data have been gathered directly. However, passenger information IS not available directly 
at a lift installatiOn, as only data relating to passenger activities monitored by the lift 
system can be recorded. Hence, It was necessary to carry out further processing work on 
these data m order to produce an appropriate model to estimate the d1stnbution of 
passenger amvals simulator [Hamdi and Mulvaney 1998]. Tlus model provides the lift 
simulator With the required daily traffic flow. Car calls are modelled usmg actual car calls 
ansmg from the actual landing calls. In addition, other models of traffic are derived to be 
used as a historical database for the lift monitoring system. 
4.2 Lift Simulator 
A lift Simulator needs to be a discrete event, fixed-time mcrement, dynamic, stochastic 
simulatiOn of a group of lifts [Galpm and Rock 1995]. Lift simulators are developed for 
two principal purposes, namely to aid the design of new lift mstallations and to assess the 
relative performances of alternative schedulmg strategies. The current work falls mto the 
second category [Hamd1 et al 1995]. 
The first hft simulators were bmlt in hardware; modern software systems bring flexibility 
to lift simulation. As well as a1dmg the Ullderstanding of the effects on the hft system of 
different traffic patterns, a lift simulator allows potential customers to v1ew the 
performance of proposed lift installahons. At the design stage, a simulator may aid m the 
selection of the number oflifts which will provide sufficient handlmg capacity Ullder the 
control of a smtable scheduling system, while mamtammg efficient buildmg space 
utilisation. In buildmgs whose functiOn may alter dunng their lifetime, a hft simulator 
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enables the development of an adaptable control algorithm to provide flexible efficient 
transportation under a variety of operatmg cond1t1ons. 
A simulatwn of a lift system was produced by Hummet et al. [1978], a software 
implementation was developed by Lus!ig [1986] and a discussiOn of their relevance and 
use in the development of lift systems can be found in Barney [1988]. Simulation has 
been used m the planning of hft groups by Snkonen and Leppala in Silkonen [1991] and 
1t was proposed by Snkonen [1997] that the performance of a lift scheduling algorithm 
can be mvestigated using a simulation of lift dynamics. Galpin and Rock [1995] produced 
a prototype simulation tool to assess the need for such a tool by des1gners of lift systems. 
The conventional way of calculatmg the performance of lift systems is based on 
probability theory in conJunction With Simplifying assumptions. For example, during the 
up-peak penod, most calculatwns assume evenly populated floors, transportation of the 
same average load m each lift car from the ground floor and equal interfloor he1ghts 
However, as explained m Chapter 2, the calculated INT (the average time between 
success1ve hft arrivals at the main floor w1th lifts loaded to any level [Barney and dos 
Santos 1985]) and handlmg capacity do not give adequate informatiOn for all traffic 
patterns and a hft simulator IS required to produce a more accurate description of system 
performance under different traffic patterns, building specifications and using different 
scheduling algonthms. Using a hft s1mulator, different patterns of traffic can be tested and 
goals such as mimm1sing wa1ting or journey lime can be momtored to optlmise scheduler 
performance and to produce an effic1ent building design in terms of servmg shops, 
restaurants, or entrances. For example, simulatiOn results have indicated that there 1s no 
direct connectwn between INT and waiting time [Snkonen 1997]. INT depends on the 
number of hfts and lift capab1h!ies, while in add1!ion to lift performance, wrutmg lime 
depends on passenger arrival patterns and, particularly at peak times, the performance of 
the scheduler. 
In Chapter 3, examples were given when rapid data processmg by a simulator allowed 1ts 
use as a part of a traffic monitonng system which observes traffic fluctuatiOns and feeds 
back an evaluation of the current state to the scheduler or helps m selecting the most 
smtable scheduling strategy. 
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4.3 Intelligent real-time lift scheduler 
The proposed real-time scheduler will need to be able to respond within one calculation 
cycle to landmg calls in order to achieve mmimum possible wa1tmg time [Hamdi and 
Mulvaney 1997]. 
Heuristic search teclm1ques are the most suitable to achieve the task of findmg smtable 
paths of sequences that map the m1tial state to the goal state The efficiency of search 
algonthms can be measured usmg the cost of the solutiOn, in this case waitmg time 
[Hamd1 and Mulvaney 1997]. One popular algorithm, explained in Section 3.1.1, which 
can m corporate simple heuristics is the A* search. The disadvantage of A* IS that the 
search grows exponentially with the number of landmg calls and so the calculation of a 
solutiOn may take longer than the cycle time to find the optimum schedule. However, 
since A* is the fastest algorithm for finding optimal solutions [Korf 1988], tlus problem 
may be lessened by providing a good heuristic function and lugh data quality 
incorporating load information, door status and landmg call waiting time. 
Real-time search teclm1ques appear to be suitable for more critical cases, as they use a 
limited search honzon. That Is, only a certam number of alternative solutions are 
considered m order to ensure the search stops w1thm a predetermmed time hm1t. Smce 
decisions are based on limited mformation, an imtmlly promismg directiOn may appear 
less favourable after gathenng additional mformation m the process of explonng it, thus 
motivatmg a return to the previous choice pomt [Hamd1 and Mulvaney 1997]. Both RL 
and RTA* methods (Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3) need to maintam close contact with the 
state environment which reflects on their judgements and actions. However, in the case of 
RL, the agents bmld up experience with time which eventually allows them to explore all 
possible states In order to gam the required expenence, the RL system would need to be 
trained m advance, and for a sufficient simulatiOn time, on known simulated data With full 
knowledge of each passenger waiting time plus several other stability and reliability 
issues discussed m Section 3.2. 
RTA* is a modified version of A* for real time systems, designed for use when 
mformation about the current and future states IS mcomplete and a decision has to be 
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made m cntlcal time under those circumstances. Rich and Krught [1991] g1ve an example 
of the task of nav1gatmg between rooms in an unfamiliar bmlding. The search horizon IS 
limited by how far the search can progress at any given time. RTA* can make progress 
towards the goal state Without having to plan a complete sequence of solution steps m 
advance. The idea IS to take steps in the phys1cal world m order to see beyond the 
horizon, desp1te the fact that the steps may be non-optimal. The key difference between 
RTA* and A* is that m RTA* the ment of every node is measured relative to the current 
scheduler state. Hence, the mitial state 1s irrelevant and the g value presents the cost from 
the current state to the next state rather than from the mitial state [Korf 1990]. This 
algonthm IS useful when a smgle goal is defined, such as a robot nav1gation, and where 
small steps can be more useful than contmumg to a large depth, thereby followmg a 
policy ofleast commitlnent. 
However, lift systems have well defined search honzons in terms of actual and anticipated 
landing and car calls. The missmg knowledge can be predicted to help in the process of 
searchmg for the optimum schedule, and the search result would be optimal in terms of 
the wmtmg time for the current state. However, as new calls arnve, the scheduler has to 
conduct a new complete ass1grunent by search. In lift systems, only the first ass1grunent of 
each lift 1s required at the end of each search and the goal1s to ach1eve the mimmum cost 
m terms ofwa1t1ng ume to answer all landing calls. Although the future state of the lift 
system 1s not fully defined, the current state is well defined especially when accurate data 
sources are used. The ass1grunent of any landing call w1th respect to the assigrunents of all 
landing calls must be achieved with respect to the initial state, and the deeper the search 
the better the resultmg assigrunent. 
Another vers10n of A* search IS the iterative deepening A* (IDA*) [Korf 1988, Korf 
1990, Russell and Norvig 1995] wh1ch is Similar to depth-first Iterative deepening 
illustrated m Figure 4 2, with the difference being the cut-off critenon 1s changed from 
being pre-set depth to a path cut-off when the cost exceeds a predefined value off IDA* 
starts With an m1tial threshold equal to the heunstic estimate of the d1stance from the 
initial state to the goal. Each Iteration of the algonthm IS a pure depth-first search, cuttmg 
off branches when thefvalue exceeds the threshold. The search contmues until all nodes 
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ins1de the contour for the current f cost are opened, and terminates 1f the goal state IS 
found. Otherw1se, the threshold IS increased to the mmimum f value that exceeded the 
prevwus threshold, and another complete depth search is started from scratch. 
depth l1m1t 0 • 
depth hm lt 1 • 
depth I! m lt 2 • 
depth hm 1t 3 • 
~ 
~&~ 
~~A~b·b. ~·. • • • • 
• • • • 
Figure 4.2 Four iterations oflterative Deepening search on a binary tree 
[Russell and Norvig 1995). 
The main points that charactense IDA * are described below 
• L1ke A*, IDA * is a complete and optimal search. The memory space reqmred IS 
proportional to the longest path explored and with a good heunstlc functwn, f, w1ll 
only increase two or three times along any solution path. 
• Its efficiency is s1milar to A*. in fact the final iteration of IDA * expands roughly the 
same number of nodes as in A*. 
• Only a companson operation is needed in order to determme the next state, and as 
such, IDA * has a smaller calculatiOn overhead compared with A* whiCh needs to 
perform sortmg, msertion and deletion operations. 
• Accordmg to Korf [1988], empincal results show that even though IDA* generates 
more nodes than A*, 1t actually completes a search faster in practice than A*. The 
reason is that, as explained above, IDA * has less overhead per node 
• IDA *generally uses less memory than A*. 
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• The IDA * algonthm is easy to implement. 
IDA * has two disadvantages: 
Introduction to the mtelllgent real-time hft scheduling system 
• It can take a long time to compute ifthefvalue changes many times. 
• It does not remember repeated nodes. 
Provided that the search forms a tree and not a graph, in other words no nodes with the 
same assJgrJment are generated, and the f value does not change more than two or three 
times It should be possible to use the IDA * algonthm to solve the lift scheduling problem 
should the A* search prove to be unsmtable due to the speed of the search or msufficient 
memory. 
In order to produce a smtable schedule, the followmg research approach was taken. 
• Ensure a good heuristic function is used, which imphes spending more time 
generatmg nodes but results m the need to expand fewer nodes. Th1s has the 
advantage that if the search needs to be interrupted at the end of the allowed 
scheduling penod, the scheduler then 1s more likely to have either the optimal 
assigrJment or one close to the optimal. 
• Should the above solution be found unsuccessful, perhaps due to speed or memory 
problems, it may be suitable to consider IDA *. 
4.4 Lift monitoring system 
It is apparent from the literature and from Section 4.3 that to achieve an optimum call 
allocation strategy, 1t is essential to know the current and the future passenger traffic 
patterns. H1stoncal traffic models could be obtamed for different days through the month 
or the year. Popular floors and future passenger arrival rates can be predicted usmg a 
h1stoncal traffic model With an arnval pattern Similar to that of the current traffic pattern 
Tlus mformatwn can be used to generate false landmg calls (a false landmg call is issued 
by the hft control system) or to detect up peak traffic modes. Popular floors can 
dynamically change with the flow of traffic through the day and hence th1s mformation 
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can be used to distribute free lifts evenly around the buildmg A car call model can be 
used by the momtonng system to predicted car calls wh1ch will result from landing calls. 
The momtonng system needs to· 
• incorporate a dynamic model of the lift movements, so that 1t can pred1ct times 
between lift assigmnents accurately. 
• be responsible for providing the lift scheduler with mformat10n such as the times 
taken to open and close doors and the first floor at which a currently moving lift can 
stop following deceleration. 
• use constraints such as 'lifts w1th max1mum load should not be further ass1gned' to 
determme accurately the number of lifts available for the next ass1gmnent cycle. 
• make sure that rules such as 'a lift must answer all car calls in 1ts direction before 
reversmg directwn' are forced, by hidmg car calls in the oppos1te direction to the 
current directiOn of a lift from the scheduler until all car calls in the lift direction are 
answered. 
4.5 Conclusion 
hi th1s chapter the charactenstlcs of the proposed mtelligent real-time lift scheduling 
system have been discussed with Figure 4 I showing the general structlire of the proposed 
intelligent lift system The monitoring system will use traffic models based on actual 
examples extracted from the Kodak bmldmg to enable the daily traffic patterns to be 
recognised. The traffic model together With the simulator will serve as an evaluatiOn tool 
for evaluating alternative schedulmg strateg1es [Hamdi and Mulvaney 1995] 
HeunstJC search techmques appear to provide the most promising approach for solvmg 
the real-time schedulmg problem. In the approach, the basic scheduler is kept s1mple, With 
the advantages that 1t 1s easy to configure and adaptable without the need for additional 
parameter tumng. The scheduler goal IS that used most corrunonly to compare scheduler 
performance, namely to mimm1se average waiting time to achieve fa1rness among all 
wmting passengers 
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Chapter 5 discusses m deta!l how data extracted from an actual lift installation have been 
used to develop a model of passenger movements while Chapter 6 describes the 
implementatiOn of the lift simulator as a part of an mtelligent real-time scheduling 
system. The implementation of the A* scheduler can be found m Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 
shows the test results usmg the lift simulator and the effect of using prediction and high 
data quality on the performance of the lift system. 
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Chapter 5 
Modelling of passenger movements 
In this chapter, data extracted from hft installations have been used to develop a model of 
passenger movements. Such a traffic model is needed for generating traffic in the lift 
simulator and to predict passenger arrivals m the lift monitoring system. This chapter 
explams the methods of analysis applied to the hft system data and detailed descnptions 
of the development of the passenger amval model and the passenger destmatwn model 
are given. The data were obtamed from the Kodak lift system (represented in Figure 5.1) 
which serves a bmlding used for business purposes with a population of approximately 
900 
Traffic infonnation consisting of data sampled each second and contarning landing call 
locations, car call destinations, photocell activations, hft positiOns, door status, directions 
of movement of the hfts, whether each lift IS stationary or movmg and the load status of 
each lift. It is important to note that the raw data avmlable do not contain mfonnation 
regarding the movements of mdiVIdual passengers in the lift system, yet this IS precisely 
the infonnation required for the lift simulator and scheduler. An important mm of the 
work is to extract a smtable estimate of the passenger amval rates and theu movements 
through the bmldmg If these can be estimated adequately from the data then this would 
avoid the need to resort to countmg passengers manually. Another advantage of bemg 
able to gather the traffic mfonnation from a real lift installation IS that It can easily be 
acquired over a longer penod of time and from a greater nUlllber of landings and hfts 
simultaneously than is normally possible using manual counting. This has allowed a 
detailed assessment of assumptiOns often made regardmg the nahire of the probability 
distnbutwn of the passenger amval rates, namely that it follows a Poisson distribution 
and hence the time mterval between passenger arrivals follows an exponential distribution 
[Hamdi and Mulvaney 1998] 
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5.1 Display module 
As a ftrst step toward understanding a li ft system and to be able to test its performance, a 
lift traffic display screen was implemented as a separate module that shows the 
movement of lifts and passenger calls, Figure 5.1. The display module uses data that are 
read and updated each second from serial files recorded from the Kodak building and 
other Express Evans Ltd. lift systems. 
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Figure 5.1 Lift system display viewing the Kodak building. 
The display module divides the screen into colwnns and rows representing floors and lifts 
in a building depending on the building information supplied to it. The first column 
represents the floor numbers. The second column represents landing calls down (-!.) and 
landing calls up ( t ), the following columns represent the lift paths with indicators for car 
calls (*), allocated landing calls ( t or -!. ), and the lift position ©. Time is shown at the 
top right of the screen. The lift cars are represented by symbols, Q, that flash together 
with the direction status signal symbol indicating lift movement. The direction and other 
signals are displayed below each lift column. The lift load is shown by changing the 
colour of the lift signal (normally white, green for 60% load, cyan for 90%, and magenta 
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that m F1gure 5.1 the unloaded hfts are green and the background colour has been 
inverted to white from black for the clmty of illustrahon. 
5.2 Analysis of Kodak data files 
The d1splay module allows the author to monitor the behaviour of the hft system and the 
followmg subsectiOns highlight examples which were obtamed from the senal files for 
4/7/1994 at the Kodak buildmg: 
Example] 
F1gure 5.2 shows the pos1!Jon of a lift travelling Without stoppmg from floor 14 to the 2"d 
floor between 8.00 00 am and 8:00·25 am. While the hft is movmg down between the 7th 
and the 8th second, its pos1t1on changes from floor 11 to floor 9 and remams at floor 9 for 
the following second The data then show the lift has moved to floor 7 With no data 
sample at floor 8 and remams at floor 7 for the following second 
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Figure 5.2 Example illustrating the effect of the sample rate on the data obtained 
from the Kodak building. 
The data mdicate that the hft begins moving at the 5th second and stops at the 24th second, 
whereas the hft position IS the destination floor (2"d floor) at the 16th second. The hft next 
duectwn 1s down for the entire period. 
The example reflects the accuracy the senal files are able to provide at the sample rate (I 
second) employed The hft system gives an advanced lift position to the scheduler once a 
lift starts moving. For example, if a hft were travellmg from the 3n1 to the 2"d floor, then 
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the 2"' floor would be given as the hft position by the hft control system, explaining why 
the hft position remains unchanged while the hft IS still moving In tlns example the hft 
takes Ss when decelerating, but the typical deceleration time is 4s m the Kodak bmlding, 
Appendix B. 
Example2 
Figure 5.3 shows a lift movement between 8:01:10 am and 8:01:45 am, where the lift has 
left floor 11 and moved down to the ground floor at the 81 ". Although the hft does not 
stop moving until the 88th second, the next direction changes to mdicate UP as soon as the 
destination floor is reached The hft remams at the ground floor until the 1 05th second 
when it starts moving in the up directiOn 
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Figure 5.3 Example to illustrate the next direction indicator. 
Figure 5.4 shows the movement of a hft between 8 00:32 am and 8:00:53 am. When the 
lift leaves floor 11, 1t 1s assigned to answer a car call at floor 6 and to answer a landmg 
call up at the termmal floor. At the 40th second, the assignment changes and the hft's next 
assignment is to answer a landmg call up at floor 6 and Its next directiOn changes to UP. 
The car call indicator is cancelled while the hft is still movmg at the 41" second and the 
hft stops moving at the 42nd second. At floor 6, the doors open, the passengers leaving and 
entenng the hft activate the photocell indicators at the 44th second for a two second 
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interval, and then agam at 47"' second for a further second. At the 53"' second the lift starts 
moving up. 
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Figure 5.4 Example to illustrate assignments changes during lift movement. 
This example shows that the hft next direction indicator changes before reachmg the 
destmatiOn floor to allow the hft to mdicate to waiting passengers Its next assignment 
direction The lift assignment may change while the hft IS still movmg and not 
decelerating, and once the hft is deceleratmg, the assigned landing call at the destmation 
floor IS removed and no longer considered by the scheduler. 
From the analysis of the data, the followmg points are relevant to the work carried out m 
the thesis· 
• As the data were onginally sampled every second, it IS not clear when the lift position 
IS duplicated in successive sample whether the hft is slowmg down or whether the 
effect IS created as a result of the sampling rate. Consequently, the time when a hft 
starts deceleratmg IS not directly available. 
• Lifts arrive at floors either in response to a landing call, a car call, or following a 
specific action of the scheduler, such as parkmg at a popular floor. 
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• The next directiOn signal of a lift may be changed while the lift is still moving. 
• When the lift movmg signal changes to ON, the hft positiOn signal md1cates the floor 
m advance of the actual position. 
• Landing calls and car calls are cancelled when the hft begins decelerating to stop at 
their floor. The landing call mdicator IS usually switched off before the aSSigned 
landmg call indicator. 
• Photocell activations and the number of car calls registered can help to indicate the 
number of passengers entering or leavmg the lift. 
The display module is the first step towards understanding the lift system The available 
data are useful for obtaimng the passenger movement model which will be explamed m 
the following sections The data accuracy affects the comparison of final simulation 
results to the actual system as will be explamed m Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. 
5.3 Lift system traffic patterns 
There are two alternative approaches that can be used to obtain data suitable for the use m 
the model of the hft system. The first is to model landmg and car calls and permit the 
scheduler to respond to them and the second is to model the passengers themselves In the 
first approach, the model could be produced directly from the data obtamed from the 
Kodak bmlding, but It would be difficult to provide car calls, which were consistent with 
the landmg calls In the second approach, the extraction of the model IS more complex, 
while implementatiOn would be more straightforward. The author chose to attempt to 
extract a passenger model as this would appear to giVe the more elegant solution m the 
mam areas of the current work The patterns m the Kodak data depend on the number of 
people m the building, the number of passengers using the hfts, popular floors (such as 
those having a restaurant or smokmg room), and the time of the day (such as up peak and 
lunch time). Traffic behaviour can be monitored to predict information useful to the lift 
scheduler, such as passenger arrival time and car call A monitonng system has the 
responsibility of monitoring these patterns and 1dentifymg popular floors and expected 
peak times. For example, at the terminal floor, the mornmg arnval in a bmldmg can start 
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at 7am, its peak state 1s reached at around 8am but then begms to lessen at about lOam 
The traffic peaks agam at lunch time when traffic 1s more evenly d1stnbuted between 
floors, mc!udmg the restaurant and tennmal floors The same traffic pattern can repeat the 
next day, but may be sh1fted forward or back m time, or another pattern may emerge w1th 
d1fferent passenger amval rates It often appears that, for the same number of passengers 
entenng the bmldmg, the mtens1ty of traffic at any g1ven time dunng the up-peak penod 
depends on when the mam amval begms and w1th what m1tial mtens1ty [Hamd1 and 
Mulvaney I 998] 
To study the traffic behavwur m the Kodak bmldmg, Iandmg calls were counted m five 
mmute mtervals and the number of car calls were recorded for each hour for all floors for 
several days Two different traffic patterns are g1ven as examples, the first m F1gures 5 5, 
56,5 7 and 58 for 3/10/94 and 4/10/94 and the second m F1gures 5.9, 5 10,5.11 and 5 12 
for 24/10/94 and 25/10/94 Data such as those shown m these figures were mvestigated to 
detennme if there 1s Slmllanty between pmrs of days m the week or between the same 
days of consecutive weeks For example, the traffic between floors for 24/10/94 and 
25/10/94 1s less than that on the same two days of the week, begmnmg 3/10/94, table 5 1 
The amval rate on the 24th and 25th, between 7am and 8am for the ground floor 1s 
relatively low, wh1le at 9am there 1s marked mcrease m traffic espec1ally m the number of 
car calls, F1gure 5 13 
03110194 04110194 24110194 25110194 
Totallandmg callsF--. 646 554 568 
Total car calls 590 578 463 478 
Table 5.1 Total landing calls and car calls at the terminal floor between 7am and 
8pm for the 3'•, 4'", 24'" and 25'" of October 1994 in the Kodak building. 
F1gure 5 6 shows that the traffic for the second floor m (the restaurant floor) peaks around 
I pm on the 3/10/94 and 4/10/94, whlle m F1gure 5.10, the restaurant floor traffic peaks at 
around 3pm on 24/10/94 and 25/10/94 Slmllarly for the tennmal floor, F1gure 5 14 shows 
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that more passengers amve m the bmlding after 2pm on 24/10/94 and 25/10/94 in 
companson with the numbers amving on 3110/94 and 4/10/94 
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Figure 5.5 Landing calls calculated every 5 minutes at the terminal floor between 
7am and 8pm in the Kodak building. 
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Figure 5.6 Landing calls calculated every 5 minutes at the second floor between 7am 
and Spm in the Kodak building. 
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Figure 5.7 Actual car call frequency distributions from the terminal floor to all 
floors between 7am and lOam in the Kodak building. 
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Figure 5.8 Actual car call frequency distributions from the second floor to all floors 
between 7am and lOam in the Kodak building. 
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7am and 8pm in the Kodak building. 
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7am and Spm in the Kodak building. 
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Figure 5.11 Actual car call frequency distributions from the terminal floor to all 
floors between 7am and lOam in the Kodak building. 
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Figure 5.12 Actual car call frequency distributions from the second floor to all floors 
between 7am and lOam in the Kodak building. 
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The Kodak bmldmg does not appear to have a single umform traffic pattern. 
Consequently, a hft momtonng system would have to calculate the current arnval rates 
and compare these with historical samples of daily traffic m order to select a smtable 
traffic sample for prediction purposes. 
5.4 Derivation of a passenger arrival and car call model 
The passenger and car call models are extracted from a real lift system, overcoming the 
need to identify theoretically the traffic patterns Although theoretical traffic calculations 
would still be needed m the plarmmg stage, followmg installation the 1mtial traffic 
assumptions would be gradually replaced by real traffic examples when the mtelligent 
monitonng system starts working. Average arrival rates and passenger destmation 
frequencies from each floor can be calculated from information such as car calls, landing 
calls, photocell activatwns, door status and lift moving status. Examples of full workmg 
days of traffic patterns have been prepared to test the performance of the scheduler. 
The investigatwn of the data acquired from the lift installatwns has been extens1ve, and 
the following figures are able to provide only a brief but representative msight into the 
results which have been produced. In order to make clear the meanings of some of the 
terms used m the figures wh1ch follow, F1gure 5.15 shows the typ1cal sequence of events 
which occurs when a hft IS sent in response to a landing call. 
landmg call 
landmg call cancellatmn landmg call 
L11--:-1 -11--11 1 time 11--
car amval car departure 
Figure 5.15 The sequence of events following the issue of a landing call. 
In order to develop the passenger model, the validity of the assumptiOn found in the 
literature that the !lme mterval between passenger arnvals follows an exponential 
distributiOn was assessed. Figure 5.16 shows the d1stnbuhon of mtervals between 
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conseculive landmg calls. It can readily be observed that this d1stnbution IS not 
exponential in nature and this can eas1ly be explamed by considering the sequence of 
events following the 1ssue of the landmg call. Most importantly, 1f a lift is not already 
walling at a landing, 1t will take time for a lift to amve m response to the call and for the 
doors to open. Consequently, as can be seen from Figure 5.16, the time penod between 
the issues of consecutive landmg calls Will take at least 12 seconds. Furthermore, during 
th1s period the landing call remains in force and, hence, additional passengers may arrive 
who Will not be directly detected by the lift system. 
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Figure 5.16 Distribution of the intervals between landing calls on the terminal 
floor between 7am and lOam on 3/10/94. 
The significant difference that can occur m the distnbutlon of intervals between passenger 
arrivals and that of mtervals between landing calls can be illustrated by cons1denng two 
types of passenger traffic In the case where there is a relatively large number of 
passengers arriving over a penod of time at a single floor, the performance of the 
scheduler may worsen and 1t w1ll take longer for landing calls to be answered and hence 
for the next landmg call to be issued. In the case where there are few passengers entenng 
the system, there w1ll be correspondmgly long time intervals between landmg call buttons 
bemg pressed. Companng the two cases, although the time mtervals between passenger 
amval1s significantly different, the time mtervals between landmg calls may be similar. 
In order to better understand the nature of the traffic, a variety of intervals between the 
events h1ghhghted in F1gure 5.15 was considered By plotting for a g1ven landmg the time 
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mterval between the Issue of landing call and its cancellation, the performance of the 
scheduler can be studied, for example in Figure 5.17. An example of the distributiOn of 
the time mtervals between landmg calls and lift amvals is drawn in Figure 5.18 In 
companson with Figure 5.17, the mam part of the curve is shifted to the nght reflecting 
the lift levelling time of around four seconds, but the frequency values at one and two 
seconds largely remain, as these occur when a hft is already at the landing and no 
levelling penod IS requued. Includmg the loadmg time and both the door operung and 
closmg times provides the distributiOn of time intervals between landing calls and lift 
departures, Figure 5 19. During this period, any further landing calls cannot be observed. 
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Figure 5.17 Distribution of the intervals between landing calls and their 
cancellations on the terminal floor between 7am and lOam on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 5.18 Distribution of the intervals between landing calls and lift arrivals on the 
terminal floor between 7am and lOam on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 5.19 Distribution of the intervals between landing calls and lift departures on 
the terminal floor between7am and lOam on 2/10/94. 
In order to estimate the passenger arrival rate at a particular landmg, the current work 
mvestigated employmg the time interval between hft departure and the issue of the next 
landmg call This IS effectively the time mterval remaimng once the system delays 
illustrated by Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 have been removed from the time mtervals 
between consecutive landmg calls. Only dunng this interval is the landing call button 
available for passengers to press, and hence It is the only time during which the arrival of 
a passenger can be observed (and their arrival which IS mdicated by their pressing of the 
landmg call button also ends each interval). Clearly, tlus can only be an estzmate of the 
passenger arrival rate, and It IS recognised that errors will occur as the arrival of further 
passengers cannot be observed until the hft departs as more than one passenger may 
amve at a time. An example of the results obtained from this approach are shown in 
Figure 5 20. Figure 5.21 shows the results of fittmg to the raw data an exponential curve 
f(t) of the form shown below. 
where A, IS the average time mterval between the hft departure and the next landmg call 
being issued, A = A.T and T is the time dunng which observations are made. 
In general, the hypothesis of an exponential form for the distnbutwn of the mtervals 
between lift departure and the next landmg call agreed With the data However, on 
investigatiOn of the area under the curve m Figure 5.21 (wluch should be equal to the 
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number of passengers amvmg dunng the observation time), tt was found that 206 
passengers arrived, similar to the number of landmg calls tssued (2 I 7). Measunng the 
ttme interval between the lift departure and the next Iandmg call did not provide 
sufficiently good estimates of the number of passengers. This is probably due to the fact 
that the data are non-stationary, that is, there ts stgnificant change in the amval rate over 
the length of the observatton period and hence the shape of the underlying exponenttal 
function ts contmually changing. Rather than requiring the fit of single exponential curve 
as shown in Figure 5.21, the real data compnses, over time, a family of exponential 
curves. By adoptmg suffictently short time wmdows, the variation in the arrival rate could 
be identified, but as it would contain fewer examples of amvals, the vanance of the data 
would be stgntficantly increased resulting in estimates of reduced quality. 
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Figure 5.20 Distribution ofthe intervals between lift departures and next landing 
calls on the terminal floor between 7am and lOam on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 5.21 Test of the exponential nature of the distribution of the intervals 
between lift departures and next landing calls on the terminal floor between 7am 
and lOam on 3/10/94. 
An alternahve method was now required to model the passenger arrival. In its 
development, the followmg points were considered [Hamdi and Mulvaney 1998]. 
• To observe changes m arnval rates, the mean arnval rates dunng consecuhve five 
minute wmdows were used The window length was so chosen as to be consistent with 
that used in the calcula!ion of lift handling capac1ty during the up-peak penod [Bamey, 
1988] 
• Lifts arnve at a floor m response to a landing call at that floor, a car call to that floor 
being issued by passengers already in the lift, or followmg a spec1fic action of the 
scheduler. 
• The number of car calls issued and the number of photocell activahons both provide an 
indicatiOn of the number of passengers entering the hft. 
A set of rules was developed to estimate the number of passengers walling at landmgs to 
enter the lift, based on the number of car calls issued and the number of photocell 
activatwns. The rules are shown in Figure 5.22 In general, when passenger departures are 
detected, or when an inconsistently large number of photocell activahons 1s detected, the 
method bases 1ts estimations on the number of car calls issued followmg boarding. When 
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the photocell count IS valid and is greater than the number of new car calls, it IS used 
directly to represent the number of passengers. 
As a result of the investigatiOn of car calls and photocell activations, a model of passenger 
arrival could be generated for use m the simulator. Figure 5.23 shows the passenger 
arrival rate extracted from a real lift mstallation usmg the rules of Figure 5 22 and that 
obtamed from the model by adoptmg the same arnval rate for a Poisson distnbutwn in the 
hft simulator. To assess the validity of the rules, Figure 5.24 shows a comparison between 
the landing call rates for both the real hft installatiOn and for those obtamed in the hft 
Simulator using the model. It can be seen that there is close correspondence between the 
two curves, except during the mommg up-peak period (between about 8am and lOam). 
This is probably due to a known difference m the performance between the real and the 
simulated scheduling systems during the up-peak period and will be discussed m detail m 
Chapter 6. Moreover, it was also observed that different simulation runs do not 
necessanly produce exact similarity for the same number of passenger as their arrival time 
and their destination would have an effect on the results 
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Figure 5.22 The rules used to extract an estimate of passenger numbers from car calls and the number of photocell 
activations 
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Figure 5.23 Comparison of extracted passenger arrival using the rules of Figure 5.22 
with simulated passenger arrival at the terminal floor between 7am and Spm on 
3/10/94. 
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(b) SimulatiOn of the landmg call variatiOn m (a) 
Figure 5.24 Actual and simulated landing calls at the terminal floor between 
7am and 8pm. 
The passenger model descnbed above permits the simulatiOn of passengers entenng the 
hft system, but not theu movements withm it. An additional model is required m order to 
simulate the pressmg of car call buttons by passengers to communicate their desired 
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destinatiOn once they enter a hft. Figure 5.22 includes the rules apphed to observatwns of 
real lift mstallations to obtrun the car call distributions for use in the hft simulator. 
Applying the rules to each landmg, the number of car calls to all other landmgs served is 
recorded during each five mmute window. This car call frequency model can be used 
directly in the simulator, or alternatively a mathematically smoothed version may be used 
in which the car call distnbutwn for a given mterval is found from the mean of current 
and preVIous windows [Hamdi and Mulvaney 1998]. 
5.5 Conclusion 
In th1s chapter, traffic data analysis was given, the hypothesis of an exponential passenger 
amval was found to agree w1th the 1ts results and a passenger and car call models were 
descnbed. The availability of the traffic model can replace the need to Identify separately 
specific traffic patterns such as up peak and down peak, w1th the monitonng system bemg 
g1ven the responsibility of generatmg relationships between floors and their traffic 
density. The results shown for the arnval model apply to the terminal floor where the 
quantity of data available allows statistical assessment to be made Data are also avrulable 
for other floors, but, due to their relatively sparse natlire, they must be analysed typically 
over a penod of weeks m order to obtam statistical significance. The up peak penod of 
three hours between 7am and lOam was chosen m order to have adequate data to 
represent the passenger arnval pattern The period of observation can be shorter, but it 
would then need to be combined With similar observation penods of other days. 
Expenments have been conducted over a period of two weeks for two separate 
mstallations and these results all confirm that the arnval model is vahd. 
The knowledge gamed from analysing the hft traffic pattern is necessary for developmg a 
smtable hft simulator for the current work and for prov1dmg the data predictiOn required 
by the scheduler In the next chapter, the passenger and car call models developed in this 
chapter are used to simulate passenger traffic and the simulation results are compared 
w1th actual data obtained from the lift system. 
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Chapter 6 
Lift simulator 
This chapter describes the implementation of the lift simulator developed to test and 
assess the performance of the intelligent real-time lift scheduling system, Figure 6.1. In 
the following section a general mtroductwn to the lift simulator mam functiOns is given. 
The remaining sections discuss the lift Simulator functions m details and how passenger 
and car call models descnbed m Chapter 5 have been used to develop the traffic 
movements 
o SectiOn 6.2 descnbes m details the main functiOns of the simulator. This mcludes the 
calculation of hft trip time m Section 6.2.1 Updatmg landing call assignments is 
descnbed in Section 6.2 2. The simulation of passenger arnval and landing call 
generation is explained in SectiOn 6.2.3 Car call generation and the simulation of hft 
car, such as door opening and passenger entry IS given m Section 6.2.4. 
o Section 6.3 discusses the effect of the time step chosen on simulatiOn performance. 
o In order to test the simulator a simulated version of the ETQ was used to compare 
simulation results with the actual Kodak traffic mformation The simulated ETQ IS 
descnbed in SectiOn 6.4, as well as the parking and up peak policies that IS used m 
Kodak hft system, Sections 6 4 1 and 6.4.2. 
o An analysis of the simulation results IS given in SectiOn 6 5. 
o A compmson of the actual and the simulated ETQ is given m Section 6.6 
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Figure 6.1 The main software modules of the lift simulator. 
6.1 General Introduction to the lift simulator main functions. 
The simulation should give as close a resemblance to actual world lift systems as 
possible Figure 6.1 shows the mam software modules of the lift simulator. The simulator 
is configured during an Imtlalisation stage m order to define information about the 
bmldmg, namely the number of floors, floor heights, lift speed, acceleration and door 
timings The simulator normally begms at the start of the day when there is httle or no 
activity in the bmlding and assigns the individual lifts to pre-defined parking floors ready 
to receive the early mommg traffic. In the simulator, the followmg sequence of events 
occurs for each passenger. Following arnval, a landmg call is generated, the scheduler 
assigns a lift to answer the call and the car doors open As passengers enter they press 
their destinatiOn buttons thereby generating car calls. After the last passenger has entered 
the hft Its doors are closed and the lift moves to answer the car calls. At each time step, 
the lift system simulator state is updated and the scheduler receives informatiOn of 
landing calls, hft car calls, hft position, lift loading and door status The time step can be 
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set to meet a range of accuracy reqmrements (Sectwn 6.3). As the day goes by, the traffic 
intens1ty changes through up-peak period, normal activity, lunch peak penod, normal 
activ1ty agam and finally down-peak period. 
F1gure 6.2 shows the visual part of the simulator displaying the hft group activity m an 18 
floor Kodak buildmg. The first colunm represent the floor numbers, and the second 
column is d1v1ded mto two sub-colunms, that show the number of passengers behmd a 
landmg call at each floor, one sub-column shows passengers travelling in the down 
d1rectwn and the other for up duection. The remammg columns represent the individual 
hft shafts and the rows represent the floors. Each hft shaft IS divided into 4 sub-columns. 
The first row below the hft shafts shows the functiOn of each sub-columns, * indicate car 
calls sub-column, ,J, assigned landmg calls down and t ass1gned up landing calls. The 
numbers shown in the shafts themselves represent the number of passengers behind an 
ass1gned landmg call or a car call at each floor. The total number of passengers in a car 
and the total number of passengers ass1gned to a hft car m each direction are displayed m 
the same sequence, in the second row below the lift shafts. The remaming two rows show 
the lift's next direction and the door status. Lift movement between floors 1s indicated in 
the simulator by scrolling the lift symbol Q Within the shaft, and the hft load status is 
indicated by the colour of the lift symbol A clock displaying the time of day 1s shown at 
the top right of the screen; the user can freeze the display to permit closer inspection of 
the scheduler's operations. The simulator d1splay is capable of showmg an mstallation 
havmg a maximum of 18 floors w1th 6 lift. 
When the lift IS ass1gned a landing call as 1ts next destmatwn it starts moving towards that 
floor Jerk, acceleration, maximum speed and floor heights are used to determine the time 
a lift takes to make interfloor JOurneys, and these are saved m a lookup table (Figures 6.1 
and will be further explained m Section 6.2.1 ). Wh1le a hft is moving, the scheduler might 
assign other landmg calls to the lift provided that the lift has sufficient time to decelerate 
and stop. As the lift stops at a floor, its doors start openmg. 
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direction. 
Figure 6.2 Example of the lift simulator visual display. 
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Figure 6.3 shows an example of door states and timmgs. Each time a passenger gets mto 
the lift, the counters on the display are updated and a car call is generated in the direction 
of the landing call. As passengers leave the hft, the doors remain open m dwell state until 
a passenger amves and a car call is issued (or until the hft IS reassigned by the scheduler). 
Otherwise, at the end of the dwell penod, the hft doors begin closmg While closing, 1f 
further passengers arr1ve, then it is assumed that they press the landing call button and the 
(a) [~] [i-J [ J [++] [] 
2 2 sec m • n=ex1tt1me 1 sec after 2 7 sec 
last passenger ex1ts 
(b) [~] [ .. J [ J [ J [++] [] 
2 2 sec m • n = extt time 1 sec after 8 sec dwell nme 2 7 sec 
last passenger exits 
(c) [~] [tJ [ J [++] [] 
2 2 sec m • n = entry time 3 5 sec after 2 7 sec 
last passenger enters 
(d) [~] 
m • ~ =tnt~ t1me [ J [ J [++] [] 2 2 sec 3 5 sec after 8 sec dwell time 2 7 sec 
last passenger enters 
(e) [~] [i-J [tJ [ J [++] [] 
2 2 sec m • n=exttttme m • n = entry nme 3 5 sec after 2 7 sec 
last passenger enters 
(I) [~] [ J [++] D 
2 2 sec 8 sec dwell ttme 2 7 sec 
n =number of passengers 
m= passenger entry or extt ttme m seconds 
Figure 6.3 Door states and time intervals for (a) normal passenger exit, (b) passenger 
exit but the lift is not further assigned by scheduler, (c) normal passenger entry, 
(d) expected passenger entry but no car call is issued, (e) normal passenger exit and 
entry, and (I) free lift sent to parking landing. 
doors reopen as long as the number of passengers in the hft car IS less than the max1mum 
number allowed. The dwell period and the passenger's entrance and ex1t times are usually 
set at the beginnmg of the simulation, but, if reqmred, these can be varied by the 
scheduler to smt a particular traffic mtens1ty requirement. 
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The following can all be monitored for performance assessment purposes· passenger 
amval time, landmg call lime, landing call cancellation lime, door opening lime, loadmg 
lime, passenger car call, door closing hme, car departure time and transfer time. The 
validity of a traffic pattern under the influence of a given scheduler can be assessed by 
comparing the outputs of the Simulator w1th those of the actual system. 
6.2 Simulator functions 
This section describes the main funchons of the simulator shown in Figure 6 4. After 
imtiahsation, the hft system s1mulalion time starts at 7am with low intensity traffic which 
bmlds up gradually as passengers begin to amve. The Simulator operates as a contmuous 
loop, the hme taken for each loop is a time step of SOms. The choice of the value of the 
hme step is explamed in Section 6.3 Followmg initialisatiOn, the simulator at each time 
step cames out the followmg: 
I. Update landing call assignments: checks for new landmg calls ass1gned by the 
scheduler; 
2. Generate passengers and landing calls: detects passengers amvmg and landmg calls 
being issued, 
3. S1mulates passenger entry and departure, car call generation, lift movements, door 
operatiOns, and updates the status of the hfts. 
The following sections descnbe the Simulator functions m details. 
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Figure 6.4 Lift simulator main function sequence and affected data arrays. 
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6.2.1 Trip time calculation and trip information arrays 
The tnp informatiOn is required by the simulator m order to determine the positwn of the 
lift car, 1f the lift car is about to stop and if the lift car can stop at a proposed floor. The 
tnp mformatlon is calculated at the Jmtialisatwn stage (see figure 6.4) using the buildmg 
specification (Appendix A) and the hft speed profile, Figure 6.5 The calculations 
reqmred at each stage (namely, jerk, acceleration, and full speed) are performed at 
intervals determmed by the time step currently used by the lift system . 
v3 .... i 
.... , I \i I i ' v2 .. ' Speed ' ~· i H H HH i -- HH H I I 
I 
accelera!ion .... '~ I I 
I 
I 
' 
' ! Time 
tl t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 
Figure 6.5 Lift trip profile giving (velocity/time) in (rnls). 
The followmg is a sample of the calculation results of the trips between the termmal floor 
and the 2nd floor sampled at a time step ofO.OS seconds, where 
t1 Jerk interval (s) d2 Distance travelled by lift durmg t2 (m) 
t2 Acceleration interval (s) d3 Distance travelled by hft durmg t3 (m) 
t3 Jerk interval (transition to full speed) (s) v2 Lift velocity during t2 (ms-1) 
t4 Full speed interval (s) v3 Lift velocity during t3 (ms-1) 
From To Tnp Tnp t2 (s) d2(m) v2 (ms-') d3 (m) v3 (ms-1) 
floor floor distance (m) time (s) 
0 2 8 100 6 214 2 107 2 746 2 357 I 262 2 607 
Full speed time= t4 = O.OOOs (lift does not reach full speed for this trip distance) 
Time until deceleration= (tl+t2+t3+t4) = 2.607s 
Car position floor Bypass floor time (s) 
I 3 350 
2 6 214 
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Further examples of trips can be found m Appendix B 
In order to provide the scheduler with information such as lift position and deceleration 
time, tnp information arrays is used. For each JOurney a lift may make between any pair 
of floors, a pass by floor time array store the time at whzch a hft wzll pass a gzven floor. A 
lift may pass a floor at any stage of zts journey speed profile and whether zt reaches full 
speed or not depends on the distance travelled Therefore at each time step, the dzstance 
travelled is calculated and compared to the next floor distance. In addztion, for each tnp 
between floors that a lift can make, information such as the time it takes a hft to 
accelerate t2, to travel at full speed, and the time interval since the start of the journey 
until deceleration are also saved in a hft trip information array. Thzs informatiOn is used to 
test whether a hft can stop at a proposed floor, at whzch point the scheduler can decide zf a 
lift is available for such a reasszgmnent. If the hft IS available to stop at the proposed floor 
then the tnp information arrays pointers change accordmg to the newly asszgned 
destination floor 
The time consumed by the scheduler to produce a schedule zs considered so that a lift 
car's abzhty to stop zs tested at the time a schedule zs produced. 
6.2.2 Updating landing call and passenger assignments 
At each time step the simulator checks if there IS a new assigmnent from the scheduler. A 
new assigmnent is supplied from the scheduler ezther on a regular time basis or following 
a significant change in the hft's state (such as a new landmg call or car call is generated) 
that reqmres a new schedule Therefore asszgnment tzme is defined as the time mterval 
between scheduler asszgmnents, which depends on the schedule calculation time (which is 
the time the scheduler requires to perform calculations), and a time interval T, where 
assignment time = schedule calculation time+ T ( 6.1) 
T is either fixed or varies depending on changes in schedule calculation time 
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As the Simulator and scheduler are running m serial rather than in parallel, the Simulator 
runs for a time equal to the current assignment tJme before the assignment is updated. 
Assignment time as defined in Equation 6.1 was used for the simulation results discussed 
m th1s chapter w1th T=lSOms when the schedule calculatJon time IS no more than lOOms 
and T=SOms when the schedule calculation tJme is more than lOOms, Figure 6 6. 
Appendix C details the scheduling time log for the sJmulahon results, which vanes 
between Oms and 11 Oms, resultmg in the tJme between scheduler calls being 
approximately 200ms. 
Ttme cycle for 
scheduler 
Ttme cycle for 
simulator 
• 
Ttme requtred 
for scheduling 
Asstgnment ttme 
T • the time until Start scheduling 
next schedulercall : 
.· 
• 
Asstgnment ttme Asstgnment ttme 
200ms between 
ass1gnments 
Figure 6.6 Time between scheduler calls used for the simulation results in this 
chapter. 
For the simulation results m Chapter 5 and 8 the tJme between scheduler calls is fixed at 
250ms, while the assignment time depends on the schedule calculation time, as illustrated 
in F1gure 6.7. Consequently, the scheduler calculation time has to be less than 250ms 
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L1ft Simulator 
Start scheduling 
: 
: 
Assignment time Assignment t1me Assignment time 
T1me cycle for 
Simulator 
..... 
. 2SOms between 
scheduler calls 
Figure 6. 7 Time between scheduler calls used in simulation results in 
Chapters 5 and 8. 
The simulator checks for the followmg, Figure 6 4. 
• Reassignment of previOusly ass1gned landing calls 
• Assignment of new landmg calls. 
• False landmg calls generated by e1ther the scheduler or the momtonng system. 
• If the ass1gned hft 1s already at the same floor as the Iandmg call ass1gned to 1t, then 
the ass1grunent would only be instigated if, followmg consideration of the hft status, it 
IS possible for the passengers to enter the lift. 
As a result the followmg arrays may be updated. 
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• The landing call array md1cates the number of passengers behmd landmg calls at each 
floor. Followmg each assignment, the number of passengers wa1ting behmd a landmg 
call is transferred to the assigned passenger array of the lift car ass1gned to respond to 
this landmg call 
• If a landmg call is ass1gned to a lift parked at the same floor, then the landing call is 
cancelled to indicate to the scheduler that a hft car responded to the landing call, 
therefore further reassignment is not reqmred. The landmg call1s only turned off if the 
lift door status is CLOSED. If it 1s CLOSING then it is only cons1dered if the 
following conditions are true: the lift car status is STOP or it IS travelling in the 
d1rect10n of the landing call, provided that the doors have not been reopened before 
and the load status 1s below the maximmn. The car door opening time is calculated so 
as to start from the time the landmg call is ass1gned. If the door status IS CLOSING 
then the reopenmg time is assmned equal to the time taken by the hft car doors to 
reach the1r current pos1tion 
• Updating lift destination and hft direction. The next directiOn (Figure 6.2) follows the 
duection hght mdicators that exist in an actual lift installation and winch are usually 
positioned on the top of the lift doors at each landing. As a hft starts decelerating to 
stop at a landmg, the next direction status gets updated to indicate the landmg call 
duection, thus giving priority to those passengers behind that landing call The same 
occurs if a passenger enters a hft during the dwell state and issues a car call, namely 
that the next direction immed~ately reserves the lift to travel in the duection of the 
first car call registered. 
6.2.3 Passenger arrival and landing call generation 
After updatmg assignments, the simulator checks all floors to detect passenger amvals, 
figure 6 4 At the start of each time wmdow: 
• Update Passenger and car call models: The passenger mean amval rates and car calls 
distribution arrays are updated. 
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• The time mtervals until the next amval are generated for floors wluch have no 
previously set mterval A floor has no set amval time mterval when no amvals have 
been produced during that window of time by the passenger amval model 
• No interval IS generated if the time wmdow has no registered amvals. 
The interval until the next arrival IS generated usmg a negative exponential random 
number generator usmg a specific mean arrival rate for that floor during that time 
wmdow: 
1 Interval= --ln(U) 
.l 
( 6.2) 
where U IS the output of a uruform deviate random number generator and A. is the mean 
amval rate. The time when a landing call is generated is given by 
passenger_ arrival_ time = Interval + last_ passenger_ arrival_ time ( 6.3 ) 
If there has been no previous amval then: 
passenger_ arrival_ time =Interval+ lift_ time ( 6.4) 
where lift_tzme is the Simulation time at the end of the current time step. When a 
passenger amves, the following IS simulated: 
• The landing call button IS pressed, the landing call time is registered and passenger 
queues are updated accordmg to a set of rules shown m Figure 6.8. 
• The time interval until the next arrival IS generated. 
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Figure 6.8 The rules used for generating landing calls. 
6.2.4 Lift car simulation and car call generation 
The final function of the hft stmulator is the simulatiOn of hft car movements to thetr 
destinatiOns, followed by doors operung to allow passenger entry and extt, passengers 
issumg car calls, hft doors closmg and reopenmg m response to passenger demand and 
lifts departmg to thetr next destinations, Ftgure 6.4. 
At each !!me step, if a hft car is moving then the following actions are performed. 
• As a hft car starts decelerating the stmulator mdicates lift deceleration status. If the lift 
is decelerating to stop for an assigned landing call, then the landmg callts turned off 
to indicate to the scheduler that the landing call has been answered, whtle at the same 
!!me the next directton changes to indtcate the dtrectlon of this landmg call. 
• The hft car position is updated as the hft passes a floor and the indtcator of the ttme 
when the hft car passes the next floor on tts journey is modtfied. 
• When a lift car reaches tts destmation, the hft status changes to NOT MOVING and 
the door status changes to OPENING tf passengers are entering, departmg, or tf the 
lift has reached the termmal floor Door openmg !!me is constdered to start at the ttme 
the hft car arrives at the floor. 
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When the lift IS not moving then 1t IS e1ther parked free wa1tmg for ar1 assignment or 
otherw1se the hft car simulator would be performmg one of the followmg actions (F1gure 
6.3): 
• Opening a door m response to passenger arrival or departure. The load statl!s Will also 
need to be checked to prevent doors from opening when the maximum load is 
reached. 
• When the doors are opened, passengers start departmg. After all the passengers have 
exited, new passengers start entenng the hft. Pnor to each entry, the lift car load statl!s 
is checked before allowmg the next passenger to enter. The time mterval assumed for 
passenger entry or departure IS d1scussed in SectiOn 6.5 
• After each passenger entry, a car call IS generated indicatmg the passenger's 
destmat10n Passenger destmat10n is generated using the car call distnbution model 
discussed m Section 5.4 arid a uniform rar1dom number generator, wh1ch acts as ar1 
index to search for the compatible floor frequency that falls m the rar1ge md1cated by 
the random number generator output. 
• The lift car enters a dwell period if 1t has not been assigned after passenger departure 
or no car calls have been generated after passenger entry or 1f 1t 1s parked w1th the 
doors open. 
• After all passengers have exited or entered, the lift doors remam open for a predefined 
time mterval, F1gure 6.3. Both the dwell interval arid the mterval after passenger exit 
or entry may be mterrupted by new passenger arrivals. The passenger entry time in 
this case may be less thar1 the defined entry time, as passenger arnval is considered at 
the beginning of the current time step rather thar1 the acrual arrival, which Car! be arJY 
time dunng the time step. Th1s assumption IS made only when s1mulatmg passenger 
entry under these particular circumstarJces. When a small time step is used, 1ts effect is 
negligible m practice arid adds rar1donmess to passenger entry time. After entering the 
hft, the passenger would then 1ssue a car call wh!ch may not be m the currently 
assigned direction of the hft. 
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• Dunng the dwell period or after the last passenger has ex1ted when no landmg call is 
registered, the assignment depends on the car call generated by the first passenger that 
enters the lift. The dwell interval can also be interrupted by the scheduler when a new 
assignment is 1ssued, F1gure 6 3. 
• Only passengers intendmg to travel in the same d1rectwn as that of the lift are allowed 
to enter. When a lift is parked (with no duection) at a level with 1ts doors open, then 
once one passenger starts entenng, subsequent passengers who require to travel m the 
opposite d1rectwn are prevented from entenng the hft. Smce the simulator always 
checks landing calls m the up d1rectJon first, 1f two (or more) passengers arnving to 
travel m different directions arrive at the same hme and the lift direction IS STOP, for 
simplicity and prov1ded that the Simulation time step IS small, only the passenger(s) 
mming to travel in the up duectwn is allowed in For a Simulation hme step longer 
than SOms, the exact arrival hme may be used to distinguish between passenger entry 
times. The chmce of hme step IS discussed m the followmg section. 
• When all passengers have departed and entered the hft, or at the end of dwell penod, 
the lift doors start closmg. While closing, the doors can reopen agam for a person 
travelling in the duechon of the hft, provided that the lift doors have not already 
reopened with passengers m the lift car. Doors will only be reopened 1f the hft car 
load status is below the maximum number of passengers 
• As the hft doors are closmg, then, if there are passengers left when the hft is fully 
loaded, a new landing call is generated. 
landing_ call_ time= lift_ time ( 6.5) 
6.3 Effect of time step on simulation performance 
A number of actJv1tJes m the lift system have an associated time counter to ind1cate the 
hme consumed. Th1s mcludes passenger entry hme, passenger ex1t hme, door opening 
and closing hme. The time counters are used to improve on the resolution normally 
available 1f only the time steps themselves were used. When a hme counter of an activity 
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is less than lzfl_tzme, a subsequent activity starting time is considered from the end of the 
previous act!Vlty time rather than from the current lzfl_time, thus preventing any time loss. 
One example of tlus, the passenger arrival time counter, is discussed in more detail in 
Section 6.2.3. 
A limitatiOn of the current implementatiOn IS that the time step should not exceed the 
passenger exit or entry time. 
Since the simulator and its scheduler work in serial rather than m parallel, the simulator 
will run for a time interval which is normally chosen to be equal to the scheduling time, 
(Section 6 2 2). The time step needs to be chosen so that the assignment time IS a multiple 
of a time step. 
Clearly, the simulatiOn IS more accurate If the time step IS small This is Illustrated m the 
passenger entry examples shown in the previous section, and can also be seen when 
calculatmg the time when a hft passes by a floor, m which the distance travelled IS 
calculated at the end of each time step and compared to the total distance the lift needs to 
travel. If the distance is equal or greater than the floor distance, then the hft is considered 
to be at that floor at the end of that time step. The smaller the time step the more accurate 
the calculated hft position. 
A 50ms time step was generally used for the simulation run wluch was found also suitable 
for viewmg the lift system actlVlties on the display. The simulation is able to run 
considerably faster If the display is updated less frequently or switched off 
6.4 The ETQ scheduler 
A scheduler IS required to supply the hft simulator with the hft assignments. The hft 
simulator IS tested by using a simulated vemon of the ETQ scheduler developed by 
Mulvaney [ 1996]. In the Kodak bmldmg example, the ETQ schedu1er is the hft 
d1spatclung system, as explamed in Section 2 5, and is responsible for providmg landing 
call assignments and the current destination and direction of each lift. Figure 6.9 shows 
the mam mputs and outputs of the scheduler. 
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Figure 6.9 Data flow diagram for the ETQ scheduler [Mulvaney 1996]. 
Figure 6.10 shows the three main processes involved in the denvation of the schedule 
usmgETQ 
1. Calculate the paths for md1viduallifts. 
2 Apply ments to determine the composite path. 
3. Perform elimmation to reduce the number of alternative solutions. 
The paths are stored in an array of estimated times of arrival (eta) for each car at each 
floor of the building. The followmg assumptions are used in the determmation of the 
paths. 
• A hft following a path to answer a car call on Its way to answering a landing call is 
favoured. 
• For each lift, the full trip path around the bmlding (m both directiOns) IS calculated. 
The hft answers landing calls m its way of travel and both anticipated landing call and 
car call delays are considered 
• It is assumed that to travel between adJacent floors takes 2 seconds, to answer a 
landmg call takes an additional 6 seconds and to answer a car call takes an additional 
4 seconds. 
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Figure 6.10 Data flow diagram for the ETQ main functions [Mulvaney 1996]. 
Once the proposed paths for each lift have been found, a method of assessing the relative 
quality of the paths IS needed The paths w1th the smallest values of eta are g1ven the 
highest ments and an elimmahon process is carried out to produce the final selected 
paths. For each individual lift, only the five best paths (m terms of travel time) are 
allocated ments. The merit values are then used m the combination of the paths of the 
individual lifts to produce composite paths (solutions mvolving all lifts, which will 
answer alllandmg and car calls). 
In addition to the ETQ scheduler, the lift supervisory system in the Kodak buildmg 
employs both up peak and normal traffic parking polic1es, wh1ch are explamed m the 
followmg sections. 
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6.4.1 Normal traffic parking policy 
Normal traffic parkmg IS the pohcy followed dunng non peak traffic penods Usmg the 
pred1cted populanty of floors, a pohcy usmg SIX zones has been implemented by Express 
Evans Ltd m the Kodak building, as shown m Table 6 I. 
Zones Floors 
0 I 0, I 
1 2,3 
2 4, 5, 6 
3 7, 8, 9 
4 I 10, 11, 12, 13 
5 14, 15 ,16, 17 
Table 6.1 Zones during normal parking period in the Kodak building. 
The ch01ce of zones depends on the d1stnbutwn of popular floors as shown m Table 6 2, 
where car calls, passengers boardmg and photo cell activations collected at each floor 
from at 7am until 8pm show that the concentratiOn of traffic IS m the lower part of the 
bmldmg 
Standard parkmg IS activated when there have been no Iandmg calls registered for 10 
seconds The system then parks one hft m each of the zones, startmg at the lowest zone, 
w1th the most popular floor m a zone bemg chosen as the parkmg destmation. If a hft IS 
already parked m the zone, but not at the most popular floor, then 1t w11l not be moved 
and no other hft will park m th1s zone 
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floor car calls passengers boardtng photo cell actn·at10ns 
0 1206 1438 1570 
!55 213 202 
2 915 1242 1254 
3 62 101 97 
4 293 361 335 
5 229 291 273 
6 293 359 335 
7 214 263 235 
8 205 254 230 
9 243 300 285 
10 246 -303 292 
11 245 314 292 
12 260 -3il- 285 
l3 242 297 268 
14 264 329 298 
IS 263 348 325 
16 181 220 194 
17 118 166 153 
Table 6.2 Car calls, passengers boarding and photo cell activations in the Kodak 
building between 7am and 8pm on 3/10/94 calculated using the rules shown in 
Figure 5.22. 
6.4.2 Up peak strategy 
In the Kodak bmldmg, a special up peak detechon strategy IS implemented with up peak 
bemg tnggered either when the car load exceeds 60% of 1ts maximum capacity, or when 
four or more car calls are registered m a smgle hft. Th1s cond1hon IS then mamtamed unlll 
the accumulated wmtmg times of hfts parked w1th the1r doors open at the termmal floor 
reaches 90s Dunng up peak, hft cars may leave the termmal floor w1th a smaller load and 
fewer car calls than those g1ven m the tnggenng condillons, with the aim that they w1ll 
generally be qmckly replaced by other hfts If a car leaves with either one of the 
tnggenng conditions mtact, then the wa1tmg lime counter 1s reset The up peak strategy 
adopted m ETQ IS that two hfts are sent to the termmal floor as soon as a car call 1s 
registered m the hft parked at the termmal floor Dunng travel to the termmal floor, the 
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first lift cannot be reassigned and the second lift IS only allowed to answer down landing 
calls. The implementation of up peak parkmg by ETQ m the Kodak bmldmg is achieved 
by issuing false landing calls at the chosen parkmg floor and these stay m effect until the 
cars are assigned to new landing calls. In the simulator, up peak Is implemented by adding 
wetghtmgs whtch will prevent re-assignments in all practical cases. In addition, if more 
than one car is free above the mnth floor then the highest m the bmldmg is parked at 
floors 2, 4 or 6 on a rotational basis If the second floor IS free, however, a lift will always 
be parked there. 
6.5 Simulation results 
As a result of the data analysis described m Chapter 5, models of passenger arrivals and 
destinations are available for use in the simulation of the Kodak hft system. Figures 6.11 
to 6.16 show at five mmute mtervals both the actual data and the simulation results. 
Examples from the most popular floors in the bmldmg are chosen For the ground floor, 
Ftgure 6.11 shows the passenger arnval rate extracted from the actual hft installatiOn 
using the rules in Figure 5 22 and that obtained from the model by adoptmg the same 
arnval rate for a Potsson distribution m the lift simulator, Section 6.2 3. 
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show a companson between the landmg call rates for both the 
actual hft installation and for those obtained in the hft simulator usmg the model Figure 
6.12 shows the landmg call up count from the ground floor with the up peak periods as 
discussed in Section 6.4.2. Figure 6 13 shows landing call count for the second floor 
which is the restaurant floor m the bmldmg. It can be seen that there is close 
correspondence between the actual data and simulation results in both curves. 
Two examples of the actual and simulated car call frequencies are shown m Ftgures 6.14 
and 6 15. The car call results show close simtlanty to the origmal data The simulator uses 
the passenger destmation model dtscussed in chapter 5, in whtch each modelts the mean 
of two consecutive windows. If the interval between landmg calls IS longer than 10 
minutes, no car calls can be generated m response usmg the current wmdow model In 
such a case, the simulator uses the car call model of the previous wmdow. 
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Another example of the sim1lanty between the actual data and the simulation result Is 
shown m Figure 6.16, which shows the correlation between the actual mean arrival time 
and the simulated mean arrival time for every S minute wmdow on the termmal floor 
between 7am and lOam. 
Figure 6.17 shows how the door opemng mterval vanes with the number of passengers 
entering the lift The door opening mterval is the interval between the door OPEN state 
and the door CLOSED state, which as shown in F1gure 6 3, includes a 2.7s door opemng 
time and dwell time of a 3 Ss following passenger entry. Figure 6.17(a) shows the results 
for the actual lift installation. The door opening mterval falls m a range between Ss and 
20s, while the number of passengers entenng ranges between 1 and to 8. A door time 
mterval of more than 20s may result from a number of other factors, for example, a lift 
may have been parked with its door open long before a passenger arrival. Figure 6.17(b) 
shows the simulation results obtained usmg O.Ss as the passenger entry and exit times. 
The comparison implies that only when the number of passengers entenng the lift exceeds 
4, the door opening interval gets affected The actual data indicate that the entry time is 
increased by approximately two seconds for each passenger entenng after the fourth. 
Figure 6.17(c) shows an improvement over the Simulation results in Figure 617(b), as a 
result of usmg 0.7Ss as the entry and exit times for each passenger entenng after the 
fourth A suitable approximatiOn to the actual data was found by using a time interval of 
0.7Ss for each passenger for the first three passengers entering or exiting, and an interval 
of one second per passenger when more than four passengers enter or exit. The results of 
this expenment are shown m Figure 6.17(d). It is Important to stress that although only 
door mtervals when passengers enter the lift have been monitored, passenger departure 
also affects door opemng time. The number of passengers departmg is not mcluded 
because of the difficulty of detectmg passenger departure from the actual data. Smce the 
number of passengers entenng was collected using photocell activatwns and car calls, this 
might be also considered as an underestimation. Moreover, the actual data are collected 
every second which introduces a longer time delay than that when using the simulator. 
According to the above and considering the difficulty in s1mulatmg passenger behaviOur, 
the results m Figure 6.17 represent a smtable practical model. 
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Figure 6.18 shows the number of passengers boardmg the lift and the car calls that are 
generated m response between 9am and 1 Oam. These results follow from the applicatiOn 
of the rules m Figure 5.22 to the actual hft system data, and a companson is shown With 
the simulation results when applying the same rules. The simulatiOn results are collected 
without considenng the additiOnal mformat10n that the hft simulator provides, for 
example a car call is only counted If there are no previously generated car calls to the 
same floor. The companson indicates that in the simulation results, when a landing call is 
detected m Figure 6.18(b ), more passengers enter the lifts from the second and tenmnal 
floor than m the actual data. Note that the largest value IS for the termmal floor and the 
second largest IS for the second floor. Agam, there is close similarity between Simulation 
results and actual data. 
Figure 6 19 compares the actual and the simulated intervals between landing calls. Figure 
6.19(a) gives 12s as minimum mterval between landmg calls. An interval between landmg 
calls can be calculated as: 
door opening time+ passenger entry time+ 3.5s after passenger entry+ door closing time 
Smce the simulator observes the landmg calls while the door Is closing, the simulated 
results show time intervals less than !Os. The results demonstrate a close resemblance 
between the actual and the simulated data The reason that the actual data does not show 
intervals less than 12s IS that there is approximately 2s of delay in data collected from the 
actual hft system. 
The effect of the differences between the simulated and the actual scheduler response are 
apparent in Figure 6.20, showing the time interval between the issue of a landmg call and 
its cancellatiOn The differences in results are due to the following factors. 
• The time mterval between scheduler calls IS discussed m Section 6.2.2 and in this case 
the scheduler calls depend on the time required by ETQ to produce a schedule, which 
is typically 50ms. Figure 6.20 shows the effect of using a range of values ofT on the 
response of the ETQ scheduler, Section 6.2.2. T=l50ms is chosen for the simulatiOn 
results of this chapter. 
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• A stab1hty strategy has not been Simulated. In the actual system, whether a schedule IS 
changed depends on how close is the match between the previous and current solution 
as explained in SectiOn 2.5. This causes the simulated ETQ to produce new schedules 
more frequently than the actual ETQ. F1gure 6 20 shows that the greater the value of 
T, the more sim1lar the simulated response is to the actual response 
• The actual data have been collected every second, and during tlus period it is poss1ble 
that a landing call can be 1ssued and cancelled Without detectwn 
Another way of comparing system performance is by calculatmg the average wa1ting 
time, which IS defined as the mean interval between the issue of a landmg call and car 
arrival. Figure 6.21 shows the waiting time for both actual and Simulation results. The 
average wa1t1ng time between 8am and 9am from the terminal floor is 1 Os, while, for the 
same example, the simulation result gives around Ss. This may be due to two reasons. The 
t first is that the simulated ETQ has a faster response time than the actual ETQ. The second 
reason 1s that the time delay in the actual data collection may make intervals appear 
longer. This 1s apparent in both Table 6.3 and F1gure 6 22. 
Table 6.2 compares the actual and simulated hft tnp time, which exh1bits difference of 
around 2s. F1gure 6 22 compares the simulated and actual time interval between landmg 
call cancellation and car arrival. The mterval should be no more than the deceleratiOn time 
of 4s and the actual mtervals show a delay of approximately 2s. 
Figures 6 23 and 6 24 Illustrate a companson between the actual and simulated mtervals 
between car departure and next landmg call. The simulation result shows a higher 
occurrence of time mtervals of zero length, and these anse because the Simulator is able to 
detect landmg calls while the doors are closmg. In such a case, as the car has not departed, 
the interval between landmg call and car departure is considered as zero. 
The above results show a close resemblance between actual and s1mulated lift systems. 
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Tnp betneen floors Tnp ttme m seconds 
from to actual Simulated 
0 12 18 15 971 
12 9 8 6 860 
12 14 8 5 701 
0 15 21 18 843 
9 10 5 4 195 
0 2 8 6 214 
4 5 7 4 195 
11 9 8 5 701 
3 0 8 7 337 
Table 6.3 Comparison between the actual and simulated lift trip time. 
6.6 Relative performance of the actual and the simulated ETQ 
scheduler 
As no accurate source of mformahon was avmlable on exactly how ETQ reacts to 
different SituatiOns, the simulated ETQ IS only able to follow the general pohcy of the 
actual ETQ. The followmg pomts gives ex31Dples of performance differences 
• The ETQ simulator does not use hft status, such as door status and movement status 
If the scheduler does not sense hft movement then, as the hft starts movmg, Its 
recorded posihon remams unchanged until the next floor IS reached As a result, the 
scheduler can re-assign the hft g1vmg Its own car posihon as a destmatwn In the 
SimulatiOn, the hft has to return back to Its ongmal floor, and It needs to decide the 
next possible floor at which to stop m order to be able to reverse That IS why m the 
actual hft system an advanced hft pos1hon IS given to ETQ 
• Smce simulated ETQ does not sense hft next direction status, then It IS possible for 1! 
to assign two landmg calls m opposite d1rcchons to one hft As a hft decelerates to 
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answer the first landmg call, the landmg call is cancelled, thus removmg the only 
indicatiOn of the lift next direchon. When both landmg calls are ass1gned to the same 
level, normally the simulator does not reopen lift doors for landing calls m the 
oppos1te d1rechon. 
• When two or more passengers enter a lift, passengers who wish to travel in the 
opposite direction to that registered by the first passenger can shll board a lift whose 
door tatus IS OPEN or OPENING when the next directiOn of the lift is STOP. The 
simulator only informs ETQ of subsequent car calls in the same directiOn as that of 
the first car call. When two passengers wishmg to travel in opposite directions register 
landmg calls simultaneously, the simulator has to decide which passenger's demand is 
registered. In such a case, the simulator checks for landmg call up demands first and 
for simplicity the simulator prevents passengers who wish to travel in the directiOn 
opposite to that registered from entering the lift. 
• The simulated ETQ assigns landmg calls to fully loaded lifts. The lift simulator 
prevents doors from operung when the hft is fully loaded, but the lift will still stop for 
the assignment. In the actual lift system fully loaded lifts bypass assignments. 
The above differences are listed for the mformahon of the reader, but there was no 
observed impact on the performance of the lift simulator. The mam difference m 
performance that does effect the results IS due to the absence of the stability assessment 
policy from the simulated ETQ scheduler, which causes frequent fluctuations between 
assignments The stability assessment policy IS required in order to limit the sWitching 
between different assignments and Implemented m the actual ETQ system. 
6.7 Conclusion 
Lift simulation IS an essential part of lift system design and testmg. In the simulahon, 
actual system data are used to mamtain a close imitation of actual lift motions and time 
delays. The availability of a traffic model can be used as the basis of a techruque to 
eliminate the need to Identify separately specific traffic patterns such as up peak and 
down peak. 
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In add1t1on to the fact that the simulated ETQ has no stab1lity function Implemented, the 
differences in the results were mamly due to the time delay m the gathering of the actual 
data. Despite this, the Simulation results showed close agreement w1th those obtamed 
from to the actual hft system. 
L1ft simulation can also be used as a part of an actual-time system to assist the scheduler 
m searching for the best ass1gnment solutiOn, for example by supplying the expected next 
hft state configuration on wh1ch the scheduler can base its current decision. Also, the 
performance of the scheduler can be tested under unusual operatmg conditions, such as 
when one of the hft cars is out of order. Such cond1t1ons can e1ther be induced directly 
from the keyboard at any ttme or by reg1stenng the time of occurrence before the start of 
the Simulation run. The performance of any scheduler IS greatly dependent on the quahty 
of data 1t receives. The quality of data provided by the lift system can be improved by 
usmg Simulation results. For example, during simulation, the lift simulator is able to 
supply the scheduler w1th better load status information than that usually ava1lable from 
the actual system. Th1s can be used, for example, to assess the importance of attaching 
more accurate load sensors to an actual lift. 
A number of extenswns to the current lift s1mulator system could be made to Improve the 
model of passenger behav1our, smce only the important hft Simulator functions for testing 
the scheduler were Implemented. Under certain traffic cond1t10ns a passenger may choose 
to board a hft moving in the d1rect1on oppos1te to that of intended travel. Also under light 
traffic cond1tions, a passenger m1ght press a button to close the hft car doors after getting 
mto the hft. 
In spite of the differences between the Simulated and the actual ETQ, the simulation 
results showed that the performance of the Simulator 1s suitable as a framework for 
conducting the research, that is studymg and implementing the mtelligent scheduler. 
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(a) Passenger amval m a real lift mstallation extracted usmg the rules 
shown in Figure 5.22. 
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Figure 6.11 Comparison of extracted passenger arrival with simulated passenger arrival 
calculated every 5 minutes at the terminal floor between 7am and Spm on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 6.12 Actual and simulated landing calls calculated every 5 minutes at the 
terminal floor between 7am and Spm on 3/10/94. 
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(b) SimulatiOn ofthe landing call vanat1on in (a) 
Figure 6.13 Actual and simulated landing calls calculated every 5 minutes at the 
second floor between 7am and Spm on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 6.14 Actual and simulated car call frequency distributions from the terminal 
floor to all floors between 7am and lOam in the Kodak building on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 6.15 Actual and simulated car call frequency distributions from the second 
floor to all floors between 7am and lOam in the Kodak building on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 6.16 Simulated against actual mean arrival rates for each 5 minutes window 
between 7am and lOam at the terminal floor on 3/10/94. 
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(c) Simulation when passenger entry and exit time are 0.5s for the first 4 passengers m the 
queue, increased to 0.75s when there are 4 or more passengers m the queue. 
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(d) Simulation when passenger entry and exit time are 0. 75s for the first 4 passengers m 
the queue, increased to 1 s when there are 4 or more passengers in the queue 
Figure 6.17 Door opening time (measured from door OPEN status until door 
CLOSED) as a function of passenger boarding numbers at the terminal floor 
between Sam and 9am on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 6.18 Passenger boarding count against car calls, for all floors between 9am 
and lOam. The right column shows actual data and the left column shows the 
simulated data. 
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Figure 6.19 Actual and simulated intervals between landing calls at the terminal 
floor between 7am and lOam, T=lSOms, 0.75s passenger entry and exit time for the 
first 4 passengers in the queue, and 1s entry and exit time for each passenger 
entering after the fourth. 
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Figure 6.20 Actual and simulated distribution of the intervals between landing calls 
and their cancellations at the terminal floor between 7am and lOam on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 6.21 Actual and simulated intervals between landing calls and car arrivals at 
the terminal floor between 7am and lOam on the 3/10/94. 
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Figure 6.23 Actual and simulated distribution of intervals between car departures 
and next landing calls at the terminal floor between 7am and lOam on 3/10/94. 
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Chapter 7 
Intelligent real-time lift scheduler 
The proposed lift control system IS diVIded mto two pnnc1pal parts, namely the real-time 
scheduler and the monitonng and prediction system. Th1s chapter is concerned With the 
des1gn and implementation of the real-time scheduler. The scheduler needs to be able to 
respond within a limited calculation time in order to minimise waiting lime. In the 
proposed solution, mtelligence involves the suitable use of mformation about the current 
and predicted future states of the lift system. 
In the followmg sections the followmg details are explamed. 
• The defimtwn ofthe lift scheduling problem is given m Section 7.1 
• An analysis of the use of heunslic search to solve the problem is discussed in Section 
7.2. 
• To demonstrate the operatiOn of the intelligent scheduler, two representative examples 
are mtroduced m Section 7.3 whose implementation involves simplifymg assumptions, 
especially the use of fixed delays. 
• To explam the proposed search method used m the real-lime lift scheduler and 1ts 
implementation Section 7.4 g1ves the assumptions used in the implementation of the 
intelligent scheduler, Section 7.5 discusses the implementation of intelligent scheduler 
based on A* search and Section 7.6 shows the results of testing the mtelhgent 
scheduler and a third example 1s then given which mcorporates more reahslic 
assumptions regardmg door delays and passenger entry and departure t1mmgs. 
• The effect of using landmg call waiting lime when calculatmg the lime the hft Will take 
to answer a landing call1s descnbed in Section 7.7. 
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The scheduler developed as a result of this work is tested in Chapter 8 usmg the lift 
simulator, and the simplifying assumptiOns are replaced one by one by the true dynamic 
values which can be obtained from the momtonng system 
7.1 Definition of the problem to be tackled by the intelligent scheduler 
Followmg the discussions of Chapters 2, 3 and 4, the detailed reqmrements of the real-
time scheduler can now be stated. 
o At any current state the scheduler action is dependent on incomplete future state 
mformation For example, when calculating the path cost of a lift reachmg a landmg 
call, car call positiOns and car call delays can only be estimated. 
o For n lifts and p landmg calls the scheduler has nPpossible solutions. The scheduler 
has to search for the best solutiOn, withm a lime duration of 250ms (Section 6.2.2). 
Even under hght traffic conditions, an exhaustive search providing optimum results 
may take considerably longer than this Hence, the scheduler must implement a 
techmque which requires the exammat10n of a restncted set of possible solutions. 
o Any future state IS affected by new landmg calls, car calls and the schedule produced 
m the current state. It is difficult to update in an incremental manner the schedule 
produced m the previous state in order to derive the schedule for the current state, 
especially If a new landmg call has been Issued. Such an mcremental updatmg of a 
schedule may be achieved either by considering all landing calls or by only 
cons1denng new landmg calls. The first method would mvolve repair and 
backtracking operations, while the second solution risks the optimality of the 
schedule, smce the previous schedule was produced Without considering the new 
arnvals. Consequently, the approach normally taken is to perform the search from 
afresh m each schedulmg cycle. 
• Smce calculatmg all the future consequences in response to scheduler actions 
generally takes more time than available, and the schedule will be recalculated m the 
next time mterval, the scheduler need only find a sequence of actiOns that leads m the 
direction of the goal state. 
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• The scheduler should make the most of the statistical information available in the 
form ofheunstlc rules to aid the process ofprumng undesirable solutwns. 
• The goal can be defined as the lowest cost ass1gmnent in term of wa1tmg lime that can 
be found for all landmg calls within a cntical t1me penod. We can also define an 
immediate goal, and that 1s, to produce for each hft the lowest cost ass1gmnent that 
can be found withm the lime penod allowed. 
• A schedule should take into account the overall cost resulting from the combmed 
movements of the lifts, rather than the smallest local cost. For example, the path with 
smallest cost may favour new landing calls to old landing calls, resulting in long 
wa1tmg times especially dunng peak periods That can be solved by introducing 
passenger wa1tmg lime as a part of the cost. 
7.2 The heuristic search problem and its solution 
Chapter 3 gave a detailed overv1ew of the use of different mtelhgent techniques m hft 
scheduling, and m Chapter 4, heuristic search techniques were found to fall naturally in 
the process of searching for the near optimal real-time schedule 
Search techniques suffer from two main drawbacks: namely the search time and memory 
requirement increases rapidly With the s1ze of the problem. Typically, heuristics are 
applied to av01d exhaustive search by directing the search using the available knowledge, 
which in turn hm1ts the poss1ble future states. A* search uses heunstics to calculate the 
path w1th the least expensive cost to the goal state. The least expensive cost is defined m 
the current system as the m1nimum wa1ting time considenng all landing calls The 
heuristics applied help to balance the different factors affectmg the ass1gmnent of landmg 
calls to achieve the m1mmum wa1tmg time. Th1s solves the problem of wh1ch series of 
actions IS responsible for a particular outcome; this IS the credit ass1gmnent problem [Rich 
and Knight 1991) For example, independently choosmg the shortest path to one landmg 
call can increase the time taken to answer the remaming landmg calls 
The algonthm hmJtatwns explamed m Chapters 3 and 4 can be summarised as below. In 
the attempt to find the optimum solution, the time taken w1ll be an exponential functiOn of 
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the number of landing calls To minimise the effects of this problem, a number of 
solutions have been suggested m the literature, one of which is to consider sub-optimal 
solutions as the complexity of the problem mcreases [Korf 1988, Korf 1990, Rich and 
Kmght 1991]. Three of these approaches are discussed below. 
Generatmg only the most promising paths and choosmg the best path. For example, 
makmg full use of all the rules and constramts avatlable in order to prune unpromismg 
paths. 
2. Improvmg the test procedure. This depends on the quality of the heuristic functiOn 
used to evaluate generated nodes. Increasing the accuracy of the evaluation Improves 
the search, but since the heuristic evaluator may have to investigate a large number of 
possibilities, it needs to be fast. The selection of a smtable heunstlc function that 
gtves an accurate indicatiOn of the most smtable path yet is computationally 
inexpensive ts vital to satisfactory solutiOn of many search problems. 
3. Ltmitmg the search horizon to ensure the search stops within a predetermined time. 
This may allow more time for the application of a heunstic function which provides a 
better quahty estimate. 
By provtdmg htgh data quality such as load information and predicted data based on 
htstoncal and real-time information, this work mvestlgates whether a full search can be 
achieved wtth low cost, especially under normal traffic situations. The use of a hmtted 
search honzon may still be appropriate when the number of landmg calls is relatively 
large and the search time is greater than the calculatiOn cycle. Under such circumstances 
the goal can change to one of stmply providing all lifts wtth thetr first assignment. Once 
the initial assignment for each hft has been calculated the search can be further refined 
dunng the next calculatiOn cycle 
7.3 A simple search tree example 
Thts section describes the skeleton of a suitable search tree technique for the hft system 
scheduler There are two Important points to be noted Ftrstly, the order in which the 
landmg calls are assigned is important. The tree structure must be able to find the 
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sequence of assignments for all landing calls which gives the smallest cost. Secondly, the 
immediate goal1s to give the lift system 1ts first assignment. Hence 1! IS important to be 
able to find a tree structure that proVIdes each lift with a landmg call assignment Without 
the need to search exhaustively. 
Figure 7 1 shows an example of a building With two lifts moving to answer car calls. Both 
lifts can decelerate to stop at the 7th floor. For the purpose of the current explanation the 
followmg simplified assumptions apply: 
• answering a landing call takes 4 umts of lime; 
• answenng a car call takes 4 units of time, 
• the transient lime between adJacent floors is 1 unit of lime; 
• after answering a landmg call a car call is generated and the car call floor is the last 
floor (top or bottom) m the direction of the landing call; 
• all car calls must be answered before reversing direction. 
A search tree generally cons1sts of several levels, where each level contams a number of 
nodes (states) equal to the number of landing calls remaming to be answered. At each 
level, the node representmg a lift answering a landmg call with a mmimum cost f IS 
ass1gned and then expanded, wheref=g+h. The lime to answer all landmg calls from the 
start of the lift trip until the present call1s g and h is the cost of answenng the remainmg 
calls. h is calculated by choosmg the lowest cost for answenng the remaining calls by all 
avmlable lifts. For N landmg calls, if z is the number of an assigned landmg call whose 
cost is g, then: 
N 
h = L min(costN- ;) 
i 
( 7.1) 
where min(costN -i) is the mmimum cost of answenng a Iandmg call from all 
remaimng landmg calls by all lifts. The cost of answering a landmg call IS the lime 
reqmred by the lift to reach that Iandmg call. This method IS based on the commonly used 
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szmplex collectzve technique (Chapter 2) in whtch a !tft travels around its zone answenng 
the first landmg call in its way. The pnnciple of the search is that rather than generating 
nodes for all !tfts for all landmg calls, the search ts directed toward the most promising 
paths usmg the least cost path for a lift to a landmg call (nearest netghbour heunstic) 
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LCl ... 4 
LCO ... 3 
2 
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1 
f!!l 
LC landmgcall 
G • car call 
... T 
., landmg call drrecnon 
Cl hft car 
LiftO Liftl 
Figure 7.1 An example of the configuration of lifts and landing calls. 
(LC denotes landing calls). 
Ftgure 7.2 shows an example search tree for the configuration of Ftgure 7.1. At each 
level, one node is generated for each lift. The landmg call assigned to a lift is chosen 
accordmg to the lowest cost ofreachmg a landing call, g. Table 7.1 gives the cost of the 
dtrect paths of each lift to each landmg call from the mittal state following the gtven rules. 
The first column shows landmg calls whtch are numbered first in order of up landmg calls 
and then in order of down landing calls. 
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Figure 7.2 A* search tree for the example of Figure 7.1 
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Landing calls Lift 0 Lift 1 
LCO 10 11 
LCI 9 12 
LC2 8 3 
LC3 7 2 
Table 7.1 Costs of lift direct trips to landing calls for the example of Figure 7.1 
Table 7 2 and Table 7 3 show the cost of a hft answenng a landmg call havmg already 
answered a prev10us call. For example m Table 7 2, the cost of Lzft 0 answenng LC2 after 
LCI1s 15s. In the tables, LCp md1cates landmg call number p. 
Second F.rst landmg call 
landing call I LCO LCl LC2 LC3 
LCO 0 17 16 17 
LCl 5 0 17 18 
LC2 16 15 0 5 
LC3 I 15 14 19 0 
Table 7.2 Costs of trips between landing calls for lift 0 for the example of Figure 7.1 
Second F.rst 1andmg call 
landing call j LCO LCl LC2 LC3 
LCO 0 17 20 21 
LCl I 5 0 21 22 
LC2 16 15 0 5 
LC3 I 15 14 23 0 
Table 7.3 Costs of trips between landing calls for lift I for the example of Figure 7.1 
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Although the nearest landmg call to a parked hft or the first landmg call in the way of a 
movmg hft is the lowest cost path for that hft, this approach will not necessarily produce 
the best combination of paths for the lift system as a whole. The order m which landmg 
calls are answered affect the overall cost, and this can result m an overestimatiOn of the f 
value and hence an optimum solution may not be found, even for the simplest example. 
In F1gure 7.2, the search has Lift 0 answering LCJ before LCO, while if Lift 0 answers 
LCO before LCJ, a final goal node would have a value off=34 (the calculatiOn example 
for the value of h 1s given m Section 7 5). An alternative approach is to modify the search 
to cons1der a greater number of alternatives at each level in the tree. Figure 7 3 shows 
another example of the same buildmg but w1th a different landmg call distribution Table 
7.4, Table 7.5 and 7 6 show the cost of the trips to a landmg call cost tables as explained 
m the previous example. 
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Figure 7.3 A second example of the configuration of lifts and landing calls. 
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F1gure 7.4 shows the search tree for the example of F1gure 7.3, where all unassigned 
landmg calls are considered at each stage of the search tree. At each stage, a landing call 
is answered by the hft wh1ch gives the lowest cost path. The hft assignment follows the 
same order as the tree levels, that is, the first level IS the first lift assignment. The search 
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Figure 7.4 A* search tree for the example of Figure 7.3. 
LC2·LJft.l 
g•l 
h- 22 
r- 23 
has g1ven the smallest value off and, unlike the first example, the path to answer LCO 
with lzft l1s oflower cost than that of lzft 0. 
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Landing calls L1ft 0 Lift 1 
----- -----
LCO 14 7 
LCl 11 8 
LC2 I 12 
Table 7.4 Costs of lift direct trips to landing calls for the example of Figure 7.3. 
Second F~rst landing call 
landing call LCO LCl LC2 
LCO I 0 21 6 
LCl 7 0 13 
LC2 22 19 0 
Table 7.5 Costs of trips between landing calls for lift 0 for the example of Figure 7.3. 
Second First landing call 
landing call LCO LCl LC2 
LCO I 0 21 10 
--~~ ~ -
LCl 7 0 17 
LC2 
I 
22 19 0 
Table 7.6 Costs of trips between landing calls for lift I for the example of Figure 7.3. 
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The nearest neighbour heuristic is still Implemented, but a larger number of nodes is 
considered at each level than in the previous search method, Figure 7 2. The aim at this 
point is to minimise the number of generated nodes As the number of landing calls 
increases it may take more time to calculate the value off since the number of nodes 
generated will increase. When the number of landmg calls exceeds the number of lifts, 
the immediate goal of the scheduler IS to find the first lowest cost assignment for each lift. 
Figure 7.5 shows a search tree prioritised according to hft usage rather than landing call 
assignment. The full assignment IS presented in Table 7.7. Each level of the tree 
represents a possible hft assignment to the remaining unassigned landmg calls and the 
possibility of no assignment to that lift (that is a free node). The total number of nodes for 
Free~ LlftO 
g=O 
h= 30 
f= 30 
Start 
LCO · LlftO LCI · L1ft0 LC2 · LlftO 
g-14 
h .. 19 
f=33 
Free~ Lift I 
g•ll 
h•66 
f= 77 
LCO ·Lift! 
g= 18 
h=29 
f= 47 
g= 11 g-12 
h= 12 h-21 
r- 23 f= 33 
\ 
LC2 · Ldtl 
g= 12 
h= 11 
f= 23 
~ 
Free • Ld\0 LCO ~ LlftO 
g•l2 
h•ll 
r- 23 
I 
LCO· L1fll 
g•23 
h•O 
f .. 23 
g=44 
h=O 
f=44 
Figure 7.5 Prioritised A* search tree for the example of Figure 7.3 
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each level is equal to the sum of the number of landing calls left to be assigned and the 
free node. If a free node is chosen, the lift remams free of assignment until the end of 
search, as long as the search remains w1thm that branch of the tree. If only one lift Js 
available for assignment then no free node is generated for that lift, for example only one 
node IS generated for lift 1 at the last level of the tree m F1gure 7.5. Note that this search 
tree generates the same ass1gnment as that of Figure 7 .4, but w1th only 10 nodes m total, 
wlule the prevwus search generated 12 nodes 
Figure 7.6 shows the prioritised search tree of Figure 7 1, w1th the assignment shown m 
Table 7 8. The search has given the correct value off w1th the most suitable order of 
assignment. 
Free 
L1ftO 
g-o 
h .. 68 
f• 68 
0 
LCO LCJ 
L1ftO L1ftO 
g•IO g•9 
h-24 h .. JS 
f•34 f-44 
/~ 
LC2 
L1ftO 
·-· h .. 50 
r- 58 
Free LCI LC2 LC3 
L1ftl L1ftl L1ftl L1ftl 
g•IO g•22 g•I3 g•l2 
h-78 h-52 h•41 h-22 
f•88 f•74 !•54 f•34 
LCl 
LtftO 
,., 
h .. 51 
r- 58 
~~ 
Free LCI LC2 
L1fiO L1ftO L1ftO 
g•l2 8"'27 g•38 
h•35 h=-7 h•24 
f•47 f•34 (•62 
Free 
L•ftl 
g .. 27 
h .. 30 
r- 57 
Figure 7.6 Prioritised A* search tree for the example of Figure 7.2 
As the tree structure forces the assignment of lifts rather than landing calls, it IS possible 
to stop the search when the number of tree levels Js equal to the number of lifts. Th1s 
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techmque of detenmmng wh1ch resources should be g1ven greatest importance m the 
application of the search has been termed Przorzt1sed A* search by the author. 
Assignment 
Lift 0 LCl 
Lift 1 LC2 
L1ft 1 I LCO 
Lift trip total cost up 
to this assignment 
11 
11 
Table 7.7 Prioritised A* scheduler assignments for the example of Figure 7.3. 
Assignment Lift trip total cost up 
to this ass1gnment 
--
- - -~ -- -
LiftO LCO 10 
Lift 1 LC3 2 
--------
Lift 0 LC1 15 
Lift 1 LC2 7 
Table 7.8 Prioritised A* scheduler assignments for the example of Figure 7.1. 
The search method appears to be satisfactory, but what would happen 1f the time mterval 
ded1cated for the schedulmg cycle exp1res before the search 1s complete? What 1fthe time 
expires while backtrackmg up the tree? In such a case the hfts' first assignments may not 
be vahd. If this ass1gnment IS avmlable then It might not be the optimum solution, as If 
the search contmued, a better solution m1ght be found. The scheduler would then have to 
correct Its actwn, and this m1ght cause mstabiiity m the hft system As explamed in 
SectiOn 7 2, Improvmg the quahty of the calculation of the h value may lead the search 
mto the most smtable branch, while avoidmg backtrackmg If th1s 1s true then truncatmg 
the search tree after first assignment would prov1de the reqmred schedule 
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7.4 Practical assumptions for the intelligent scheduler 
Tlus section explains the rules and assumptions used m order to calculate the value of f. 
The assumptions are based on those rules generally followed by lift companies, as g1ven 
m detail m Appendix D. The aim of such rules IS to supply the scheduler w1th good 
heunstic functions wh1ch mmimise the duration of the search. Moreover, if a schedule has 
to be g1ven before a full search tree IS conducted, the ass1gnment is enhanced by 
improvmg the quahty of the heuristic calculatiOn. 
The examples given in Section 7.3 show tables of lift trip times to answer landmg calls 
The tables show values calculated using the simplified delay assumptions mtroduced for 
JllustratJOn purposes. In the following, the assumptiOns are replaced by mformat10n 
supplied by Express Evans Ltd (Figure 6.3), as follows 
• One second IS allocated for travelling between floors; 
• 8.9s IS allocated if the hft IS stoppmg for a landmg call, (one passenger entry 0.5s + 
3 5s after passenger entry+ doors opemng and closing 4.9s); 
• 6.4s 1s allocated if the hft is stoppmg for a car call, (one passenger departure 0.5s +Is 
after passenger departure + doors opening and closing 4. 9s ); 
• 9 .4s is allocated if hft is stopping for both a landmg call and a car call; 
• 2.7s IS allocated for door closmg delay, 
• A lift must answer all car calls before reversing direction 
• When a hft IS assumed to be answenng a landmg call, all other paths are calculated on 
the assumptiOn that the hft would have a delay of 8.9s at the landing call floor. A 
passenger entenng the hft would normally reg1ster a car call wh1ch is assumed to be at 
the furthest floor in the directiOn of the landmg call. The assumed car call delay is 
added to alllandmg call paths not in the way of the hft, except for any landing call at 
the last floor in the duect10n of travel. If no passengers enter the hft, then no car calls 
are 1ssued and the simulator should wait for a dwell time of Ss before accepting any 
new assignment. At the end of the dwell penod, the lift starts closing 1ts doors and 
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next direction changes to STOP. At thts pomt, the hft is no longer assumed to have a 
car call and the path cost wtll only consider door closmg time delay. 
• A car call delay of 6.4s at the destination landmg call floor is not mcluded in the 
calculation of the cost of answenng that landing call. 
• The path cost of a hft movmg to a landmg call also depends on the number of car calls 
between the hft 1mlial position and the destinatiOn landmg call. Ltft tnp lime to and 
from each car callts calculated rather than just using the dtrect trip time to the landing 
call floor. 
• When a hft IS not movmg and a landing callts tssued at the lift position while the door 
is closing, the path cost is assumed to be zero. 
• If a hft IS not moving then it has parked, stopped for a landing call or car call or both a 
landmg call and car call. 
• When a lift has stopped for 1ts last car call or parked, the lift may have its next 
direction as STOP, PARK, UP or DOWN. The door delay may vary between zero 
when door IS closed to the normal full delay 1f the hft has just stopped (no more than 
6.4s). 
• When the lift is movmg with no car call and cannot stop for a landing call, then the 
trip time to that landmg call is calculated as the lime 1t takes the hft to travel to the 
next possible stop and reverse back to the landmg call floor. 
• When a lift is decelerating, the advanced hft postlion (passed from the monitoring 
system) is equal to hft destination. The time remaining to stop is added to the cost of 
answenng landing calls. The hft next dtrectJon is changed by the simulator so that if 
the hft 1s stoppmg for its last car call then its next dtrectJOn changes to STOP. If the 
hft has more car calls then the next direction remams unchanged. No assumptions for 
oppos1te dtrectJon car calls are made If the lift is stopping for a landmg call then 1ts 
next direction would be the landmg call dtrection. 
• The direct path array (Table 7.1 and Table 7.4) gives the cost of answenng a landing 
call from the imtiallift state. 
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• The path of a lift answering a landmg call after its assumed asstgnrnent is calculated 
using the between landing call array (Table 7.2, Table 7.3, Table 7.5 and Table 7 6). If 
there is a car call at the level, that ts, at the start of the trip path when a hft is 
answenng the landmg call, then a passenger extt time of 0 Ss ts added to the total cost 
of answering any further landmg calls. When calculatmg the paths from any landmg 
call not in the way of a ltft, tt IS assumed that the hft has answered all tts car calls 
before reaching these landing calls. 
These assumptions are used in testing the pnontised A* scheduler with a number of 
dtfferent examples for the first stage of Implementation. The second stage of 
implementation tests the performance of A* scheduler usmg the simulator as the quahty 
of data supphed by the stmulator IS gradually tmproved. 
7.5 Prioritised A* algorithm 
In the pnonttsed A* algonthm, the tree consists of a number of levels, each of wluch ts 
tree level 
pomter 
all_nodes 
L•ft 0 ~~ 0 I I I 2 I 3 stage 1 
L•ft I Q:::J---+1 4 I 5 I 6 I 
L•ft 0 12]---+17 I 8 I stage 2 
L•ftl QJ-QJ 
allNodes_ptr 
sorted_ open 
Figure 7.7 Example of arrays generated for 2 lifts and 4Ianding call tree. 
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assigned to one hft, Figure 7.7. The number of levels depends on the number of landing 
calls and lift assignments. At each level of the tree, a number of nodes equal to the 
number of unassigned landmg calls IS created plus a free node. A free node is generated 
only If there IS more than one lift available for assignment. The nodes are created and 
saved in an array of structures which is indexed accordmg to a node number. Each node 
contams a node number, a parent node number, the tree level, the landing call assigned, g, 
h, and f values, and the state of the node (open when first generated and closed when the 
node is expanded and its children are generated). The nodes for each level of the tree are 
sorted accordmg to theirfvalue. Ifthefvalues are equal, the nodes are sorted accordmg 
to the h value The sorted nodes at each level are accessed using an array which is indexed 
accordmg to each level of the tree (allNodes_ptr[tree_level][node]). At each tree level, the 
node that follows the last closed node in the allNodes_ptr array is saved m a separate 
array This array points to the lowest cost opened nodes at each expanded tree level 
(sorted_open_array). Each time the sorted_open_array is updated, the array is sorted so 
that the node With the lowestfvalue is at the first location of the array. The allNodes_ptr 
array only saves the nodes m the current path and each level is sorted when nodes are 
generated. Tius makes the selection of the next lowest cost nodes easier and the sorting 
time is reduced as there IS no need to sort all open nodes each time a level is generated. 
The node with the lowest cost at a level is first compared With the lowest cost node m 
sorted_open_array. If the first node has a smallerfvalue, then it IS chosen for expansiOn 
and another level IS added to the tree Otherwise, the second node is the lowest cost node 
which is then is deleted from the sorted_ open _array and the first node is added in its 
place. At this stage the search will backtrack either up or down the tree dependmg on the 
selected node level and the search tree IS updated accordmgly. Once the tree IS updated, 
the next lowest node at the new tree level IS added to sorted_ open_ array and the array IS 
then sorted accordmg to the node's! values 
There are two types ofbacktrackmg. 
1. Backtrackmg occurs when the parent of the chosen node IS m the current tree path to a 
tree level which is lower down the tree or at the same level of the current tree branch. 
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2. If the parent node of the chosen node is not m the current tree branch, then 
backtracking would start from the chosen node via the root node. 
The first backtracking method is useful when there is no need to backtrack to the root of 
the tree, since only the necessary levels are updated. 
As explained in SectiOn 3 1.1, It IS Important that h IS not overestimated in order to 
guarantee findmg the lowest cost path to the solution. Russell and Norvig [1995] explain 
that for most real problems, the only way to guarantee that h IS never overestimated is by 
setting It to zero The search then would be admissible but not efficient. If h IS rarely 
overestimated by more than o, then the A* algorithm will rarely find a solutiOn whose 
cost is more than o greater than the cost of the optimal solution. 
Since h resembles the distance of a node to the goal, then if It were a perfect estimation 
A* Will converge Immediately to the goal node with no search. The better the estimation 
of h the closer the solution becomes to the direct approach. 
Dunng heavy traffic periods when the number oflandmg calls exceeds the number ofhfts 
and the schedulmg time m creases with the size of the problem, then providmg hfts with 
their Imtial assignment from the bottom of the tree (the hfts' first assignments) becomes 
necessary If the scheduling time exceeds a predefined time interval. Hence, It IS important 
that the A* scheduler coverages Immediately to a schedule to avoid long search times, 
meaning that the better the estimatiOn of h the more likely that the schedule produced IS 
near the optimum solutiOn. The algorithm used in the calculation of the values of g and h 
is based on both the direct path array and between landing call array. The g value is equal 
to the cost of answenng all assigned landmg calls, but for a free node, no cost IS added to 
the value of g. The h value IS equal to the lowest cost of answering the remaimng landmg 
calls using the available hfts, Section 7 3 and Equation 7 I. Figure 7.8 shows an example 
of the calculation of the value of h for the node in the bottom level of the A* tree chosen 
for expansion in Figure 7.6. The node is the first assignment for lzft 0, calculated usmg the 
path cost tables Table 7.1, Table 7.2 and Table 7.3. The symbols (such Lift 0: (LCO, 10) 
+ (LC1, 5) =15 denotes that lzft 0 IS answering LCO with a cost of 10 then answering LC1 
with a cost of 5 which results m a total cost of 15. 
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Lift 0 IS assigned to LCO with g = 10 
h =minimum cost of answering all remaming landing calls using the ava1lable lifts. 
Search for the next landmg call w1th smallest cost for each lifi 
ASSign the lifi w1th mm1mum cost 
Lift 0: (LCO, 10) + {LC1, 5) = 15 
Lift 1: (LC3, 2) = 2 
Thenh=2 LCO and LC3 are ass1gned 
Lift 0: (LCO, 10) + (LC1, 5) = 15 
L1ft 1: {LC3, 2) + {LC2, 5) = 7 
Then h= 2 +7 = 9 LCO, LC2 and LC3 are ass1gned 
Lift 0: (LCO, 10) + {LC1, 5) = 15 
Lift 1: {LC3, 2) + {LC2, 5) + {LC1+21) = 28 
Then h = 9 + 15= 24 alllandmg calls are ass1gned 
f=l0+24=34 
Figure 7.8 The calculation of the node selected for assignment at the first level of 
the tree using the example in Figure 7.6. 
7.6 Prioritised A* lift scheduler results 
The pnontlsed A* algonthm descnbed in the previous section is tested usmg several 
different examples. Other ways of calculatmg the h value were used and compared with 
the above method The scheduler was tested for the same examples when h = 0 and when 
h IS calculated using only the direct path cost to landmg calls 
The results show that the tree converges directly to the goal without any backtrackmg 
when using the calculation method introduced in Figure 7.8. The chosen node f value 
remains the same at all levels until the goal node is reached. The results were compared 
with those produced when h=O, and can be found in Appendix E. Table 7.9 and Table 
7.10 show the results for the examples in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.3 respectively. The first 
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column denotes h when calculated usmg both the duect and the between landmg calls 
arrays; the second column shows the results of the A* search results usmg h=O and the 
thtrd column gtves the results when the algonthm ts tested usmg only the dtrect path to 
the landmg call when calculatmg the cost. In thts last approach, the hfts' prevtous 
assignments are not constdered and only the dtrect path from the current hft posttion to 
the landmg callts used. In all cases, the schedule and 1ts cost fare the same 
N h=O N h=Lmm(oeostN- 1) h1 = L mm(DJrectCostN- ,) 
I I 
Scheduling lime 0 8ms 14ms 7 7ms 
Number of nodes 14 163 107 
---- ~ --
Number of backtracks 0 47 32 
Table 7.9 The results of testing the prioritised A* scheduler for the example iu 
Figure 7.1 using three different methods of calculating 11. 
To compare the value of h calculated usmg the dtrect path method wtth the calculatiOns of 
h m the previOus section, the value of h for the same node m Ftgure 7 8 ts recalculated m 
Ftgure 7 9, usmg the dtrect path, Table 7 I 
N lt=O N h=Lmm(r:ostN- 1) h1 = L mm(D1rectCostN- ,) 
I I 
Scheduling time 06ms 2ms I 7ms 
Number of nodes 10 49 24 
--- --- -
Number of backtracks 0 15 7 
Table 7.10 The results of testing the prioritised A* scheduler for the example in 
Figure 7.3 using three different methods of calculating /t. 
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Lift 0 is assigned to LCO with g = 10 
h =minimum cost of answering all remaining landing calls using the available lifts. 
Search for the next landmg call wzth lowest cost for each lift 
Asszgn the lift wllh mzmmum cost 
Lift 0: LCO -> LC3, (7) 
Lift 1: LC3, (2) 
Thenh=2 
Lift 0: LCO -> LC2, (8) 
L1ft 1: LC3 -> LC2, (3) 
Thenh=S 
Lift 0: LCO -> LC1, (9) 
LCO and LC3 are asszgned 
LCO, LC2 and LC3 are asszgned 
Lift 1: LC3 -> LC2->LC1, (12) 
Then h =14 Alllandmg calls are asszgned 
f=l0+14=14 
Figure 7.9 The calculation of the node selected for assignment at the first level of the 
tree using only direct path cost in Table 7.1 for the example in Figure 7.8. 
The above results demonstrate the following 
• The greater the accuracy of the h value the faster is the calculation of the schedule If 
h is calculated without error the schedule will converge to the goal state w1thout 
backtracking, and so the search could be interrupted once an 1mtlal assignment for 
each lift is available, that is, when the number oflevels IS equal to the number of hfts. 
• Usmg an estlmated value of h less than the actual value Will prov1de an optimum 
solution, but its calculation takes longer due to backtracking. For examples With a 
larger search space the algorithm may use proh1b1tive quantlty of memory, as 
illustrated by example 10 in Appendix F. As the complexity of the problem mcreases 
and the time taken to calculate the schedule increases, then 1f the search 1s stopped 
before completion, an assignment for each lift may not be available, or the solution 
may not be optlmal 
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• All three methods prov1de the same schedule with the same cost demonstratmg that 
the prioritJsed A* search provides the optimum solution in tills case. 
A detailed example IS now given which describes the methods of calculation adopted in 
the implementation of the prioritised A* search. Appendix F mcludes a number of 
selected examples for a bmldmg w1th 18 floors. These examples are now calculated usmg 
the assumptiOns defined m Section 7.3. In some examples the value off reduces wh1le 
searching the tree, yet the search still converges without backtracking. The reason why 
tills occurs can be explamed by considering the example shown m F1gure 7.10. In this 
example, the lifts are statwnary, hft 0 has stopped to answer a landing call and hft I has 
stopped to answer a car call. 
8 
LCS TLC4 .... 7 
LCJ .... 6 
5 
LC2 .... 4 
LCI .... 3 
LCO .... 2 
I 
G 
* 
* 
El 1!1 
.... 
LtftO Ltftl 
.& 
LC 
* 
,. 
1:1 
landmg call 
car call 
landmg call drrecnon 
ILftcar 
Figure 7.10 A third example of the configuration oflifts and landing calls. 
The relevant values in this example can be found m Table 7.11, Table 7.12 and Table 
7.13. At the first level m the search tree a node w1th value off=II2 6 is expanded, F1gure 
7.11. While in the second level the node With value of f=99.7 IS chosen, Figure 7.12. 
When h IS calculated, 1t follows the shortest path to a landmg call. Lift I was first assumed 
to answer LCI. At the second level, Lift I answers LCO first and the search corrects 1ts f 
value for the remainder of the search. The structure of the tree allows the correction of the 
node value Without the need for backtracking. The resulting schedule 1s shown m Table 
7.12. 
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Landing calls L1ft 0 L1ft I 
-·-----
LCO 29 7 47 
LCI 28 7 37 
-~~~~-~-~~ 
LC2 0 0 
LC3 17 3 47 
-~----~ 
LC4 18 3 57 
LCS 18 3 57 
Table 7.11 Costs in seconds of lift direct trips to landing calls for the example of 
Figure 7.1 0. 
Second First landmg call 
landing call j LCO LCI LC2 LC3 LC4 LCS 
LCO 0 26 3 38 I 297 22 8 24 8 
--
LCI 99 0 371 28 7 21 8 25 8 
LC2 10 9 99 0 27.7 20 8 26 8 
LC3 12 9 119 17 3 0 18 8 28 8 
LC4 13 9 12 9 18 3 99 0 29 8 
~-- ~-- ---~~-
LCS 223 21 3 33 I 24 7 17 8 0 
Table 7.12. Costs in seconds of trips between landing calls for lift 0 for 
the example ofFignre 7.10. 
Second Fmt landing call 
landing call j LCO LCI LC2 LC3 LC4 LCS 
LCO 0 263 25 8 23 3 22 3 24 3 
-- -~- -- --
LCI 99 0 24 8 22 3 21 3 25 3 
LC2 10 9 99 0 21 3 20 3 263 
LC3 12 9 119 114 0 18 3 28 3 
LC4 13 9 12 9 12 4 99 0 29 3 
LCS 22 3 21 3 20 8 18 3 17 3 0 
Table 7.13. Costs in seconds of trips between landing calls for lift 1 for 
the example of Figure 7.1 0. 
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Lift 0 is assigned to LC2 with g = 0 
h =minimum cost of answering all remaining landmg calls using the available lifts 
Search for the next landmg call wllh smallest cost for each lifi 
Asszgn the lifi wzth mzmmum cost 
Lift 0: (LC2, 0) + (LC3, 17.3) = 17.3 
Lift 1: (LC1, 3.7) = 3.7 
Then h =3.7 LCI and LC2 are asszgned 
Lift 0: (LC2, 0) + (LC3, 17 .3) = 17.3 
Lift 1: (LC1, 3.7) + (LC3,11.9) = 15.6 
Then h = 3.7+15.6 = 19.3 LCI, LC2 and LCJ are asszgned 
Lift 0: (LC2, 0) + (LC4, 18.3) = 18.3 
L1ft 1: (LC1, 3.7) + (LC3,11.9) + (LC4, 9.9) = 25.5 
Then h = 19.3 + 18.3 = 37.6 LCI, LC2, LCJ and LC4 are asszgned 
Lift 0: (LC2, 0) + (LC4, 18.3) + (LC5, 17.8) = 36.1 
L1ft 1: (LC1, 3.7) + (LC3, 11.9) + (LC5, 18.3) = 33.9 
Then h = 37.6 + 33.9 = 71.5 LCI, LC2, LCJ, LC4 and LC5 are asstgned 
Lift 0: (LC2, 0) + (LC4, 18.3) + (LCO, 22.8) = 41.1 
Lift 1: (LC1, 3.7) + (LC3, 11.9) + (LC5, 18.3) + (LCO, 24.3) = 58.2 
Then h = 71.5 + 41.1 = 112.6 Alllandmg calls are asszgned 
f=l12.6 
Figure 7.11 The calculations carried out to determine fat the first node chosen for 
expansion in the search tree for the example of Figure 7.10. 
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Lift 0 is assigned to LC2 and Liftl is assigned to LCO With g = 4.7 
h =minimum cost of answering all remaining landmg calls using the avatlable lifts 
Search for the next landmg call w1th smallest cost for each lift 
Ass1gn the lift w1th m1mmum cost 
Lift 0: (LC2, 0) + (LC3, 17 .3) = 17.3 
Lift 1: (LCO, 4.7) + (LC1, 9.9) = 14.6 
Then h = 14.6 LCO, LCI and LC2 are ass1gned 
Lift 0: (LC2, 0) +(LC3, 17.3) = 17.3 
Lift 1: (LCO, 4.7) + (LC1, 9.9) + (LC3, 11.9) = 26.5 
Then h = 14.6 + 17.3 = 31.9 LCO, LC/, LC2 and LCJ are ass1gned 
Lift 0: (LC2, 0) + (LC3, 17.3) + (LC4, 9.9) = 27.2 
Lift 1: (LCO, 4.7) + (LC1, 9.9) + (LC4, 12.9) = 27.5 
Then h = 31.9 + 27.2 = 59.1 LCO, LCJ, LC2, LCJ and LC4 are ass1gned 
Lift 0: (LC2, 0) + (LC3, 17.3) + (LC4, 9.9) + (LC5, 17.8) = 45 
Lift 1: (LCO, 4.7) + (LC1, 9.9) + (LC5, 21.3) = 35.9 
Then h = 59.1 + 35.9 = 95 all/andmg calls are ass1gned 
f=4.7+95=99.7 
Figure 7.12 The calculations carried out to determine fat the second node chosen for 
expansion in the search tree for the example of Figure 7.10. 
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Assignment 
LiftO LC2 
Liftl LCO 
LiftO LC3 
Liftl LCI 
LiftO LC4 
Liftl LC5 
Intelltgcnt real~ttme ltft. schcduler 
Lift trip total cost up 
to this assignment in 
seconds 
0 
47 
17 3 
14 6 
272 
35 9 
Table 7.14 The prioritised A* scheduler results for the example of Figure 7.10. 
To calculate the schedule, the lift system needs no more than the lifts' first assignments 
each time the scheduler IS called Smce the assignment IS the same whether the search Is 
truncated or contmued until completion, the search method may be useful for other 
scheduling problems where more than one assignment IS reqmred for each resource. For 
other real-time applicatiOns the search can be limited to some cntlcal time penod. 
7. 7 Passenger waiting time effect on the prioritised A* scheduler 
The aim of the intelligent lift scheduler IS to mm1m1se passenger wa1tmg time However, 
ETQ and the pnontlsed A* search descnbed m the prevwus sectiOns use the time It takes 
a hft to reach a landmg call. Consequently, m order to produce a schedule which aims to 
mm1m1se wmtmg time, It IS Important to restate the problem to mtroduce how long a 
passenger has been wa1tmg. The only md1cat1on of how long a passenger has been 
wmtmg IS the time elapsed smce the landmg call was Issued, so that the passenger waiting 
time IS equal to the landmg call wa1tmg time. For the example m Figure 7 1, the waiting 
times for the passengers at each landmg are shown in Table 7.15. Table 7.16 and Table 
7 17 show the lift path calculations m terms ofwmtmg time. 
A companson of the scheduling results (Table 7.19) w1th those obtamed without usmg 
landmg call wmtmg time (Table 7 8) shows some differences. In particular, the first 
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assignment of hft 0 as calculated in F1gure 7 13 1s different. F1gure 7 14 shows the 
recalculatwns of the same node as m F1gure 7.8 but now usmg waitmg lime The detmled 
results can be found m Appendix E 
Landing calls Waiting time 
LCO [ 0 Ss 
LCl 0 Is 
LC2 
I 
30s 
LC3 20s 
Table 7.15 Waiting times for the landing calls in the example in Figure 7.1. 
Lift 0 L1ft 1 
LCO I 10 5 115 
LCl 9 I 12 I 
LC2 I 38 33 
LC3 27 22 
Table 7.16 Costs in seconds of lift direct trips to landing calls including passenger 
waiting time for the example in Figure 7.1. 
Second First landing call 
landing call I LCO LCI LC2 LC3 
LCO 0 17 5 16 5 17 5 
LCl 0 
~~--~~~-~ 
17 I 18 I 
LC2 46 45 0 35 
LC3 I 35 34 39 0 
Table 7.17 Costs in seconds of trips between landing calls for lift 0 including 
passenger waiting time for the example in Figure 7.1. 
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Second First landmg call 
landing call I LCO LC1 LC2 LC3 
LCO 0 17 5 20 5 21 5 
LC1 5 I 0 211 22 I 
LC2 46 45 0 35 
LC3 I 35 34 43 0 
Table 7.18 Costs in seconds of trips between landing calls for lift 1 including 
passenger waiting time for the example in Figure 7.1. 
AsSignment Lift trip total cost up to this 
assignment in seconds 
~~--- --~ 
Lift 0 LC3 7 
Lift 1 LCO 11 
Lift 0 LC2 12 
Lift 1 LCI 16 
Table 7.19 The prioritised A* scheduler results including passenger waiting time for 
the example in Figure 7.1. 
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Lift 0 is assigned to LC3 with g- 27 
h =minimum cost of answering all remaining landing calls using the available lzfts 
Search for the next landzng call wzth lowest cost for each lzft 
Asszgn the lzft wzth mznzmum cost 
Lift 0: (LC3, 7) + (LCO, 17.5) = 24.5 
Lift 1: (LCO, 11.5) = 11.5 
Then h = 11.5 LCO and LCJ are asszgned 
Lift 0: (LC3, 7) +( LC1, 18.1) =25.1 
Lift 1: (LC0,11) + (LC1, 5.1) = 16.1 
Then h = 11.5 + 16.1= 27.6 LCO, LCJ and LC3 are asszgned 
Lift 0: (LC3,7) + (LC2, 35) =42 
L•ft 1: (LC0,11) + (LC1, 5) + (LC2, 45) = 61 
Then h = 27.6 + 42 = 69.6 alllandzng calls are asszgned 
f=27+69.6=96.6 
Figure 7.13 Recalculation of the node in Figure 7.6 for lift 0 answering LCJ at the 
first level of the tree. 
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Lift 0 is ass1gned to LCO with g- 10.5 
h =minimum cost of answering all remaining landing calls using the available lifts: 
Search for the next landmg call wzth lowest cost for each lift 
Asszgn the lift wzth mmzmum cost 
LiftO: (LCO, 10) + (LC1, 5.1) = 15.1 
Liftl: (LC1, 12.1) = 12.1 
Then h = 12.1 LCO and LCI are asszgned 
L1ftO: (LCO, 1 0) + (LC3, 35) = 45 
Liftl: (LC1, 12) + (LC3, 34) = 46 
Then h = 12.1 + 45= 57.1 LCO, LCI and LC3 are asszgned 
LiftO: (LCO, 10) + (LC3, 15) + (LC2, 35) = 60 
Liftl: (LC1, 12) + (LC2, 45) =57 
Then h = 57.1 +57= 114.1 all landmg calls are ass1gned 
f= 10.5 + 114.1 = 124.6 
Figure 7.14 Recalculation of the node in Figure 7.6 for lift 0 answering LCO at the 
first level of the tree 
7.8 Conclusions 
A real-time mtelligent scheduler has been introduced and developed in this chapter. The 
scheduler uses a priontised A* search with the following characteristics 
• The pnoritised A* lift scheduler IS operating in an environment which IS continuously 
changing, and as shown in Chapter 8, IS able to take advantage of all the available 
mformation about the correct state of the hft system, for example landmg call wa1tmg 
time, door delay, passenger exit and entry delay and the exact lift Journey time. 
• The scheduler gives priority to the assignment of lifts to landmg calls, ensunng that 
each hft is given an assignment. 
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o The prioritised A* search converges to the goal state without backtrackmg. This means 
that the heunstics are providing a good estimate of the lift path cost. The result also 
shows that the order in which landmg calls are answered is important Since the A* 
search gives the opportunity to mvestigate all the possible orderings of landmg calls, 
the search, once terminated, would find the lowest cost schedule. 
o Smce the scheduler does not suffer from backtracking, It Is possible to tnmcate the 
search at any stage and still produce a correct partial ass1gmnent. In the hft system, 
only the first assigmnent of lifts is reqmred from the scheduler and so the search tree 
could be truncated when the number of tree levels is equal to the number of available 
lifts. Generally, schedulers carmot be mterrupted and still be expected to give the 
correct assigmnents For the priontised A* scheduler, it is possible to determme for a 
given number of lifts and landing calls how long the schedule will take to calculate. 
o In the hft scheduler the main aim is to m1mmise the average wa1tmg time and this is m 
contrast to the ETQ scheduler. Moreover, the schedule having the lowest cost for 
answenng alllandmg calls IS chosen rather than arb1tranly assigning pnonties to some 
landing calls over others. 
In the following chapter, mvestigates the practical Implementation of the hft monitonng 
system which IS responsible for prov1dmg prediction and further control actions such as 
up peak control. The pnontised A* scheduler IS tested using the lift simulator. The effect 
ofusmg data with better accuracy such as actual door delays and predicted car call floors 
is descnbed. 
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Chapter 8 
Lift monitoring system 
The real-time lift control system comprises the on-line real-time scheduler described m 
Chapter 7 and control policies such as lift parkmg Th1s chapter introduces the monitoring 
system wh1ch complements the real-time control system by supplymg mformation about 
the current and predicted future states of the lift system 
The momtonng system cons1sts of two parts. The first part is the on-line momtonng 
system wh1ch IS responsible for supplying detailed mformation about the lift system such 
as lift door delays and passenger current mean arrival rate. The second part of the 
monitoring system provides the real-time control system with predicted information about 
the future state based on historical statistical data. 
This chapter also investigates the performance of the pnoritised A* scheduler usmg the 
lift simulator introduced m Chapter 6 The mtelligent scheduler performance is compared 
with that of the ETQ scheduler. A senes of simulation runs has been conducted with each 
subsequent simulatiOn usmg additional data provided from the monitoring system To 
provide a suitable benchmark, all simulation results use the same passenger arrival rate 
during correspondmg five mmute intervals In particular, the passenger traffic generated 
from one simulation run usmg the traffic data obtained from 3/10/94 is recorded and used 
for all simulation runs. Note that the passenger destinations are not fixed, meaning that for 
each simulation car calls are generated randomly usmg the passenger destmation model 
obtamed from 3/10/94. This chapter also shows the effects on the scheduler of usmg a 
new adaptive parkmg and up peak detection policy winch are based on the current and 
historical passenger mean arrival rates 
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8.1 Lift monitoring system 
The lift momtonng system IS responsible for gathering all the information necessary for 
the lift control system. The monitoring system uses this mformation for applying 
constraints and to trigger control policies such as an up peak policy. There are two types 
of such mformat10n, namely current and historical. The current data are listed below. 
1. The number of lifts avmlable for assignment. For example, a fully loaded lift is 
excluded from the list of available lifts provided to the A* scheduler. Other constraints 
can be applied such as loaded lifts are only allowed to open their door twice m 
response to new arrivals. 
2. The number of car calls along the path of the lift Only when a lift has answered all its 
car calls in the current directiOn of motion are car calls in the opposite direction of 
motion considered. 
3. Whether the lift has stopped for a landmg call or a car call. If the lift stops for a landmg 
call, then the scheduler would normally assume a car call would subsequently be 
generated 
4. Landmg call floors, false landing call floor, lift positiOn, lift status (moving, not 
movmg and deceleratmg), next possible stop, next direction and how long smce a lift 
has been travelling. 
5. Lift door delay, that is, how long it will be before a lift will close Its doors. The delay 
is updated each time a passenger enters or departs the lift 
6. How long since a landmg call has been Issued (passenger waiting time). 
7. Passenger mean arnval rate and predicted next landing call time for the terminal floor. 
The current passenger mean arrival calculation is shown in equation 8.1: 
time at which the scheduler is called - landing call time 
current passenger mean arrival = (8.1) 
number of passengers arriving during the above mterval 
Landmg call time is registered when a passenger issues a landmg call. Passengers are 
detected while entenng the lift using the rules in Figure 5.22. The landing call time IS 
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only updated when more than one passenger arrives in response to this landing call and 
the lift loadmg those passengers closes its doors. If only one passenger arrives or a lift 
reopens its doors, then. 
• the previous landing call time remains the starting reference point for the duratwn of 
observation, and 
• the number of passengers assuming to have arrived smce the prevwus landing call is 
mcreased wh1le the previous landing call time remains unchanged. 
When more than one passenger has amved and the loadmg hft door is closed, the landmg 
call time is updated and only the number of passengers that have arrived smce the last 
landmg call is considered. Th1s means that the observation penod varies accordmg to 
traffic intensity. Th1s way of smootlnng the calculation of the passenger mean amval 
provides the hft system with a means of detecting the start of peak traffic periods, and 
avoids false peak penod alarms resultmg from sudden traffic fluctuation. 
The next landmg call time is calculated wlule the loading hft door is open and more than 
one passenger 1s entering the hft. 
next landing call ttme =current passenger mean arrival+ time interval until lift closes its door (8.2) 
Both current passenger mean arrival and next landmg call time are used to detect up peak 
periods as will be explained m Section 8.4. 
The histoncal data provided by the hft monitoring system consist of the histoncal 
passenger mean arrival rate and the predicted car call floors. These are extracted by 
choosmg from previOus days a traffic pattern sim1lar to the present day. The present day's 
traffic behaviour IS compared with samples of other days' traffic and the best match IS 
chosen as explained in SectiOn 5 3. The mean arrival rate is calculated for all floors usmg 
the rules shown in Figure 5.22. Predicted car calls for the simulation runs in this chapter 
used the traffic data produced m the Kodak bmldmg on 4/10/94, Section 5 3. 
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8.2 ETQ and prioritised A* scheduler 
In th1s section, a companson of the ETQ scheduler and the prioritised A* scheduler IS 
g1ven. To understand the lift system behavwur and observe the differences m performance 
the following compansons are discussed· landing call count, passenger queues and 
landing call wa1ting times for several simulatiOn runs. The tests also mclude a companson 
of different Simulation runs using the A* scheduler. In the sequence of simulation runs, a 
series of modifications are made to the data provided by the monitoring system in order to 
observe the effect of providing the A* scheduler w1th gradually improvmg quality of data 
All the A* scheduler sJmulatwns m th1s section use the same parking policy as that used 
m the ETQ scheduler, Section 6.4.1. Note that ETQ and Simulated ETQ always use both 
up peak and parking policies. 
Figure 8.1 shows the numbers of landmg calls for the termmal floor and the second floor. 
The number of landmg calls shown results from three simulation runs using fixed traffic 
rates. The first Simulation run used the ETQ scheduler, the second used the A* scheduler 
and the third the A* search IS halted (truncated) when all available lifts have their first 
assignment and the number of assigned landing calls IS no more than SIX. The first 
observation that can be made from F1gure 8.1(a) is that the number of landing calls is 
slightly greater in peak penods when the A* scheduler is used This is probably due to the 
up peak policy dunng which the ETQ sends two hfts to the termmal floor where they park 
With doors open ready to receive passengers Consequently, passengers will enter lifts 
without Jssmng a landmg call. 
The A* scheduler m F1gure 8.1 uses a fixed door delay, the predicted car call is assumed 
to be at the furthest floor in the d1rectwn of the lift, waitmg time 1s not included m the lift 
tnp duration to a landing call and no up peak policy IS used However, all the other 
mformation listed in items (1) to (4) m Section 8.1 is used. 
The remammg items (5) to (7) were mtroduced one at a time to the A* scheduler so that 
their effects can be observed m !solation. Figure 8.2 shows landmg call frequency at the 
terminal floor for five simulation runs all using the truncated A* scheduler The first 
Simulation run uses the A* scheduler as described above, the second run uses current lift 
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door delays, the third run adds passenger waitmg time and the fourth uses predicted car 
calls. The fifth run uses an up peak policy similar to the ETQ up peak policy explamed in 
Section 6.4.2. The simulatiOn runs in Figure 8.2 have a similar landmg call frequency 
except when usmg the up peak policy where a reductiOn in the landing call frequency is 
evident dunng periods of intensive traffic. The comparison between A* w1th up peak 
policy and ETQ simulation runs shows that their performances are similar, Figure 8.3. 
Appendix G shows further detailed examples for actual and simulation tables of 
passengers and the number of landing calls for both the terminal and second floors. 
Since the landmg call frequency does not show a significant performance difference, the 
next step IS to compare the passenger queues Using the ETQ scheduler, Figure 8.4 shows 
the average queues and maximum queue length for all floors in the building. The queues 
are calculated every five minutes for both up and down calls. For F1gure 8.4(a), the 
calculation of the mtervals used m estimating of the average queue length begins when a 
landing call is Issued and ends when the lift doors are opened. When calculatmg the 
longest queue (Figure 8.4(b )), the observation of a queue starts when a passenger issues a 
landing call and ends when a landing call IS cancelled. Smce the observation penod for 
F1gure 8 4(a) is longer than Figure 8 4(b), then 1t 1s possible for a queue shown m Figure 
8.4(a) to be longer than the same queue m Figure 8.4(b) within the same five minutes 
observatiOn period. 
Figure 8.5 shows the same queue calculations for a simulatiOn run using the truncated A* 
scheduler w1th enhanced information and up peak policy. The companson of Figure 8.4 
w1th F1gure 8.5 illustrates that the A* scheduler provides a reduction m the number of 
queues and their lengths. A companson between ETQ and five versiOns of the A* 
scheduler is given m Figure 8.6. From these results It 1s clear that w1th each enhancement 
the number of long queues IS reducing while the number of shorter queues IS increasmg 
At this point no difference in performance in terms of the number of queues is found 
between the full A* search and the truncated A* search. The details of other simulation 
runs can be found m Appendix H. 
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Figure 8.1 Comparison of landing call frequencies for three simulation runs using 
ftxed passenger rates between 7am and 8pm on 3/10/94. 
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Figure 8.4 Average and longest passenger queues calculated for every 5 minute 
interval between 7am and 8pm on 3/10/94. The queues are measured at each floor 
for both UP and DOWN (DW) directions. The simulation was conducted using the 
ETQ scheduler. 
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Figure 8.5 Average and longest passenger queues calculated for each 5 minute 
interval between 7am and 8pm on 3/10/94. The queues are measured at each floor 
for both UP and DOWN (DW) directions. This simulation run was conducted using 
an A* scheduler with truncation, enhanced door status, landing call waiting time 
added to lift trip time, car call floor prediction and up peak policy. 
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Smce the main aim of the current work IS to minimise passenger average waiting time 
(WT), this parameter needs to be compared for both the ETQ and A* schedulers. 
Passenger waiting time is the time interval between a passenger issumg a landmg call and 
a car amvmg in response. Table 8.1 shows a comparison between the actual passenger 
waitmg time (Actual ETQ) and the simulated ETQ scheduler. As explained m Section 6.5, 
there IS approximately a three second difference between the acmal and the simulation 
results due to the sampling delay in the recording of the acmal data. The figures m the 
table concentrate on up peak traffic penods when the number of passengers arriving to the 
terminal floor is at its maximum, but it also gives the average WT for the entire 
simulation penod. 
Similarly, Table 8.1 shows the WT when the A* scheduler is used Eight simulation runs 
have been conducted all showing similar performance except for the following cases. 
• When up peak is switched on, lifts are sent to the ground floor before passenger arnval 
thereby minimismg passenger waiting time. The up peak pohcy used is similar to the 
up peak policy used for ETQ (Section 6 4). 
• As extra information is provided by the morutoring system, there IS a gradual reduction 
m the number ofWT mtervals longer than 20s. 
SimulatiOn runs using the A* scheduler without up peak policy show a small mcrease in 
WT when compared to ETQ, while the A* scheduler with the up-peak pohcy enabled 
shows a similar performance to ETQ. 
Table 8 2 shows the WT for all floors except the termmal floor. The table shows WT for 
the acmal hft system and the simulation results using both ETQ and A* schedulers The 
difference in performance between the actual and simulated ETQ IS probably because the 
simulated ETQ does not have a down peak policy, resultmg in longer passenger WTs. The 
A* simulation nms show results similar to the actual ETQ results bearing in mind the 
observatiOn delay, SectiOn 6 5. 
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ETQ A* ~1mulat10ns 
-
Tummal Door Actual Slmul.atmn I 
' 
3 • 5 6 7 8 
TDD DDWT TOO WT DD \VT PCC TDDWTPCC TDDWTPCC T DD WT PCC 
UP PEAK UP PEAK 
A\-euge \VT berneen 7-10 Al\1 8 758 5 708 7 367 6 692 7 20Z 6 558 6 603 6593 5 346 5.448 
Aurage WT between 7-8 AM I 7 310 3 574 4 929 4 532 4 592 3 865 3 866 4122 3 430 3 886 
A'erage \\T between 8-9 AM 10294 6 Ill 8 202 6 847 8449 7 373 7 746 7.531 5 879 4 781 
~~~:~- -- ~--- ~ - -- ~--Average WT between 9-10 AM 8 500 8 735 7672 8 005 7 516 7 364 6 757 8 189 
- ------~ - - ~-- --- --- ~-
A\lerage \\T bd~een 12-13 PJ\.1 6 ')68 7 211 10 058 8 278 9 376 7 962 7 196 8 001 6984 
Average \Vf berneen IJ..I4 P!\1 9000 11 !56 9 581 9sn 10 592 9485 9 961 11008 7164 7291 
- -~-- - --- --
Average Wf beNet>n 14-15 PM 9192 9 620 9 749 13 038 12 141 ]0 158 10 648 12 714 8 391 11 59t 
-----
-- -- - --
- --- --
Longest \\T between 7-10 Al\1 32 000 42 556 44 608 42 725 30 348 33 890 35 990 48 641 36 381 55 583 
Number of WT Intervals between 7-tO AM 193 222 253 262 262 281 262 272 218 222 
I 
--- - - - - -
-
--- --~ 
Number of\\T lnter.als >I Ss 7-10 AM 20 21 39 31 35 40 34 36 22 19 
Number ofWT lntenals >20s 7-10 AM 6 14 23 12 14 15 18 14 9 6 
--- -~- ----- ------
Number of\\'T lnter.als >25s 7-10 AM 
I 
3 9 12 6 10 8 8 • 3 4 
Number of\\T lnter.als >30s 7-10 AM I 4 7 3 I 3 2 3 2 2 
I 
-- - -
--
--- --
-
-
--
--- - -
-
Average WT beh\een 7AM- 8 PM 9 ooo 7 260 7 817 7 969 8.369 7 498 7 432 1.862 6643 6 628 
I <rKey: DD =Door Delay, WT= Wmtmg Tune, PCC= Pred1cted Car Calls, T= Truncated I 
Table 8.1 Waiting time (WT) for the terminal floor when using ETQ and A* schedulers. All intervals are in seconds. 
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Note that the A* scheduler achieved Similar results to those of the actual ETQ without the 
need for a special down peak pohcy, and the up peak pohcy does not affect the passenger 
waitmg time at other floors 
7-8PM Actual ETQ A•o T A"'J A•2 TA"'3 A•4 T A"S T A"6 T A"7 
ETQ DD DD DD DD DD DD\H llDWTPCC 
WT WT \VT WT PCC UP PFAK 
PCC PCC l!P PEAK 
Longest "T I 72 279 83 75 76 118 85 84 75 68 
'\umber of WT mtervals 3737 4609 4842 4767 4789 4790 476I 4773 4793 4795 
"\\umberof\\'Tintenals>lSs F~~06 ---- - - -- - -844 784 766 808 806 814 755 795 
'lumber ofWT mtervals >20s 56 I II41 407 384 367 420 393 412 388 378 
;"liumberorWTintenals>2Ss F-~5 ---- ----220 207 210 232 222 213 195 225 
Number ofWT mtenals >30s 163 657 118 123 \30 152 123 123 107 141 
1"\umberofWTmtervals>60s ~ 167 --- ---- -I 2 5 6 6 3 4 
Average WT I2827 I6396 9850 9 690 9 703 9867 9.780 9 823 9 646 9 882 
I t? Key· DD"" Door Delay, WT"" Watlmg Tu11e, PCC = Predtcted Car Calls, T"" Trtmcate4 
Table 8.2 Landing call waiting times for all floors except the terminal floor. The 
intervals are actual intervals (Actual ETQ), simulated ETQ (ETQ) and the other 
columns show simulation results using A* scheduler. The A* scheduler achieved a 
similar performance to ETQ without an up peak policy. A new adaptive parking 
policy and up peak policy are discussed in the following sections with the intention 
of further improving the performance of A* scheduler. 
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8.3 Adaptive parking 
Parking policies are used to prevent lifts from bunclung at one floor or at adjacent floors, 
by distnbuting free lifts around the bmlding at popular floors. Section 6.4.1 explams the 
parking policy used in all the simulation runs previously discussed in this thesis, but, in 
bnef, the bmldmg is divided into six fixed zones and free hfts are assigned to park in each 
zone. This section discusses the effect of usmg the histoncal passenger mean arnval rate 
gathered by the monitoring system to predict popular floors. A traffic model for 4/10/94 is 
used for predicting the next arnvals of passengers, and is generated using the rules of 
Figure 5.22, that IS, they are obtained m the same manner that the traffic model for 
3/10/94 is generated for the lift simulator. For the tennmal floor, both histoncal and 
current passenger mean arrival rate are used to assess Its populanty m companson with 
other floors. 
The number of zones allowed m a building should be no more than the number of lifts 
The order in which zones are allocated lifts is detennined according to zone popularity, 
where the most popular are these floors with the lowest passenger mean arrival rate. As 
the passenger mean arrival rate IS changed every five minutes in the simulator, the parking 
zones are updated at the same frequency. Table 8 3 shows the six most popular floors over 
a number of consecutive five minute intervals during a mommg period. Each zone for 
parkmg IS based around the popular floor and IS banded by adjacent popular floors (or the 
tennmal or top floors). 
The hft parking status is updated after every scheduler run as described below. 
• The lifts which are free to be parked at popular floors are Identified. A free hft ts a hft 
which has no asstgnments or car calls with a direction status equal to PARK. If more 
than one hft is parked in a zone, then the hft which is parked the furthest from the most 
popular floor in the zone is marked free. 
• Mark the unoccupied zones as free zones. A free zone ts a zone which has neither a hft 
parked withm it nor a hft wtthout assignments heading towards It 
• Distribute free hfts amongst free zones starting with the highest pnonty zone currently 
free 
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• If there is a lift parked at a zone and no other free lift IS headmg towards this zone, then 
park th1s lift at the most popular floor of the zone. 
• At up peak, 1f there are two parked hfts at the terminal floor and the termmal floor is 
the most popular floor m the buildmg, the second lift is not moved. 
• If the terminal floor is the highest prionty floor w1th no lifts parked and no free lifts are 
available to send to 1t, then a parked lift at the lowest priority zone is sent to the 
termmal floor. 
Table 8.4 shows the effect of using the adaptive parking on WT for four simulation runs 
all using the A* scheduler with no up peak policy. The first simulation nm used only the 
historical passenger mean arrival rate for all floors while the other simulation nms used 
both the current and the historical passenger mean arnval for the terminal floor only 
(other floors used the historical passenger mean arrival rate). This was implemented in 
th1s way so as to ensure that the terminal floor is given the appropnate priority in case 
there IS a change in the arrival pattern 
Examining Table 8.4 in relahon to prev10us results (Table 8.1), demonstrates that the WT 
has been reduced parhcularly between 7arn and I Oam from about 5.4s using ETQ to 4s 
usmg A*. Note that this improvement is achieved without up peak policy switched on. 
8.4 New up peak detection policy 
In this sectiOn, the passenger current and historical mean arrival rates for the terminal 
floor are used to anticipate the mcrease in traffic and the next landmg call time. Usmg the 
passenger mean arrival for the parking policy improved the performance of the lift system 
in terms of passenger average wa1tmg hme at the termmal floor, g1vmg the mohve to use 
again the passenger mean arrival rate to trigger the up peak policy. 
The current and histoncal mean arrival and the next landing call time (Section 8.1) are 
used to trigger the up peak policy if any of the following conditions apply 
• The passenger current or historical mean arrival rate is less than the max1mum trip cost 
m the last schedule produced. The time a lift may take to answer a landing call is 
termed the assignment cost. The max1mum ass1gnment cost 1s taken from the last A* 
scheduler assignment table, for example, Table 7.17. If the max1mum cost is greater 
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than the assumed mean arrival then this means that the anticipated landmg call Will 
affect the current schedule. That IS the hft w1th the maximum assignment cost will not 
be free to answer the landing call. 
• The next landmg call time is less than the longest tnp cost. 
• The up peak pohcy remams in force while the number of lifts parked at the termmal 
floor is less than a specified target value Two lifts are reqmred at the terminal floor at 
up peak for the Kodak building. 
The up peak policy is sw1tched off if none of the above conditions is satisfied. When the 
up peak pohcy is on, 1t is effected by the morutoring system which issues a false Iandmg 
call to the scheduler wh1ch would then need to ass1gn a hft. Tlus means that even if all 
hfts have assignments (not free for parking), a hft will still be assigned to go to the 
termmal floor. 
Table 8.5 shows the result of usmg the new up peak detectiOn pohcy. When comparing 
these results with those ofETQ (Table 8.1), the results show that the WT at the termmal 
floor has now been reduced from 5.5s to 3.5s between 7am and lOam and the WT for the 
entire Simulation penod IS reduced from about 7s to Ss. The results highlight the 
importance of parkmg lifts at the lugh demand floors. One drawback IS that when there IS 
no new ass1gnment and all hfts are busy answering calls, then the lift scheduler would 
produce no assignment and the maximum trip cost IS zero. Under such circumstances an 
alternative approach could be used in which the tnggering of up-peak could be caused by 
evaluation of the longest tnp time rather than the longest assigned tnp cost. The 
comparison would then mvolve considenng the relative values of passenger mean arrival 
and next landmg call time 
All results in Table 8 5 are from a tnmcated A* search, that 1s where the search has been 
interrupted when six landing calls have been assigned. Th1s IS true for all simulation runs 
except Simulation run seven, where the condition changes to limit the search tree to the 
hfts' first ass1gnments, meaning that the search tree would have only six levels. The 
performance of the A* scheduler does not show any sign1ficant change when tnmcatlon is 
applied. This may be explamed by cons1denng the Simulation log of Appendix J in wh1ch 
the average number of nodes generated during a full Simulation run is illustrated The log 
files show no significant difference in the average number of nodes produced. These 
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results can be compared with example 10 m Appendix F, where 46 nodes and 17 tree 
levels were generated for the assignment of 6 landmg calls usmg the Kodak bu!ldmg 
configuratiOn. 
Several tests were conducted as explained in Chapter 7 to assess the search optlmality. 
The same examples were conducted using three different methods of calculatmg the 
heunstic value h, all of which produced the same schedule for the same example. Another 
test was done where two A* schedulers were runmng simultaneously using the simulator 
and the monitoring system data in calculating the paths One scheduler used the actual 
cost of a hft travelling to a landmg call as explained m Section 7.7 while the second one 
used only the direct path to a landing call (mcludmg passenger waitmg time) as shown m 
Figure 7 9. The second scheduler generates a greater number of nodes and It was found 
that the constramts of the computer system made It Impossible to produce a complete 
schedule if more than four simultaneous landing calls were generated. The results show 
that in the 6700 schedules produced during the simulatiOn period of 18 minutes, only two 
schedules were not Identical Such differences occurred for a small number of consecutive 
scheduling cycles before the schedules once more agreed. During the periods when 
different schedules were produced, It was clear that the scheduler using actual cost 
provided the better assigriment m companson to the assigriment provided by the direct 
path scheduler which changes to become the same as that of the total cost scheduler. 
Similar results were obtained when the above experiment was repeated usmg a h=O when 
calculating the path cost of the second scheduler. 
8.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated that a scheduler based on the A* search technique and 
using predicted data can give a clear improvement m performance with respect to the 
ETQ scheduler. The A* scheduler without an up peak pohcy has achieved a passenger 
average wmtmg time of about 7.8s, which compares favourably With the !Ss average 
wmtmg time considered acceptable in a business type bmldmg [Barney and dos Santos 
1985]. Both a full A* search and a truncated A* search were used, but the results m terms 
of WT were very similar, due to the low number of simultaneous landmg calls produced. 
This may be due at least in part to the scheduler' s fast response, as a good lift control 
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system should not allow many passengers to remain waitmg simultaneously. The 
truncated A* may prove to be useful m heavier traffic conditions. 
The results also show the importance of havmg high quality data supplied to the A* 
scheduler. Using detailed data in the calculation ofthe heuristic function has a clear effect 
m improvmg the performance of the scheduler, as IS apparent m the reduction of number 
of long queues Smce WT IS m fact the landing call waiting time, the Improvement in this 
paraineter IS less obviOus when comparing the scheduler performance in terms of WT. 
The predictiOn of passenger arrival allows the generation of a false landmg call m order to 
m1mm1se passenger waitmg time m peak traffic periods. A false landing call would force 
the scheduler to assign a lift for the terminal floor even if all lifts are busy. However, the 
A* scheduler IS only able to assign one lift to a floor, that is, no more than one hft can be 
assigned to go to the termmal floor at up peak. Under certain circumstances it may be 
prudent to send a second lift to the termmal floor usmg a false car call. In such a case, a 
search may be needed to choose the lift most smtable to answer the false car call. 
The detection of the up peak period may be further Improved by detectmg Its onset using 
the longest lift tnp as well as the longest assignment cost. Th1s IS especially useful when 
all lifts are busy and no new landing calls have been Issued to trigger a new schedule. 
The results also show the effect of the adaptive parking and up peak policy on the 
performance of the lift system. The use of current and histoncal passenger mean arnval 
rates to tngger parkmg and up peak both show a significant Improvement m performance 
with respect to the ETQ parking and up peak policies, and the passenger average waitmg 
time reduced to about 5s at the termmal floors for the entire simulatiOn period. The 
introduction of the adaptive parkmg and up peak policies show no significant effect on the 
performance at other floors, Tables 8 5 and 8 6 
Another improvement to the adaptive parlang approach could be implemented when no 
free lifts are available. The present policy is that a lift which is parked at a lower priority 
zone IS not moved to the highest priority free zones unless it 1s the termmal floor. The 
reason for not using the saine policy for all floors 1s to avmd too many lifts movmg within 
the buildmg when there are no or few landing calls bemg Issued. If energy consumption is 
considered to be of less Importance than that of the reduction of WT, then the adaptive 
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parking pohcy can be mod1fied so that free lifts are always distributed to park at the 
highest prionty zones first. 
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Tune Pnontv Pnonty Pnonty Prlonl) Pr10ntv pnonty Table 8.3 Popular floors selected for each 5 1 
' 
3 4 s 6 
01 os I 0 4 to 14 minutes between 7:05am and !0:25am on 
07 10 0 6 10 15 
07 151 0 9 14 3/10/94 and listed according to their 
07 20 4 14 priority. Priority! is the most popular zone. 
07!5 ~--0- 17 14 
Appendix I lists popular floors between 
07 30 0 17 
07 351 0 4 7:05am and 7:55pm. 
07 40 2 
074s[o 
---
2 4 10 14 
07 50 0 16 9 
o1 'i51 0 10 12 
08 00 0 
osos[o 11 
08 10 0 4 12 14 
[o--------
08 IS 2 4 6 12 
08 20 0 9 
0825 [o- 10 14 16 
08 30 0 15 to 11 
08 35 r--0--- ------- -16 
08 40 0 10 4 
0845[o 11 9 
08 50 0 11 10 9 
oss5[o2 4 13 
09 00 0 2 10 14 
0905[o 14 13 15 16 
09 10 0 4 
09ts[o- 17 
09 20 0 2 lS 9 4 
09 25 ! - --0 2 9 
" 
09 30 0 16 4 9 14 
09 351 0 10 9 6 
09 40 0 17 15 
0945 [o 
----
to 12 
09 so 0 9 
o9 ssj 
--
0 lS 11 9 
10 00 0 10 lS 4 
lOOs[>- 4 11 0 
" 
10 10 2 0 17 4 lS 
10 151 0 10 13 
10 20 0 lS 11 14 
10 zs 1 10 0 16 4 
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Termmal floor A• sJmulatJons 
1 2 3 4 
Average WT between 7-10 AM 3 760 4235 4188 3 954 
Average WT between 7-8 AM 1 288 0 981 1 217 1 235 
Average WT between 8-9 AM 4 932 5 388 5 020 4 360 
Average WT between 9-10 AM 4 442 5 631 5 626 6 014 
Average WT between 12-13 PM 7 715 9370 8 913 8150 
Average WT between 13-14 PM 10 637 9507 8975 8072 
Average WT between 14-15 PM 10 900 9470 10 860 11 591 
Longest WT between 7-10 AM 28 238 52624 30 491 37707 
Number of WT Intervals between 7-10 AM 260 257 273 263 
Number of WT Intervals >15s 7·1 0 AM 18 21 27 19 
Number of WT ~ntervals >20s 7-10 AM 6 11 13 11 
Number of WT mtervals >25s 7-10 AM 2 7 6 7 
Number of WT mtervals >30s 7·10 AM 0 4 4 
Number of WT mtervals >30s between 7 AM -8 PM I 10 21 20 13 
Average wa1ting t1me between 7 AM· 8 PM 6 435 6 355 6 237 6305 
Table 8.4 WT using the A* scheduler with an adaptive parking policy, shown for 
four separate simulation run results. The adaptive parking policy in the first 
simulation run used only the historical passenger mean rate while the other 
simulation runs used both current and historical passenger mean arrival rate. Up 
peak policy was not used. 
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Terminal floor A* s•mulatwns 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Average WT between 7·10 AM 3 575 3 293 3421 3 763 3 550 3 054 3 120 
F 083~ ~-Al-erage WT between 7-8 AM 1 119 1 275 1 023 0 871 0 821 
A vcrage WT between 8-9 AJ\1 4 633 4 153 4 071 3 713 4219 3 899 4 059 
F 4584 ~- ~ ~ Average WT betY.een 9-10 Al\1 4 559 6 960 4 893 4 338 4169 
A\erage WT between 12-13 PM 4 892 8 027 8 046 7 lOO 6 933 5 987 7173 
Average WT between 13-14 PM F7371 7 960 5 334 7 556 5 714 7 298 
A\eruge WT bet\\een 1~-IS P\t 7 216 6048 10 117 5 895 7 754 6 221 11 137 
LongcM WT between 7-10 Al\1 162 291 30 233 42 071 41 034 38 425 34 837 33 44 
l\umber ofWT mtenals bcrneen 7-10 AM 232 249 248 254 253 250 245 
- ~-
Number ofWT mtervals >15s 7-10 AM r- 14 19 20 19 13 17 
Number ofWT mtervals >20s 7-10 Al\1 9 7 11 12 9 6 10 
Number ofWT mtervals >25s 7-10 AM 1'--5 4 8 4 3 5 
Number ofWT intervals >30s 7-10 AM 5 1 4 4 4 1 1 
!\umber of \\'T 1nten als >30s betY.een 7 AM- 8 P\1 F 8 15 11 
-
16 7 5 
A\e1age WT bety,een 7 AM-8 PM 5 097 5 420 5 714 4.974 5464 4 682 5 452 
Table 8.5 WT when A* scheduler is used with an adaptive parking policy and up 
peak parking. The first three simulation runs used only the passenger mean arrival 
rate, while the last four simulation runs used both passenger mean arrival rate and 
expected next landing call time. 
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All floors A* Slmulatwns 
7-8 PM 2 3 4 5 6 7 
no up peak no up peak 
~~~-
Longest WT 78 83 83 94 96 109 77 
Number ofWT intervals 4773 4792 4810 4765 4785 4773 4810 
!\umber of WT inter\ a Is >I Ss 784 782 812 805 795 825 829 
Number uf\VT mtervab >20s 378 375 430 443 417 444 443 
~~~-~~~--~~~~-
Number of WT 1ntenals >25s 223 188 233 257 230 263 257 
Number ofWT mtervals >30s 141 98 139 159 136 169 158 
Number ofWT mtcrvals >60s 5 5 8 8 8 8 6 
.\verage WT 9 76 9 59 9 89 998 9 84 10 15 9 98 
Table 8.6 WT for all floors except the terminal floor. The first two 
simulation runs used only adaptive parking, while the other 
simulation runs used up peak parking. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions and future work 
9.1 Conclusions 
The aim of the current work IS to assess new scheduling approaches and intelligent 
monitoring techniques, resulting m Improvement in the performance of existing 
installatiOns This requires the optimisatiOn of lift operation and lift car assigmnents in a 
variety of different traffic modes in order to minimise passenger waiting time. To achieve 
this, a review was undertaken of conventional lift systems and intelligent techmques 
normally applied in lift systems and other real-time control systems. This resulted m the 
development of a new mtelligent lift scheduling system which was demonstrated to 
improve on the existmg operational performance when applied to a simulatiOn of an 
installed lift system. The contnbutions of the research earned out in this work are 
summansed below and are discussed m detail in the following subsections. 
• A model of passenger movements has been developed from an analysis of data 
gathered from mstalled lift systems, thereby allowmg the realistic simulation of 
landmg calls, car calls and door opemng times. 
• The passenger arnval pattern was shown to follow a P01sson distnbution. 
• A lift simulator has been implemented to allow the modular companson of alternative 
scheduling and monitoring approaches and to provide an accurate model of lift 
dynamics 
• The work has introduced and implemented a real-time pnontised A* search which was 
used as the real-time lift scheduler. 
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• An intelligent real-lime lift control system was introduced and implemented. This 
consists of two distinct parts, namely the real-lime control system and the monitoring 
system. 
9.1.1 Modelling of passenger movements 
In the current work, the availability of data from an existing lift system has allowed the 
extraction of a lift traffic model which does not involve the identification of specific 
traffic patterns such as up peak and down peak The development of the traffic model 
involved estimating the number of passengers entenng a lift which was not directly 
observable usmg car calls and photocell aclivalions. The passenger mean arrival rate for 
each time window and floor is then calculated and used to generate landing calls. It has 
also been possible to derive for each floor the distnbulion of car calls that result from 
landing calls 
The method used for counting passengers arriving at the lift system was 
• to determine the traffic model for the lift simulator for landing and car call generatiOn 
and passenger movement simulation; 
• to calculate the lustoncal passenger traffic models for the prediction of popular floors; 
• to generate predicted car calls. 
The simulated traffic produced, withm expenmental error, the same number of landing 
calls With the simulated ETQ as those of the actual lift system. This confirmed that the 
method is appropriate for its purpose 
The literature survey revealed that several methods of counting passengers had been 
implemented and that these make use of hft load mformatwn. The method of countmg 
passengers used m this proJect does not require load sensor information This means that 
the current method can be applied Without modification to the lift system and without the 
introductiOn of expensive lugh quahty load sensors. 
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9.1.2 Passenger arrival pattern 
Due to the availability of actual data from a real installation, a comprehensive analysis of 
the events that occur during the operation of a hft system could be made. This has 
allowed a detailed assessment of the assumptiOn made by a number of authors, namely 
that the passenger arrival rates follow a Poisson d1stnbution. The d1stributwn of intervals 
between car departure and next landing calls was found to follow an exponential 
d1stnbution. An appropnate exponential random number generator was developed to 
s1mulate passenger arrival usmg the mean amval rate supplied by the passenger arrival 
model. 
9.1.3 Lift simulator 
A hft simulator was implemented to: 
• aid the understandmg of the hft system under different traffic patterns; 
• test the operations of the lift scheduler, monitonng system and other lift control 
policies that form the hft control system; 
• assess the relative performances of alternative scheduling strateg1es, 
• assess the importance of havmg data of improved quality supplied to the scheduler, 
such as load status and lift door delay 
A comprehensive hft simulator was implemented which can adapt to different buildings 
and lift configurations, interactively visualise a hft system with animatiOn, make use of 
the passenger amval model, accurately simulate time delays such as door opening and 
closing, dynamically model the motwn of lifts, and be used w1th different scheduling 
algonthms. 
The lift Simulators found in the literature rev1ew generally use a number of simplifying 
assumptiOns such as a constant time being assumed for travel between floors regardless of 
trip length. In this work emphasis was g1ven to producmg a realistic dynamic s1mulatwn 
of the hft system thereby reducmg errors which arise as a result of accumulated delays. 
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9.1.4 Real-time prioritised A* search 
The real-time lift scheduler was implemented using a priontlsed A* search which has the 
following characteristics. 
• The search was named m th1s work as 'priontised A* search' due to its tree structllre 
which g1ves the pnonty to the hfts' first assignments. The search tree is divided mto 
stages, in which each stage has a number of levels equal to the number of hfts The 
number of nodes in each level IS the same as the sum of the number of unass1gned 
landing calls and a single free node. The first stage m the tree shows the first 
assignment for all hfts, the next stage giVeS their second assignments, and so on Since 
the first stage has the immediate assignment reqmred by the hft system, then 1! is 
possible to interrupt or halt the search at th1s stage and provide the lifts with their first 
assignments. The hfts' future assignments can be refined in subsequent scheduler 
cycles when updated informatiOn regarding the state of the hft system becomes 
available. 
• Experimental work was performed to assess the optimality of the schedule produced by 
the pnoritlsed A* search with respect to the present definition of the state space. The 
use of good heunstic functwns allowed the search to converge immediately to the goal 
state w1thout the need for backtrackmg Hence, the search tree can be interrupted at 
any level and still give an optimal schedule. 
• It follows that 1t must be possible to know the number of nodes required to produce the 
first assignment of each lift and consequently the time the search will take. 
• W1th regard to the above charactenstics, the search can be described as real-time since 
the maximum computatiOnal time for full search is 11 Oms, Appendix J. Th1s meets the 
requirement of the hft system m the Kodak building, smce schedules produced m 
under 250ms are considered suitable by Express Evans Ltd. 
• In the priontised A* search there is no need to detect specific traffic patterns and alter 
the scheduler policy accordmgly. 
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9.1.5 Intelligent real-time lift scheduling system 
The obJective to m1mmise passenger waitmg time was achieved; the intelligent real-time 
scheduler reducmg passenger average wa1tmg time at the terminal floor for the entire 
simulatiOn period to about 5s compared to about 7s found for ETQ. For other floors, the 
improvement was demonstrated in the reduction of number of passenger waiting time 
intervals greater than 15s. 
The real-time mtelhgent hft system implemented m this work has the followmg 
charactenstics. 
• Simple, modular, easy to configure to suit building design, fully adaptable to changes 
m traffic and bmldmg configuration. 
• There is no need to identify separately traffic modes, smce the pnontised A* search 
provides a single algonthm for all traffic types. In many lift systems, the detection of 
the onset of up peak is found by determmmg when the load percentage and the number 
of car calls both mcrease beyond a predefined value. In this work the momtonng 
system 1s able to detect periods of heavy traffic by monitonng current and historical 
passenger arnval rates without the need to use arb1trary pre-set values. 
• The momtoring system uses prediction based on s1mple statistics of passenger mean 
arrival and this is used to set pnonty floors 
• The momtonng system is responsible for prov1dmg the real-time scheduler with 
information regardmg the hft state such as available lifts, predicted car calls and door 
delay. The effect of improved data quality was apparent m the reduction ofthe number 
and length of the queues 
• The use of the priontised A* search techmque Without up peak or an adaptive parking 
policy (only a fixed parkmg pohcy was used) produced at the termmal floor for the 
whole simulatiOn penod an average waitmg time of 7.8s. Tlus is comparable with the 
correspondmg t1me of7s ach1eved by ETQ and the maximum of 15s average wa1ting 
time recommended for office bmldings [Bamey and dos Santos 1985] Note that the 
ETQ hft control system uses both up peak and parking pohcy. 
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• An adaptive parkmg pohcy was used to prevent bunclung so that free hfts can park at 
the most popular floors Floor priorities were assigned every five minutes accordmg to 
floor populanty, usmg the histoncal passenger arnval rate for each floor and both 
current and historical passenger arnval rates for the terminal floor. The parking policy 
showed a significant improvement with respect to the fixed parktng pohcy, as the 
average waitmg time for the entire simulation period for the termmal floor was reduced 
to about 6.3s. 
• AdditiOnal lifts are assigned to the terminal floor by generating false landmg calls 
when the predicted time until next passenger arrival is less than mrunmum hft 
assignment cost in the last schedule. The introduction of this policy further improved 
the performance of the mtelligent scheduler. For example, the passenger average 
waiting time for the termmal floor dunng the worst up peak period from 7am until 10 
am reduced from about 5.5s to 3.5s. 
The adaptive parkmg pohcy IS used as long as there are lifts free to park and there is at 
least one prionty floor available. This simple approach gives greater emphasis to the 
indlVldual popular floors rather than to a zone as a whole, in comparison with the parking 
pohcy described m SectiOn 2.2.1. In the adaptive parking used in this work, no time 
restnct10n or limitatiOn on the type of traffic was used, as the main goal is to minimise 
waiting time. This approach also appears to reduce bunching by distributing free lifts to 
popular floors Without the need for pre-set values. 
9.2 Future work 
The current passenger model has not been tested on an actual hft installatiOn The 
suitability of the method devised in the current work could be assessed by comparing the 
passenger traffic It predicts with that obtained from a real lift system. 
The hft simulator could also be used to aid the design of new lift installations, by helping 
to choose the appropnate scheduling strategy and thereby both minimising the number of 
lifts reqmred and maximising the usable floor space in the bmlding The simulation can 
also help in choosing a suitable bmldmg configuration, for example the location of the 
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restaurant floor affects the performance of the lift system during the lunch hour peak 
traffic penod. The lift simulator can be also used to demonstrate to potential customers 
the performance of a proposed lift mstallat10n 
Incorporating a lift simulator into a traffic monitonng system may allow one to simulate 
future events and feed useful and !lmely mformat10n to aid the production of a schedule. 
In real-!lme applications it IS necessary to be able to interrupt the search and s!lll have the 
correct schedule The efficiency and the success of the prioritised A* method 
demonstrated m this work, s!lll reqmres further tests to prove its optimality and 
func!lonality m different type of bmldings and under different traffic conditions. The 
performance of the A* search could also be compared with schedules Implementation 
usmg IDA *. IDA * was found to be faster than A* by Korf [Sharobe and AAAI 1988] and 
therefore a full exhaustive search may be possible using a value of h=O and the scheduler 
is then guaranteed to be op!lmal. 
The current pnori!lsed A* scheduler IS only able to assign one lift to a floor, and so no 
more than one lift can be assigned to the terminal floor at up peak. At present, the parkmg 
policy IS used to send a free lift to the terminal floor. A future Improvement may be 
possible either to extend the parkmg policy to send another lift to the terminal floor or to 
Issue a false car call. In such a case another search may be needed to IdentifY the lift most 
suitable to assign to the false car call 
Determining when to send an additional lift to the terminal floor uses a comparison of the 
expected next passenger arrival !lme and the maximum tnp cost m the last schedule. 
However, It IS possible for all lifts to be busy answering car calls with no landmg calls 
bemg present for mput to the scheduler. When this occurs, a solution could be to use the 
longest lift tnp m place of the assignment cost. 
The effect ofusmg Improved data quality was exhibited in the reduction of the number of 
queues and their lengths, these being an mdication of an improvement in performance. 
However, the improvement was not immediately apparent in the passenger waitmg !lme, 
as the passenger waitmg !lme IS eqmvalent to the landmg call waitmg time and not the 
actual passenger arrival time. Certain passenger arrivals are not observed in lift systems, 
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for example those who arnve during the time a hft is parked With its doors open. It is 
expected that the actual passenger average waiting time will show a significant 
Improvement compared with the ETQ scheduler, but future expenments would need to be 
earned out to confirm th1s m simulatiOn. 
The prediction of the number of passengers wa1tmg behind a landing call can improve the 
estimate of the door delay. Currently, the door delay IS recalculated each time a passenger 
IS detected and tins mvolves the use of a timer to simulate how long a passenger would 
normally take to enter or leave a hft. This estimate could be Improved 1f the number of 
passengers entenng and leaving the hft IS known and is included m the total door delay. 
In turn, the number of passengers waiting can be estimated usmg the current and 
h1stoncal mean arrival rate. 
Further work could be carried out to improve the morutoring system in da1ly traffic 
pattern identificatiOn. For example, a neural network could be used to Identify when a 
traffic pattern matches a historical pattern. The chosen traffic pattern for a day or for a 
certam period of a day can be then used for predicting passenger arnval rates as explained 
in Chapter 8. 
At present, the monitoring system only specifies the termmal floor as a high priority floor 
needmg a special lift schedulmg pohcy. A future enhancement could be to provide false 
landmg calls at other floors if a passenger arrival Is expected. In addition, it is possible to 
extend the monitonng system so that It IS able to select popular floors by usmg historical 
arrival rates ob tamed from a statistical analysis of several previous and similar days. 
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Appendix A 
The Kodak building lift system specifications 
Number oflifts 6 
Capacity [ 16 passengers 
speed 3.5ms·1 
Jerk rate 2ms·' 
Acceleration/deceleration rate jlms·' 
Number of floors 18 
Floor heights Floors Heights 
Termmal floor-! 4.6m 
1-4 35m 
• 
4-16 3 35m 
16-17 35m 
Door closing time 2.7s 
Door opening time jz 2s 
Door dwell when no activity Ss 
Door dwell after passenger exit Is 
Door dwell after passenger entry 3 Ss 
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Appendix B 
Examples of the simulation of lift trips between 
floors 
The followmg IS a sample of the calculation results ofthe tnps between floors sampled at 
a time step of 0.05 seconds, where: 
ti Jerk mterval (s) 
12 Acceleration mterval (s) 
t3 Jerk mterval (transition to full speed) (s) 
14 Full speed mterval (s) 
From floor To floor Trip dtstance Tnp tame 
0 4 600 4 819 
d2 
d3 
v2 
v3 
D1stance travelled by hft durmg t2.(m) 
Dastance travelled by hft durmg t3 (m) 
Lift velocity during t2 (ms-1) 
Ltft veloctty durmg t3 (ms-1) 
12 
1409 
d2 
I 345 
v2 
1659 
d3 
0913 
Full speed t1me = 0 000 Tame unul deceleration= 1 909 
Car pos1t1on floor Bypass floor time 
I 4 819 
From floor 
0 
To floor 
2 
Tnp d1stance 
8100 
Tnp time 
6 214 
12 
2107 
Full speed time= t4 = 0 000 Time until deceleration= 2 607s 
Car pos•tlon floor 
I 
2 
Bypass floor t1me 
3 350 
6 214 
From floor To floor Tnp d•stance 
0 3 11600 
Full speed ume=O 000 
Car posttlon floor Bypass floor t1me 
I 3300 
2 4450 
3 7 330 
From floor To floor Tnp dutance 
0 4 15 100 
Full speed t1me=O 314 
Trip t1me 12 
7 330 2 665 
T1me until deceleration=) 165 
Trip time 12 
8 314 3 000 
Time until decelerat10n=4 314 
216 
d2 
2 746 
d2 
4 217 
d2 
5 250 
v2 
2 357 
v2 
2 915 
v2 
3 250 
d3 
I 262 
d3 
I 5 41 
d 3 
I 7 08 
v3 
I909 
v3 
2 607 
v3 
3165 
v3 
3 500 
A endtx 8 
Car posttlon floor Bypass floor tame 
3 300 
2 4 350 
3 5 450 
4 8 314 
From floor To floor Tnp dtstance Tnp tame 12 d2 v2 d3 v3 
0 5 18450 9 271 3 000 5 250 3 250 I 708 3 500 
Full speed ttme=l 271 Ttme unttl deceleratton=S 271 
Car posttlon floor Bypass floor tame 
I 3300 
2 4 350 
3 5 350 
4 6450 
5 9 271 
From floor To floor Tnp dtstance Tnp time 12 d2 v2 d3 v3 
0 6 21 800 10229 3 000 5 250 3 250 I 708 3 500 
Full speed ttme=2 229 Ttme unttl decelerat10n=6 229 
Car posttlon floor Bypass floor tame 
I 3 300 
2 4 350 
3 5 350 
4 6 350 
5 7400 
6 10229 
From floor To floor Trtp dtstance Tnp time 12 d2 v2 d3 v3 
0 7 25 !50 11 186 3 000 5 250 3 25 I 708 35 
Full speed ttme=3 186 Ttme unttl deceleratton=7 186 
Car position floor Bypass floor t1me 
I 3 300 
2 4 350 
3 5 350 
4 6 350 
5 7 300 
6 8 400 
7 11 186 
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From floor To floor Trip d1stance Tnp time 12 d2 v2 d3 v3 
0 8 28 500 12143 3 000 5 250 3 25 I 708 3 5 
Full speed tJme=4 143 Time unt1l deceleratJon=8 143 
Car posat1on floor Bypass floor time 
I 3 300 
2 4 350 
3 5 350 
4 6 350 
5 7 300 
6 8 250 
7 9 350 
8 12 143 
From floor To floor Tnp dastance Tnptlme 12 d2 v2 d3 v3 
0 9 31 85 13 100 3 000 5 250 3 25 I 708 35 
Full speed tJme=5 100 T1me unttl deceleratmn=9100 
Car posJtJon floor Bypass floor time 
I 3 300 
2 4350 
3 5 350 
4 6 350 
5 7 300 
6 8 250 
7 9 200 
8 10 300 
9 13100 
From floor To floor Trip dastance Tnp time 12 d2 v2 d3 v3 
0 10 35 200 14057 3 000 5 250 3 25 I 708 35 
run speed tlme'=6 057 Tmre unttl deceleratJOn=lO 057 
Car pos1t10n floor Bypass floor hme 
I 3 300 
2 4350 
3 5 350 
4 6350 
5 7 300 
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6 8 250 
7 9 200 
8 10150 
9 11250 
10 14057 
From floor To floor Tnp dtstance 
0 
Full speed ttme""7 014 
Car pos1t1on floor 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
11 38 550 
Bypass floor t1me 
3 300 
4 350 
5 350 
6 350 
7 300 
8 250 
9 200 
10 150 
11 150 
12 200 
15 014 
From floor To floor Trap d1stance 
0 
Full speed ttme=7 971 
Car pos1t1on floor 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
12 41900 
Bypass floor time 
3 300 
4 350 
5 350 
6 350 
7 300 
8 250 
9 200 
10 150 
11 150 
-- -------------------------
Tnpt1me 12 
15 014 3 000 
T1me unttl deceleratton=ll 014 
Tnpt1me 12 
15 971 3 000 
Ttme unttl deceleratmn:::II 971 
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d2 
5 250 
d2 
5 250 
v2 
3 25 
v2 
3 25 
A endtx B 
d3 
I 708 
d3 
I 708 
v3 
35 
v3 
35 
A end1x B 
10 12100 
11 13 150 
12 15 971 
From floor To floor Tnp d1stance Tnp time t2 d2 v2 d3 v3 
0 13 45 250 16 929 3 000 5 250 3 25 I 708 35 
Full speed t1me=8 929 Ttme until deceleratl0n=12 929 
Car pOSitiOn floor Bypass floor time 
I 3300 
2 4 350 
3 5 350 
4 6 350 
5 7 300 
6 8 250 
7 9200 
8 10150 
9 11 150 
10 12 100 
11 13 050 
12 14100 
13 16 929 
From floor To floor Tnp dtstance Tnp t1me t2 d2 v2 d3 v3 
0 14 48 600 17 886 3 000 5 250 3 250 I 780 3 500 
Full speed tlme=9 886 Ttme untll dccelerat10n= 13 886 
Car posat10n floor Bypass floor tame 
I 3 300 
2 4350 
3 5 350 
4 6350 
5 7 300 
6 8 250 
7 9200 
8 10 150 
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9 11 150 
10 12100 
11 13 050 
12 14 000 
13 15 100 
14 17 886 
From floor To noor Tnp dastance Tnp tame t2 d2 v2 d3 v3 
0 15 51 950 18 843 3 000 5 250 3 250 I 708 3 500 
Full speed lime=10 843 Ttme until deceleratwn=I4 843 
Car posation floor Bypass floor t1me 
I 3300 
2 4 350 
3 5 350 
4 6350 
5 7300 
6 8 250 
7 9200 
8 10150 
9 11 150 
10 12100 
11 13 050 
12 14000 
13 14 950 
14 16050 
15 18 843 
From floor To floor Tnp d1stance Tnpttme t2 d2 •2 d3 v3 
0 16 55 300 19 800 3 000 5 250 3 250 I 708 3 500 
Full speed time= 11 800 Ttme until deceleratton=15 800 
Car posataon floor Bypass floor time 
I 3 300 
2 4350 
3 5 350 
4 6 350 
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5 7300 
6 8 250 
7 9 200 
8 10 150 
9 11 150 
10 12 100 
11 13 050 
12 14 000 
13 14 950 
14 15 900 
15 17 000 
16 19 800 
From To floor Tnp d1stance Tnp time 12 d2 v2 d3 v3 
floor 
0 17 58 800 20 800 3 00 5 25 3 25 I 708 35 
Full speed ttme=l2 800 Ttme unttl deceleratlon=l6 800 
Car poslt10n Door Bypass Door hme 
I 3300 
2 4 350 
3 5 350 
4 6 350 
5 7 300 
6 8 250 
7 9 200 
8 10 150 
9 11 150 
10 12100 
11 13 050 
12 14 000 
13 14 950 
14 15 900 
15 16 850 
16 17950 
17 20 800 
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Simulated ETQ scheduling time log 
Number of scheduling times of Os = 172422 
Number of scheduling times of 50s= 7532 
Number of scheduling limes of 60s = 7246 
Number of scheduling limes of 11 Os= 0 
Number of scheduling times of > 11 Os and<= 250s = 0 
Number of scheduling limes of >250s = 0 
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Appendix D 
Examples of lift system operation rules 
The Express Evans Ltd 
Group control of multi-car lift systems 
1 A landmg call appearing in the path of a hft travellmg to an asstgnrnent should not 
necessanly be answered by that hft. That is givmg preference to the most recent call 
at the expense of older ones tends to defeat the atm of 'equahty'. On the other hand, 
deliberately 1gnonng such calls can produce an overall longer average wait. The 
decJsJOn should depend upon other factors such as how soon another hft could deal 
with the recent call. 
2 Car load actual and an!lc1pated, should be included m asstgnrnent dec1sions, 
espectally tf the target landings call has been wa1tmg for a considerable time, that is 
the hft system is busy. Load measurement is not good at present but wtllimprove. 
3 D1stnbuted parking should move hfts to strategic positions according to the traffic 
situa!lon. Th1s is best done by dlVldmg the building into bands and parking a lift in 
each band (one being the main entrance). The floor selected in each band wtll be the 
busiest for the !lme of the day unless 1! is already parked in another floor within that 
band, then the lift should not be moved. A hft leaving a parked area w1ll not cause 
other hfts to reposi!ion. 
4 Car calls are only accepted for the directiOn of the landing call answered. If both 
landmg calls are registered, the hft will answer one of them and tf there wasn't any 
car calls m that direction, the hft wa1ts for 8 seconds and then accept the other car 
call 
5 If the ass1gmnent of a lift movmg to answer a landmg call1s cancelled then lift would 
stop with door closed and 1f the hft is reassigned to go m the reverse d1rectwn then 
the lift would stop and reverse direction 
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Appendix E 
Prioritised A* scheduler test results- simplified 
Results of some of the test examples for the pnonhsed A* scheduler usmg simplified 
assumption as m Sect10n 7 3 
The detmls of the followmg examples are saved m the attached floppy disk 
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Example 1 
• Lifts are movmg 
• Both lifts can stop at the 7'" floor 
• Schedule IS m egl doe scheduling time=O.Sms, nodes=l4, sorted0pen_count=4, 
tree level=4 and Backtracks=O. 
• EglhO doe and Detmled-eglhO doe have the scheduling run when h=O 
scheduling time=l4ms, nodes=163, sorted0pen_count=60, tree_level=4 and 
backtracks=4 7 
• Egld doe and Detmled-egld doe have the scheduling run when only direct hft path IS 
considered when calculatmg h. scheduling time=7.7ms, nodes= 107, 
sorted0pen_count=38, tree_level=4 and backtracks=32. 
• All above schedules produce the same schedule with the same value off 
• Egl wt doe has scheduling results when wmtmg time IS considered. nodes=14, 
sorted Open_ count=4, tree _level=4 and backtracks=O 
8 [] 
7 
* 
LC3T 6 
L1ft Ass1gnmcnt L1ft total 
LC2 T 5 [] 
cost at th1s 
level LCl.A, 4 
0 I 0 10 LCO.A. 3 
2 
* 3 2 
----- I 
0 15 
G 
2 7 
... T 
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Example 2 
• Ltfts are movmg 
• LtftO can stop at the 5th floor and hft 1 can stop at the 2"' floor 
• Schedule is m Eg2.doc. scheduling time=0.6ms, nodes=lO, sorted0pen_count=4, 
tree_level=4, backtracks=O 
• Eg2h0 doe and Detatled-eg2h0 doe have the schedulmg run when h=O. 
scheduling time=2ms, nodes=49, sorted0pen_count=19, tree_level=4 and backtracks=l5 
• Eg2d doe and Detailed-eg2d doe have the scheduling run when only dtrect hft path ts 
constdered when calculatmg h scheduling time= I ms, nodes= 24, 
sortedOpen_count=ll, tree_level=4, backtracks=7 
• All above schedules produce the same schedule with the same value off 
• Egwt2 doe has the result when wmtmg time IS considered nodes = I 0, 
sorted Open_ count=4, tree_level=4, backtracks=O 
8 
7 
* 
L1ft Ass1gnment Lift total 
cost at th1s 
level 6 
0 I 11 5 
2 
0 I ·1 0 4 D 
0 11 LCI ... 3 
LC2 T 2 
1 
LCO .._G 
... 
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Appendix F 
Prioritised A* scheduler test results - detailed 
Results of some of the test examples for the pnontlsed A* scheduler usmg detailed 
assumption defined m SectiOn 7 4 
The details of the followmg examples are saved m the attached floppy disk 
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Example3 
• L1fts are not movmg 
• L1ft 0 stopped to answer a landmg calL 
• L1ft 1 stopped to answer a car call 
• Schedule 1s m eg3.doc scheduling time=l.Sms, nodes=27, sorted0pen_count=6, 
tree level=6 and backtracks=O 
L1ft Asstgnment hft total 
cost at th1s 
level 
0 2 
-0-~~~ 
0 47 
0 3 
-~17_3 __ 
14 6 
0 4 -'272 
5 35 9 8 
LC5 T LC4 ... 7 * 
LC3 ... 6 
5 * 
LC2 ... 4 [J [J 
LCI ... 3 
LCO ... 2 
I 
G 
... 
L1ftO L1ftl 
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Example4 
• L1fts are movmg 
• Destmatlon and next poss1ble stop for hft 0 IS floor 15 and hft I is the 5'" floor 
• Schedule 1s m eg4 doe scheduling time=l.Sms, nodes=21, sorted Open_ count=6, 
tree_leve1=6, total_LC=5 and backtracks=O 
• Observe ill Eg4.doc that f reduces within the search tree. 
• Eg4h0 doe has the scheduhng run when h=O. scheduling time=464ms, nodes=!OOO, 
sorted Open_ count=340, tree _level=6 and backtracks=309 
• Eg4d doe has the schedulmg run when only d1rect hft path 1s cons1dered when 
calculatmg h scheduling time=84ms, nodes=454, sorted0pen_count=l40, 
tree leve1=6 and backtracks= 143. 
• All above schedules produce the same schedule with the same value off 
17 
* 
L1rt As.,1gnment L1ft total 16 
cost at th1s 15 * 
le\ cl 14 
13 
0 4 23 8 
12 [J 
2 19 8 LC4 
"' 
\I 
10 
0 3 41 7 
9 
0 30 2 8 [J 
0 -1 0 
LCI .._, 
6 
I 461 5 * 
4 
3 * 
LC3 
"' 
2 
LC2 
"' 
I * 
LCO .._a 
... 
"' L1ftO L1ft I 
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Example 5 
• 4 hfts are movmg, hft 0 and hft 4 deceleratmg to answer a car call 
• 24 landmg calls and 25 car calls 
• Lifts possible stops startmg With hftO are floors 8,11,5 and 8. 
• schedulmg results m Eg5 doe. scheduling time=173ms, nodes=331, 
sorted0pen_count=27, tree_level=28 and bactracks=O 
• Observe that f have reduced wit/till tire search tree 
17 * 
"" .... 16 * 
""..t..15 * 
..t..t4 c 
"" 
13 
* * 
..t..t2 * 
"" 
11 • * c 
T..t..to * D 
"" .... 9 * * 
........ , • * * 
"" .... 7 * • 
"" .... 6 • 
"" 
5 c * 
..... * 
3 
* • 
"" 
2 c • 
T A I * • 
...._a • 
.... 
"" 
.... 
"" L1ft L1ft L 1ft L1ft 
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A endrx F 
L1ft Assrgnment Lrft total 
cost at thrs 
le"el 
I 
-~~----
0 1 11.4 
I 20 3 
2 I 3 4 
3 17 3 
I 
~~-~ 
0 10 386 
I 19 129 
2 I 4 13.9 
3 15 14 4 
I 
- -~------
0 11 49 
I 18 22 8 
2 I 5 24.3 
3 14 24 8 
I 
---------
0 23 66.8 
I 16 34 2 
2 I 6 34.7 
3 13 43 6 
I 
-
- -~- --~ 
0 22 77.2 
I 2 866 
2 I 8 53.5 
3 12 54 
I 
- - ~ -
0 21 88 I 
I -I 0 
2 I 9 71.3 
3 0 64.4 
I 
----
0 -I 0 
I -I 0 
2 1-1 0 
3 I 74 3 
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Example6 
• 24 landmg calls 
• Lift 0 deceleratmg to stop for a car call at floor 8 
• Lift 1 stoppmg for a car call at the 9th floor It can stop at the 11th floor 
• Lift 2 can stop at the 5th floor with destmatwn at the 7th floor 
• Lift 3 deceleratmg to answer a car call at the 8th floor 
• Lift 4 deceleratmg to answer a car call at the G floor with next directiOn STOP 
• Lift 5 deceleratmg to answer a landmg call DOWN at floor 14 with next directiOn 
DOWN 
• Lifts can stop at the followmg floors startmg with hftO :8,11,5,8,0 and 14 
• Scheduling results m Eg6 doe. scheduling time 207ms, nodes=333, 
sorted0pen_count=29, tree_level=29 and backtracks=O 
17 • 
""" 
• 
""" 
• 
..... Cl D 
"' 
ll • • 
""" 
• & 
"' 
11 • CS • Cl 
"'""" 
• 0 
"' ... 9 • • 
"'""' 
• • • 
"' ... 7 • • 
"' ... 6 • 
"' ' 
Cl CS • 
.... • 
3 • Cl 
"' 
2 Cl • 
'f' A I • • 
•" 
• D 
... 
"' 
... 
"' "' LtftO Ltftl Ltft2 Ltftl Ltft4 LtfiS 
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ltft Assignment l1ft total 
~ost at th1s 
level 
~-
0 I II4 
I 20 3 
I 
~----
2 3 4 
3 17 3 
I 
~ ~ 
4 0 3 
s 2I I3 9 
I 
--
0 8 292 
I I9 12 9 
2 I I3 9 
3 I5 I44 
4 I I I3 4 
s I2 34 8 
0 I 47 5 
I I8 228 
2 I 5 24 3 
3 14 24 8 
-~- -
4 I 2 25 3 
5 22 661 
0 I 11 579 
1 16 34 2 
I 
-~----
2 6 34 7 
3 13 43 6 
4 I 9 442 
5 ~I 0 
~-
0 I ~1 0 
I -1 0 
2 I -1 0 
3 -1 0 
4 I 23 63.5 
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Example 7 
• 6 hfts and 13 landmg calls 
• Lift 0 deceleratmg to stop for a car call at floor 8 
• Lift 1 stoppmg at the 1Oth floor. It can stop at the 11th floor 
• Lift 2 can stop at the 5th floor with destmatlon at the 7th floor. 
• Lift 3 deceleratmg to answer a car call at the 8th floor 
• Lift 4 deceleratmg to answer a car call at the G floor with next direction STOP 
• Lift 5 deceleratmg to answer a landmg call DOWN at floor 14 with next direction 
DOWN. 
• Scheduling results m Eg7 doe. scheduling time=29ms, nodes=l26, 
sorted0pen_count=l8, tree_level=29 and backtracks=O 
T 17 * 
..... 16 * 
..... 
15 
* 
14 [J D 
T 13 * * 
..... 12 * ... 
11 
* 
CS * [J 
T I 0 * D c 
9 
* * 
..... 8 * * * 
7 
* * 
..... 6 * 
5 Cl CS * 
T 4 * 
3 
* * [J 
..... , Cl * 
T..t.I * * 
..t.G * 
..... T ..... T T 
L1ftO L 1ft I Llft2 L1ftJ L!ft4 L1ftS 
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L1ft Ass1gnmcnt Laft total 
CO!It at thiS 
level 
I 
~~ ~--
0 4 3 
I 10 4 
~~---
2 I 3 4 
3 9 26 2 
I 
~~~~ ~--
4 0 3 
5 11 11 4 
I 
---~--~ 
0 6 381 
1 ~I 0 
I 
---
2 5 44 5 
3 ~I 0 
4 I I 12 9 
5 8 32 3 
I 
-----
0 ~I 0 
I ~I 0 
2 I ~I 0 
3 ~I 0 
I 
~~~-
4 2 22 8 
5 ~I 0 
~-~-~ 
0 I ~I 0 
I ~I 0 
- ---~ 
2 I 0 
3 ~I 0 
4 I 7 45 7 
5 ~I 0 
- ---
0 I ~I 0 
I ~I 0 
2 I ~I 0 
3 ~I 0 
------
4 I 55 6 
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Example 8 
• 6 hfts and 2 Jandmg calls 
• Lift 0 deceleratmg to stop for a car call at 
floor 8. 
• Lift I stoppmg at the I Oth floor. It can stop 
at the !I th floor 
• Lift 2 can stop at the 5th floor with 
destmahon at the 7th floor 
• Lift 3 deceleratmg to answer a car call at 
the 8th floor. 
LCI ,. 
LCO 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
I 
.._a 
• 
• 
• 
[] 
• • 
• 
• CS • 
• D 
• • 
• • 
• • 
[] CS 
• 
• 
[] 
• 
• 
"' 
,. 
"' 
• Lift 4 deceleratmg to answer a car call at 
the G floor with next directiOn STOP LtftO Ltftl L1ft2 
• Lift 5 deceleratmg to answer a landmg call 
DOWN at floor 14 with next directiOn DOWN 
• Schedulmg results m Eg8 doe scheduling time=lmsec, node=!?, 
sortedOpen _ count=6, tree _leve1=6 and backtracks=O 
[] 
• 
• 
• 
• [] 
• 
• 
,. 
L1ftJ Ltft4 
• Eg8h0 doe has the schedulmg run when h=O Scheduling time=lms, nodes=21, 
sorted0pen_count=8, tree_level=6 and backtracks=3. 
• Eg8d doe has the schedulmg run when only Lift A~stgnment L1ft total 
direct hft path IS considered when calculatmg h 
cost at thu 
le\el 
scheduling time=lms, node=!?, 0 I .) 0 
sorted0pen_count=6 and backtracks=O. 
.) 0 
2 0 
3 .) 0 
4 0 3 
5 13 9 
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Example 9 
• 6 hfts and 4 landmg calls 
• Lift I stoppmg at the I Oth floor. It 
can stop at the IIth floor 
• Lift 2 can stop at the 5th floor with 
destmatwn at the 7th floor 
• Lift 3 deceleratmg to answer a car 
call at the 8th floor 
• Lift 4 stopped to answer a car call at 
the G floor with next direction UP 
Only 2. 7sec delay IS considered 
when calculatmg the direct path cost 
table However, passenger delay IS 
added to the path costs of after 
answenng LCO m the Lift4 cost of 
LCJ 
"' 
LC2 
"' 
LCI 
LCO 
17 
16 
IS 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
' 
4 
3 
"' 2 
I 
"-G 
• 
* 
Cl 
• 
• CS 
• D 
• 
• 
• 
Cl 
• 
* 
* 
* 
"' "' ltftO ltftl 
* 
D 
* 
* ~ 
* Cl 
Cl 
* 
* • 
* 
• 
CS • 
• 
Cl * 
• 
Cl 
"' "' "' "' ltft2 L•nJ ltft4 ltft5 
a tnp between landmg calls table. In the future the stoppmg for a car call flag should 
change by the simulator to md1cate whether the passenger has departed or not and the 
nght delay can be chosen 
• Lift 5 deceleratmg to answer a landmg call DOWN at floor 14 With next directiOn 
DOWN 
• Schedulmg results m Eg9 doe scheduling time=3ms, nodes=35, 
sorted0pen_count=9, tree_level=l7 and backtracks=O 
• Eg9h0 doe has the schedulmg run when h=O scheduling time=l40ms, nodes=678, 
sorted0pen_count=220, tree_level=l7, and backtracks=96 
• Eg9d doe has the scheduling run when only direct Lift path IS considered when 
calculatmg h scheduling time=Sms, nodes= !I 0, sorted Open_ count=32, 
tree level= 17 and backtracks=25 
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Ltft Ass1gnment Ltft total 
cost at thts 
level 
I 
----
0 -I 0 
I -I 0 
2 I -I 0 
3 -I 0 
l -- -~--4 0 0 
5 2 139 
0 I -I 0 
I -I 0 
2 I -I 
-----
0 
3 -I 0 
4 I I 114 
5 -I 0 
0 I -I 0 
I -I 0 
2 I -I 0 
3 -I 0 
------
4 I 3 43 7 
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Example 10 
• 6 Lifts and 6 landmg calls 
• Lift I stopping at the I Oth floor. It 
can stop at the 11th floor 
• Lift 2 can stop at the 5th floor with 
destinatiOn at the 7th floor 
• Lift 3 deceleratmg to answer a car 
call at the 8th floor. 
• Lift 4 stopped to answer a car call at 
the G floor with next d1rectwn UP 
• Lift 5 deceleratmg to answer a 
landmg call DOWN at floor 14 with 
next direction DOWN 
• Scheduling results m Eg10 doe 
LCS ., 
LC4 ., 
LC2 
LCJ ., 
LCI 
LCO 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
... 5 
4 
3 
... 2 
I 
.o6.G 
• 
• 
• 
[] 
• • 
• 
• CS * [] 
• D 
* * 
* • * 
* * 
• 
[] CS * 
• 
• * 
[] • 
• * 
• 
... 
., 
... 
., 
LtftO Ltftl Ltft2 Ltft3 
scheduling time=Sms, nodes=46, sorted0pen_count=11, tree_level=l7 and 
backtracks=O 
A cndrx F 
D 
.. 
[] 
[] 
... ., 
Ltft4 Ltft5 
• Egl OhO doe has the partial schedulmg result when h=O scheduling time=459ms, 
nodes=1891, sorted0pen_count=400, tree_levei=S and Backtracks=135 
• Eg 1 Od doe has the partzal scheduling result when only direct Lift path IS considered 
when calculatmg h scheduling time=SOlms, node=1584, sorted0pen_count=400, 
tree _level= 10, Backtracks=217 
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Llfl Ass1gnmcnt Ltft total 
cost at this 
le\t'l 
--
0 I ·I 0 
3 22 8 
--
2 2 3 
3 ·I 0 
-----
4 I 0 0 
5 4 13 9 
0 ·I 0 
·I 0 
2 I -I 0 
3 ·I 0 
4 I 114 
5 ·I 0 
0 I -I 0 
-I 0 
.. 
2 -I 0 
3 ·I 0 
4 I 5 
------
43 7 
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Appendix G 
Simulation results of ETQ and prioritised A* 
schedulers 
Results of the intelligent real-time lift schedulmg system as explamed in 
Section 8.2. 
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Time of day Actual PASSO Actual LCO Actual PASS2 Actual LC2 
(hours) 
7-8 60 18 12 
8-9 376 79 59 43 
- ------ -9-10 148 78 58 
10 -11 58 37 125 86 
--~------~ 
11 -12 46 36 104 62 
12-13 131 59 166 89 
13-14 231 94 226 127 
14-15 111 57 119 82 
15. 16 50 35 144 98 
16-17 66 40 105 89 
------------
17 -18 33 16 58 44 
18 -19 24 12 12 12 
- ----- ------- ---19.20 25 17 11 12 
TOTAL 1438 620 1242 814 
The actual number of passengers and landing calls for both the terminal and second 
floor in the Kodak building on 3/10/94 between 7am and Spm. 
T1meofday ETQ 
(hours) I PASSO LCO LCO LCO PASS2 LC2 LC2 LC2 
7-8 136 72 68 75 23 21 19 21 
8-9 I 382 90 100 85 61 51 53 49 
9-10 151 60 53 68 81 56 55 54 
I - --~ ----10 -11 40 29 27 25 126 75 75 72 
11 -12 51 34 33 33 90 60 61 55 
-- -
12 -13 I 140 65 66 68 148 84 76 87 
13-14 233 81 84 89 209 111 106 111 
14-15 I 100 49 51 ---49 137 84 83 93 
15 -16 52 26 26 26 151 90 95 95 
16 -17 I 50 24 29 31 115 74 73 73 
17 -18 27 14 15 12 43 36 36 37 
I ---- --- ---18 -19 22 12 13 13 16 16 16 16 
19.20 35 18 23 21 14 14 14 14 
-
-
- -
TOTAL I 1419 574 588 595 1214 772 762 777 
Landing call frequencies for both the terminal and second floor for three 
simulation runs using fixed passengers arrival rate in the Kodak building on 
3/10/94 between 7am and Spm. 
<?Key: PASSn =number of passengers at floor n, LCn =number of/andmg calls at floor n 
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Time of A* simulat•ons day 
Number of landing calls for the term mal floor 
(hours) FULL DD DSWT DSWTPCC DDWTPCC 
SEARCH UP PEAK 
---~--- -- --
7-8 71 76 73 79 63 
8-9 111 121 121 126 122 99 
9-10 71 68 76 79 ~-- - 60 
10 -11 30 21 27 30 26 28 
11 -12 32 32 37 30 34 37 
12-13 59 56 58 58 62 59 
13-14 95 90 96 95 89 79 
14-15 53 52 47 55 50 50 
15 -16 37 36 31 32 28 32 
16-17 24 25 27 23 24 25 
----~ --~ 
17-18 15 16 13 15 16 12 
18 -19 11 13 13 12 12 14 
19.20 21 20 19 20 16 20 
TOTAL 630 626 630 651 629 578 
T1meof A* s1mulations day 
Number of landmg calls for the second floor 
(hours) FULL DD DSWT DSWTPCC DDWTPCC 
SEARCH UP PEAK 
7-8 20 20 19 20 21 19 
8-9 51 49 51 50 49 52 
9-10 57 52 55 58 54 53 
10 -11 72 75 74 74 68 70 
-- ----11 -12 67 67 62 65 60 59 
12-13 90 82 86 86 87 83 
13 -14 1 117 118 108 111 115 121 
14-15 84 86 87 91 88 87 
15 -16 98 103 93 91 93 99 
16 -17 79 76 80 75 78 77 
--------~- -
17-18 32 33 34 34 36 33 
18 -19 16 16 16 16 16 16 
19.20 14 14 14 14 14 14 
TOTAL 797 791 779 785 779 783 
Landing call frequencies for both the terminal and second floor. Simulation runs 
conducted using fixed passengers arrival rate in the Kodak building on 3/10/94 
between 7am and 8pm. 
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AppendixH 
Comparison between queue frequencies 
Queue size ETQ A' A'* truncated 
passengers 2 3 FULL 2 3 4 5 
SEARCH 
DD DDWT DDWT DDWTPCC 
PCC UP PEAK 
12083 -;110 2144 2296 2264 2268 2256 2270 2269 
2 337 324 338 259 259 264 272 269 268 
3 82 75 79 44 53 50 44 42 47 
4 23 28 29 7 15 13 13 11 12 
more than 4 ~-~6 12 10 10 8 8 10 5 
I "Key: DD =Door Delay, WT = Wattmg Ttme, PCC = Predtcted Car Calls I 
Comparison between queue frequencies for all floors between 7am and Spm on 
03/10/94. The queues are for nine simulation runs, three simulation runs for ETQ, 
one simulation run with full A* search and 5 simulation runs using the truncated A* 
scheduler. 
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Appendix I 
Popular floors in the Kodak building 
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Popular floors selected for each 5 minutes between 7:05am and 7:55pm on 3/10/94 
and listed according to their priority. Priority! is the most popular zone 
T1me Pnorlt) Pr1or1tv Prlorlt) Praorat) Pnonty pnonty 
I 1 3 4 5 6 
01 os I 0 2 4 7 10 14 
07 10 0 6 10 15 
01 tsl 0 2 9 14 
07 20 0 4 14 
07251 0 17 14 
07 30 0 17 6 7 
07'351 0 2 4 
07.40 0 2 8 
07 451 0 2 4 7 10 14 
07 50 0 2 16 8 9 
07·55j 0 5 6 2 10 12 
. 
08 oo 0 2 8 
08 osj 0 2 8 11 1 5 
08•10 0 2 4 9 12 14 
08 1sj 0 2 4 6 9 12 
08 2Q 0 2 9 I • 5 7 
08.251 0 2 10 14 16 1 
. 
08•30 0 2 15 1 10 11 
08 35/ 0 2 16 5 7 9 
08 40 0 10 2 9 3 4 
0845[o--2 8 1 11 9 
08•50 0 2 11 10 5 9 
08 5sl 0 2 4 13 5 6 
09 00 0 2 10 14 1 6 
09 o5j 0 6 14 13 15 16 
09 10 0 2 1 4 5 7 
09 151 0 3 17 2 4 8 
09•20 0 2 1 15 9 4 
09 251 0 2 3 9 5 12 
09 30 0 2 16 4 9 14 
09 351 0 10 1 2 9 6 
09 40 0 2 17 1 15 3 
09•451 0 2 10 4 7 12 
09.50 0 5 1 2 3 9 
09 551 0 15 2 11 8 9 
10 00 2 0 7 10 15 4 
. 
·-
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Tune Prwnty Prlonl} Prlonty Pnority Pnonl} priority 
I 2 3 4 5 6 
10 05 2 4 11 0 3 12 
10 15 2 0 10 13 3 5 
10 20 2 0 15 !I 5 14 
10:25 R=-- -;;- 2 16 4 5 
!I 16 15 6 !0.30 2 0 
10:35 2 10 16 11 12 
10:401 2 0 15 12 14 4 
10•45 2 5 6 7 !I 16 
10 50 2 14 0 13 11 
10.55 2 4 6 9 10 lJ 
11.oojo_2_ 10 15 5 8 
11 os 2 0 16 6 15 
11·101 
-------
0 2 13 16 7 
11:15 2 12 0 4 6 
11:201 2 15 4 12 0 8 
11:25 2 0 13 7 15 9 
II·3o[2--
-----~-- -·---~~~-
0 6 14 7 11 
I 1.35 2 0 10 12 15 9 
114o[2--o- 6 10 12 15 
11:45 2 0 16 7 4 12 
11·soj 0 5 15 12 2 4 
11 55 4 0 2 9 6 
12 00 [ 0 2 10 !I 5 
12.05 9 15 12 6 2 10 
12.101 2 13 !I 0 5 6 
12·15 2 15 16 10 0 11 
122012 0 10 7 9 17 
12.25 4 2 0 10 13 5 
12301 2 0 8 6 7 10 
12•35 2 10 0 9 11 13 
12 40 l 0 2 12 6 15 14 
12.45 2 0 17 13 9 3 
12 50 ~o·-2-- 15 14 13 3 
12 ss 0 15 2 5 13 14 
13ooio 
------~--
2 7 3 6 16 
13 05 2 0 !I 5 9 14 
13.10] 0 2 9 7 5 10 
13 15 0 2 15 11 12 14 
13•201 0 2 7 12 9 10 
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I Pnocoty Pdodty Pnonty Pdodty Pnonty prloclty 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
13 25 
13 35 
13 40 
13.45 
13 50 
13 55 
I 
I 
I 14 00 
14 05 
14•10 
14•15 
I 
14 20 I 
14 25 
14•30 
14 35 
14 40 
14.45 
14 50 
14 55 
I 
I 
15.00 
15 05 
15 10 
15 15 
15 20 
15.35 
15.40 
15•45 
15 50 
15 55 
16 00 
16 05 
16 10 
16 15 
16 20 
16 25 
16 30 
16 35 
16 40 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
0 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
9 
2 
0 
13 
2 10 
2 9 
0 IS 
0 14 
2 9 
2 4 
2 IS 
2 16 
2 11 
2 I 
6 11 
IS 0 
2 11 
0 11 
14 0 
2 IS 
2 14 
13 7 
4 9 
2 9 
14 11 
0 7 
4 10 
9 0 
2 9 
11 0 
6 11 
0 15 
4 3 
10 0 
2 11 
0 4 
12 0 
10 0 
2 13 
2 12 
0 6 
2 s 
2 IS 
13 14 6 
16 6 11 
5 7 9 
3 4 8 
4 s 6 
s IS 10 
10 13 I 
7 12 4 
4 9 13 
9 4 6 
2 s 8 
4 9 10 
--
6 IS s 
12 s 6 
17 s IS 
4 10 11 
-
10 4 9 
15 2 10 
0 6 11 
15 s 6 
12 0 13 
13 4 s 
14 17 0 
4 12 I 
13 14 IS 
9 13 16 
12 0 10 
10 12 14 
15 2 5 
14 IS 7 
I 10 12 
14 6 16 
--
4 s 9 
s 11 I 
14 IS 8 
13 0 10 
8 9 4 
4 IS I 
11 0 8 
~ 
A endtx I 
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A endr'< I 
Tl ,;;; I Pnonty r"onty Prwrlty Prioritv Pr1orlt\ pnority 
I 2 3 4 5 6 
16•45 2 4 14 o· 11 6 
16 55 0 15 3 I 5 JO 
17:001 0 11 10 12 16 2 
17 05 0 2 13 5 6 8 
11 101 2 6 16 10 0 14 
17:15 0 2 10 7 6 4 
17'20 1 2 0 10 15 16 7 
17 25 0 I 7 14 4 9 
17301 5 2 9 6 4 0 
17 35 15 0 2 8 7 9 
17 401 2 10 7 9 8 11 
17 45 2 14 3 10 12 16 
17 5o 1 7 5 11 13 14 15 
17 55 5 9 13 16 2 4 
18 ool 2 9 13 I 4 5 
18 05 0 2 9 11 15 I 
18 101 2 10 9 0 14 16 
18 15 13 15 2 6 8 0 
18 201 9 0 6 8 2 11 
18 25 16 17 10 15 0 2 
18·3o 1 11 10 15 16 0 2 
18 35 0 2 I 5 15 
18 401 2 4 10 13 
18 45 2 15 16 7 8 17 
18 so 1 2 0 12 I 5 6 
18 55 0 2 12 4 8 9 
19 oo 1 0 I 2 6 11 12 
19 05 0 I 13 14 9 15 
--
19 101 7 8 16 17 
19 15 0 13 6 9 14 15 
19·20 1 4 9 2 3 12 0 
19 25 5 2 7 I 8 10 
19 301 2 0 I 8 4 10 
19 35 9 0 3 12 14 
19.401 I 4 12 14 16 
19:45 8 2 I 4 9 
--
19.501 15 12 16 
19 55 0 2 4 7 10 14 
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A endtx 
AppendixJ 
Prioritised A* scheduler average number of nodes 
and scheduling time log 
Average number of nodes and schedules calculation times results as 
explained in Section 8.4 
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•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=O 395000 
** • • •••• * ••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes= I 436100 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every 10000 schedule=O 
************Average no ofnodes=4 225100 
•• • • •••• • ••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=4 926600 
*** * **** * *** Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=6 121000 
••• ••••• * ••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=5.793900 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes=5 546700 
• • *** • • • •• * • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes=? 394100 
* • ••• • • • •• * * Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=IO 878000 
• • ••• * • • •• * • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=5 684100 
* * ** * * * * ** * * Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=6 137300 
* * *** ** * ** * * Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
************ Average no of nodes=6 649200 
• • ••• •• • •• • • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes=5 327300 
* • ••• • • • ** • * Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
************Average no ofnodes=3 228500 
* * *** • • • •• • • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=6 641300 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=3 784600 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
************Average no of nodes=! 958100 
* • *** * • • ** • • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
************Average no of nodes=! 040800 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
Number of scheduhng tunes of Os 
Number of scheduhng tunes of 50s 
Number of schedulmg tunes of 60s 
Number of schedulmg tunes of I !Os 0 
182555 
2375 
2270 
Number ofschedulmg tunes of>liOs and<= 250s 0 
Number of scheduhng tunes of >250s 0 
Average no ofnodes=O 205514 
Max no of nodes=53 
Max no of tree levels=l2 
Truncated A* search 
A end1xJ 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes=O 356400 
••• • •• • ••• •• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes= I 656300 
* * ** * * * **** • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
************ Average no of nodes=4 504200 
* • ••• • • **** • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes=4 759200 
**** * * * *** * * Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
************Average no ofnodes=5 548900 
• • •• • • • ••• • • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=5 915500 
• • ••• • • •••• • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
************Average no ofnodes=5 891000 
• • * ** ••• •••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes=? 888300 
* • * * * ••• * ••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=IO 028100 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
************Average no ofnodes=6 180500 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every 10000 schedule=O 
************ Average no of nodes=6 659000 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes=7.150500 
* • • * * ••• • ••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes=4 956400 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes=3 257800 
* * • * * ••• * •• • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
************Average no ofnodes=6 199400 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes=4 413200 
* • ** * * ** * * * * Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes= I 879800 
* • * • • *** • •• * Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
* * * * * *** * ** * Average no of nodes=O 923000 
* • ** * **** ** • Backtracks every I 0000 schedule=O 
Number of schedulmg tunes of Os 182466 
Number of schedulmg tunes of 50s 2455 
Number of schedulmg ttmes of 60s 2279 
Number of schedulmg tunes of 11 Os 0 
Number ofschedulmg tunes of> I lOs and<= 250s 0 
Number of schedulmg ttmes of >250s 0 
Average no of nodes=O 167224 
Max no of nodes=51 
Max no of tree levels= 14 
Full A* search 
Prioritised A* scheduler log file for full simulation run from 7am unti18pm on 
3/10/94. Truncated search is interrupted when number of assigned landing calls is 
equal to number of available lifts 
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•••••••••••• Average no of nodes-0 277300 
• • • •• • •• • •• • Backtracks every 10000 schedule~ 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes~2 382800 
• • • •• • •• * ••• Backtracks every 10000 schedule~ 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes~6 209900 
• • • •• • ** • ••• Backtracks every 10000 schedule~O 
************ Average no of nodes~6 435900 
* ** ••• •• • •• • Backtracks every 10000 schedule~ 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes~6 873900 
• • • •• • •• • ••• Backtracks every 10000 schedule~ 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes~? 478800 
• • • •• • •• • ••• Backtracks every 10000 schedule~O 
************Average no ofnodes=6 775800 
** • •• • •• • ••• Backtracks every 10000 schedule~O 
************Average no of nodes~? 896600 
• • • • • • •••••• Backtracks every 10000 schedule~O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes~l2 352000 
** * * ** ** * ••• Backtracks every 10000 schedule~ 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes~8 089100 
* * • • •• ** ••• * Backtracks every 10000 schedule~ 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes~8 843000 
** * * * * ** *** * Backtracks every 10000 schedule~ 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes~? 717400 
* * * * • * ** * ** * Backtracks every 10000 schedule~ 
•••••••••••• Average no of nodes~ 853700 
* * * * ** ** ••• * Backtracks every 10000 schedule~ 
************Average no ofnodes=3 195700 
•• • • •• •• • •• • Backtracks every 10000 schedule~O 
************ Average no of nodes~? 272600 
•••••••••••• Backtracks every I 0000 schedule~ 
************Average no ofnodes~3 778000 
** * * ** ** ••• * Backtracks every 10000 schedule~O 
************Average no ofnodes=l.564500 
** * • ** ** ••• * Backtracks every 10000 schedule~O 
•••••••••••• Average no ofnodes~O 912300 
************Backtracks every 10000 schedule=O 
Number of schedulmg tunes of Os 181393 
Number ofschedulmg tunes of 50s 2914 
Number of schedulmg tunes of 60s 2893 
Number of schedulmg tunes of !I Os 0 
Number of schedulmg tunes of >!I Os and <~ 250 s 0 
Number of scheduhng limes of >250s 0 
Average no of nodes~O 241019 
Max no of nodes~4 
Max no of tree levels~6 
Truncated A* search 
Search is interrupted when uumber of tree 
levels is equal to number of lifts 
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